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NewslineNewslineNewsline10/2013 - Latest 
news & information 
for Scale Aircraft 
Modellers

Editor’s Choice:
Re-supply your enthusiasm

This has got to be one of ‘the’ releases for 2013, what a great subject 
and don’t you get a lot in the box. The WWII RAF Bomber Re-Supply Set 
(#A05330) contains no fewer than fi ve grey-coloured sprues that offer 188 
parts, whilst the clear sprue offers nine more. So what does this offer, well 
you get a 12hp ‘Tilly’ utility vehicle, either the Bedford MWC or MWD trucks 
(you can only build one or the other), a 450 Imp. Gallon fuel bowser, David 
Brown VIG 1 tractor, one Type F and two Type C bomb trollies and a 500cc 
motorcycle (looks like a BSA M21 to me). You also get a maintenance 
tower and a step-ladder, six wheel chocks of two difference sizes, a bicycle, 

oil drum, two fuel cans and Medium Capacity (MC) bombs of 1,000lb 
and 500lb sizes, Small Bomb Containers and a 4,000lb and 8,000lb High 
Capacity ‘Cookie’ are also included. Before you ask, no the David Brown 
and motorcycle are not old toolings (from the Stirling and Recovery set 
respectively), they are all-new. The instructions do include a little amendment 
sheet, for stages 16, 17 and 18, and the accompanying decal sheet has all 
the markings for the various vehicles plus bands and other markings for the 
MC and HC bombs.

This is a superb set, beautifully produced and at £16.99 a really good price 
as well. Hopefully Eduard will soon come up with an etched set, as certain 
details could be greatly improved in etched (motorcycle and bicycle wheels 
to start with), but from the box this is going to offer you a lot to put alongside 
your new Lancaster B Mk II or Dambuster Mk III (amongst others!). Available 
from all Airfi x stockists or directly from the shop on the Airfi x.com website.

Brrrr, freezing!
Precision Ice and Snow is a biologically harmless non-toxic powder 
that can be applied to scale models and dioramas to reproduce the 
effects of snow and ice deposits. It has micro refractive and refl ective 
properties that mimic the behaviour of ice crystals and snow fl akes 
exactly in scale. It can be applied at one-particle thickness to 

represent light frost and then reapplied 
for thicker amounts right up to drifting 
snow. Unlike all previous methods or 
reproducing snow on models, Precision 
Ice and Snow is stable and inert, 
preserving the effect forever!
It is available in a kit containing 2x 
115g bottles of Precision Ice and Snow 
modelling medium, a 700 micron 
laboratory grade stainless steel sieve, 
brochure with instructions for £22.00 
(plus P&P). You can also get refi lls of 
the modelling medium either one bag for 
£8.00, or two for £14.00. Plus you can 
get another sieve if you need it for just 
£8.00. Precision Ice & Snow do deliveries 
under £25.00 within the EU at a fl at rate 
of £4.00 per order, while orders over £25 
are charged at a rate of £6.00 per order.
For more information visit their website at 
http://precisioniceandsnow.com, while we 
have a play about with this over the next 
few months - we will get back to you!
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Sanding Handles
Now we have all tried various 
combinations of sticks and other bits and 
pieces to hold sandpaper when working 
in awkward areas, well this little set of 
‘handles’ from Trumpeter’s Master-Tools 
range is going to make things a lot easier. 
As you can see from the accompanying 
images, the set offers a selection of 

different size and shape handles and you 
can affi x the self-adhesive sandpaper 
that is supplied to just about any point on 
them. Now I know what you are saying, 
what happens when I run out of the self-
adhesive sandpaper, well no problem, 
you can buy double-sided adhesive tape 
really cheaply, plus there is ‘servo tape’ 
in the radio-controlled lines that is even 
slightly padded, so all you need do once 
the supplied sandpaper is used up, is get 

some tape and stick on lengths 
of your own preferred brand 
of wet n’ dry paper. Oh, and 
by the way, if you want to get 
the tape/paper off once worn 
out, IPA (Isopropyl Alcohol - 
buy it online or at Maplins) or 
‘Sticky-Stuff Remover (available 
from stationery shops) is idea 
for doing this, as it removes all 
residue and leaves the plastic 
unharmed. 
This set (#09929) is available 
from all good model and 
toyshops for £5.99, but in case 
of diffi culty contact the UK 
Importer, Pocketbond Ltd for 
details of your local stockist. 
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Gone in 15 months
Valiant Wings Publishing have informed us 
that their third title in the popular Airframe & 
Miniature range that covered the Focke-Wulf Fw 
190D and Ta 152 is now out of print, less than 
15 months after it was fi rst released. Demand 
has been a little higher than expected, but if 
there are still people out there who would still 
like a copy, do not despair, just contact them 
via their website (www.valiant-wings.co.uk) or 
Facebook page and register your interest in any 
reprint that might occur in the future, as they say 
that if they get enough requests, they will reprint.
Also be aware that their fi rst title in the Airframe 
Album series on the He 219 is now very low on 
stock, and that has already been reprinted once!

New Niche Colours
LifeColor have recently released a new aircraft-
related set of paints covering WWII Finnish 
Aircraft (#XS09), and contains the following 
colours: Oliivin vihreä (olive green), Vaalean 
harmaa (light grey), Vaalean sininen (light blue); 
Musta (black), Keltainen (yellow), Oranssi 
(orange). The set has been produced in co-
operation with the Ilmailumuseo Flygmuseum in 
Finland, so accuracy should be assured. 
For more details contact The Airbrush Company 
Ltd, 79 Marlborough Road (East), Lancing 
Business Park, Lancing, West Sussex, BN15 
8UF. Tel: +44 (0)1903 767800, Fax: +44 (0)1903 
875960 or visit www.airbrushes.com.

Back Again
The excellent colour sets in the Mr Color lacquer range 
have not been available from MDC here in the UK for 
a while, well, they now have stock once again of the 
following:
#CS681 WWII US Army & Navy, RAF Aircraft Interior 
Color Set - Inc. Zinc-chromate Type I, Chromate Yellow 
Primer, Aircraft Grey/Green (BS283)
#CS682 WWII US Naval Aircraft Standard Color Set - 
Inc. Gloss Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue & Blue/Grey
Each set retails for £8.50 (+P&P), so for more details 
contact Model Design Construction, Tel: 01246 827755, 
Email: models@modeldesignconstruction.co.uk or visit 
www.modeldesignconstruction.co.uk.

I See
Little-cars.com are always expanding 
their range of useful tools and equipment, 
well the most recent addition is this 
set of magnifying glasses that include 
a powerful LED. The unit comes with 
clip-on lenses that magnify x1.5, x2.5 
and x3.5 and their position ahead of the 
frames means that you are not squinting 
into them, as is often the case with other 
magnifi ers, nor is it a great big lumpy 
unit. We tried these for a number of hours 
and found them comfortable, as the 
whole unit weighs next to nothing. The 
LED uses three LR1130 button batteries 
and these are supplied and fi tted, all 
you have to do is pull out the white tab 
from one side of the unit, and it is ready 
for use.
It retails for £9.00 (+P&P), so for more 
details contact Little-Cars.com, Tel: 
01234 711980 or Email: sales@little-
cars.com.
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Creative Models Limited

www.creativemodels.co.uk      E-mail: info@creativemodels.co.uk

HBB80369 
1:48 Me 262 A-1a

HBB81722 
1:48 US YF-23 Prototype

HBB80288 
1:72 A5M2

HBB81708 
1:48 A-6A Intruder

HBB81726 
1:48 F-84F Thunderstread

EM39311              
1:48 P-40M H4F5, 
18FG

EM39313              
1:48 P-40M China 1945

EM39314              
1:48 P-40M Soviet

EM39316              
1:48 UH-1C of the 
120th AHC, 3rd 
Platoon 1969

EM39318              
1:48 UH-1C of the 
174th AHC gun 
platoon “Sharks” 1970

EM39320              
1:48 H-1C 57th 
Aviation Company 
“Cougars” at Phu Cat

MMMMMMMMMOOOOOOOOODDDDDDDDDEEEEEEEEE
CCCRRREEEAAAEAEEEAEAEAEEEAE TTTATAAATATATAAATA

LLLLLLLLLIIIIIIIIILILLLILILILLLIL MMMIIITTT
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• Deluxe Materials
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• Dragon Diecast
• Dub cCity
• Eastern Express
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• ERTL
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• Flames of War
• Forces of Valor
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• Gluelines
• Great Wall Hobbies
• Guillows
• Hasegawa
• Hat Industrie
• Heller
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• Hobbycraft
• Humbrol
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• Import Racers
• Italeri
• Keystone
• Kinetic
• Kittyhawk
• Lindberg
• Lionroar
• Masterbox
• Meng Models
• Mig Productions
• Mini Hobby Models
• Miniart
• Minicraft
• Mirage Hobby
• Mirror models
• Model Builder Supply
• Modelcraft
• Moebius
• Monarch
• MPC
• Pegasus Models
• Perry miniatures
• Plastic Soldier Company
• Plus Model
• PM Model
• Polar lights
• PST Models
• Revell
• Revell Monogram
• Shesto Tools
• SimilR
• Squadron Signal
• Strelets
• Tamiya
• Tasca
• Testors
• Timberline
• Tristar
• Trumpeter
• Universal Hobbies
• Valiant Miniatures
• Vallejo
• Victrix
• Vulcan models
• Warlord Games
• Zvezda
• and more...

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR A LIST OF STOCKISTS

MCR14694           
1:144 F-16 “Fancy Falcons”

MCR14696           
1:144 C-32B USAF

MCR11677           
1:48 Piper Cherokee

MCR11670           
1:48 Beechcraft Bonanza F-33 Aka “Debonair”

EDK8434               
1:48 F6F-5 (Weekend)

EDK1182               
1:48 Bf 110C-6 (Limited Edition)

EDB648111          
1:48 MiG-21PFM Interior (Eduard)

EDB648117          
1:48 MiG-21PFM Exhaust Nozzle (Eduard)

EDB648112          
1:48 Spitfire Mk. IX Engine (Eduard)

EDK8237               
1:48 MiG-21PFM (Profipack)

PLUAL7005          
1:72 Engine Cowlings for Ventura

PLUAL4027          
1:48 US Scooter with Crew

PLUAL4028          
1:48 US Scooter – Fire Fighter

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR A LIST OF STOCKISTS
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T
he kit consists of seven sprues in 
grey-coloured plastic and two in clear 
with a parts count of 240 and 17 
respectively. Also in the box you will 
fi nd a small photo-etched fret and a 

decal sheet printed by Cartograf. The revised 
and new sprues include amongst other things 
a revised front upper fuselage, a new cockpit, 
nose gear and stores. The rubber tyres are gone 
and the etched fret is all-new. There are a lot 
of parts marked as not used so the spares box 
will eat well with the left-overs. The instructions 

have been updated to show the modifi cations 
relevant to the Su-30MK along with a separate 
sheet for colour and markings. There are three 
schemes included, two Russian demonstrators 
and a Chinese Su-30MKK in squadron service. 
On fi rst inspection the parts all seem to be nicely 
moulded as they were the fi rst time round but be 
prepared to put in some work with the fi ller and 
fi les around the fuselage and intake joints. Some 
of the new parts require some surgery and the 
cut lines aren’t that clear so this is very much a 
case of measure twice, cut once. All those years 
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SPECIFICATION: 
Academy 1:48 Sukhoi Su-30MK
Kit No: 12223
Materials: IM, PE
Availability: Pocketbond Ltd (UK Importer) and 
Academy stockists worldwide
Price Guide £34.99

BEFORE STARTING:
● Thick Cyanoacrylate & Accelerator
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Cement S
● Pacer Formula 560
● Tamiya Masking Tape
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Putty
● Tweezers
● Swann-Morton #3 scalpel and blades
● Micro Chisel
● Silver and Graphite Karismacolor pencils

DIMENSIONS: 1:1
Span - 14.7m
Length - 21.935m
Height - 6.36m

DIMENSIONS 1:48
Span - 306.3mm
Length - 456.9mm
Height - 132.5mm

AIRBRUSH USED:
SATAgraf2
For worldwide distribution and availability visit 
www.sata.com

PAINTS USED:
Alclad II lacquer:
Jet Exhaust
Steel

Gunze-Sangyo Mr Aqueous Color acrylic:
H45 Light Blue
H61 IJN Grey
H323 Light Blue

Xtracolor enamel:
X629 Soviet interior Blue Green

REFERENCES
● Flankers - The Next Generation by Y. Gordon, 
Red Star Vol.2 (Midland Publishing 2001)
● Sukhoi Su-30 Flanker In Indian Service by 
P. Camp & S. Watson (The Aviation Bookshop 
2008)

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KWIK BUILD

SPECIFICATION: 

Built & Written by Alan Bottoms from the UK

Academy was the fi rst manufacturer to give us a 1:48 
Su-27 Flanker kit in the early 1990’s. The basic tooling has 
been reissued many times in differing schemes as well as an 
upgraded special edition by Eduard recently. Now it is the turn of 
Academy themselves to give the Su-27UB a facelift to the current 
Su-30MK specifi cation.

Export 
Flanker

SU-30MK.indd   2 05/09/2013   14:15





SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KWIK BUILD
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ago I built the fi rst issue as soon as it appeared 
so let’s see how this latest edition goes together.

After a quick bath in some warm water 
and detergent I began by test fi tting the main 
fuselage parts. This was when I found that some 
fi ller would be needed especially along the 
sides of the rear fuselage joints. Turning to the 
instructions the fi rst job is to open up the holes 
for the pylons followed by the addition of the 
front turbine fans. The next job is the surgery to 
the forward fuselage. As I said earlier, measure 
twice and cut once! When I was happy with my 
cutting I found the best way to get the new nose 
section lined up was to tape the two fuselage 
halves together and then fi t the new part. While 
that was setting the new cockpit tub was built 
and painted. The new ejection seats are a big 
improvement on the original 'deck chairs' and 
all that was needed to dress them up was a set 
of seat belts. The seats and control columns 
were left aside for now. With the tub fi tted into 
the upper half the fuselage could now be closed 
up and the radome added. With all the joints 
cleaned up and any fi lling and rescribing dealt 
with, next up were the intakes. The fi t of the twin 
intake trunks was not good. Despite various 
attempts at positioning I still had to resort to fi ller 
to get a smooth joint with the fuselage. Moving 
along, the control surfaces are all separate but 
once again these are old parts so be prepared 
to make some adjustments to get a good fi t. To 

make life easier I decided to paint the large bare 
metal areas around the engines before adding 
the tail feathers. A coat of gloss black enamel 
was sprayed on to the areas where the Alclad II 
would be going. There are a couple of different 
metallic shades in this area so fi rst up was a 
blast of Steel. After some masking with good 
old Tamiya tape the darker panels were blown 
in with Jet Exhaust. With the masking removed 
some more of the latter colour was used to add 
some shading to the bare steel areas. With the 
Alclad thoroughly dry the parts that remain bare 
metal were masked to protect the fi nish. These 
done the rest of the smaller airframe parts were 
added and any fi lling, sanding and rescribing 
was dealt with and the cockpit was masked off. 
The main painting was all done with Gunze-
Sangyo acrylics starting with Gloss White on the 
radome, fi n tips and sensor panels. Once again 
out with the Tamiya tape ready to start applying 
the overall colours. These consist of two blues 
and a grey on the upper surfaces with the lighter 
of the blues wrapping round for the overall 
underside colour. Looking at the instructions, 
the box art and various images of Su-30s on the 
Internet, I believe the two blues have actually 
been reversed on the painting guide. With this 
in mind the entire underside, including wheel 
bays and intakes was given a coat of Light 
Blue H323. When that had dried the model was 
turned over and the upper camoufl age areas in 

the same shade were applied. Next were the 
Light Blue H45 sections and to fi nish IJN Grey 
H61. At this point you will be thinking that it is 
all very, very bright blue, but don’t worry, as it 
is correct. There are Flankers fl ying in some 
very distinctive schemes at the moment, in fact 
some Ukrainian aircraft are even brighter! As 
these three colours were all gloss I didn’t need 
to add a coat of Klear so the airframe was put 
aside to dry ready for some decals. To keep 
things moving the undercarriage and stores were 
built up and painted ready for later installation. 
It was now time to put some markings on and 
needless to say the Cartograf decals performed 
beautifully needing just a touch of Micro Set and 
Sol to snuggle them down onto the surface. With 
the decals dry the entire airframe was given a 
wash of grey acrylic ink to highlight the surface 
detail. The metal sections were unmasked 
now and given a dry-brushing with Games 
Workshop Chainmail acrylic paint followed by a 
pin wash of MIG Productions Dark Wash. The 
undercarriage and stores were all added along 
with all the delicate aerials etc. before giving the 
whole model a coat of Alclad II semi-matt clear 
to even everything out. With the ejection seats, 
control columns and head-up displays added the 
canopy was fi xed in place with Pacer Formula 
560 PVA glue. All that was left was to pick out the 
various landing, formation and navigation lights 
to fi nish the model. ●

FINAL VERDICT
It is great to have an updated version of the Flanker to build but at times this model proved to be hard work because of the age of some of the parts. 
Saying that, when complete it does look good and for what you get in the box and the size of the fi nished model it is very reasonably priced. Compared 
to something like an F-111 or F-14 a new-tool kit would probably be around double the price. So to the big questions: was it worth it? Defi nitely. Would I 
build another? A naval variant would be nice, thanks!

Plane Facts
The Su-30 was originally conceived as a two-seat Su-27 variant, to be used as an air controller, however this was later changed into 
a multi-role type and so it was redesignated the Su-30. The Su-30MK was the designation given to the commercial version of Su-30M 
project and it was fi rst revealed in 1993. The basic MK airframe is now available in a variety of upgraded and special version for a number 
of customers, including China, India (MK & MKI), Malaya (MKM), Algeria (MKA), Venezuela (MKV) and Vietnam (MK2V). 

SU-30MK.indd   4 05/09/2013   14:15



The new generation fighter

Item code 
number

F-35A Lightning II®
1:72 scale
1331

Paint your passion odourless, nontoxic, 
ideal for coloring with brush and airbrush

Catalogue 2013 Ask your local distributor or contact: Italeri S.p.A. - via Pradazzo, 6/b 40012 - Calderara di Reno - Bologna - Italy - Phone +39 051 31 75 211 - email: italeri@italeri.com   

Glue your passion
Thin sinthetic brush with ergonomic 
handle for precision assembly

Glass bottle 
with anti evaporisation system

Liquid cement for plastic 
designed and reccommended 
for static modelling

Hurricane Mk. IIc                                  1:482726 Ju 87 G-2 Stuka                                    1:482722

 AH-6 Night Fox                                      1:72017 BF 110 G-4                                           1:721314



T
he kit seems to be based on their 
previous Mk VI but has new parts for 
the nose with its larger Mk IX style 
installation and for the larger rudder. 
The end-opening box contains two 

sprues moulded in a pale grey-coloured soft 
plastic plus one clear one. A nice fold-out A5-
size set of printed instructions is provided with 
detailed marking guides (backed 
up by colour profi les on the back of 
the box). A large, very nicely printed 
decal sheet completes the package.

The kit provides rather basic interior detail 
and there is nothing on the sidewalls so I added 
the Eduard Zoom Set SS449 to liven up the 
otherwise rather bare interior. The plastic of the 
fuselage halves is very thin and there is little 
surface to glue onto, especially forward of the 
cockpit. No pressure bulkhead is provided for 
the rear of the cockpit but I did not correct this 
defi ciency and the rear section of the canopy 
should go down to the canopy rails, which it 
does not, but again I did not correct this. The 
door sections round the tailwheel have to be 
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SPECIFICATION: 
Italeri 1:72 Spitfi re F Mk VII
Kit No: 1318
Materials: IM
Availability: The Hobby Company Ltd (UK 
Importer) and Italeri stockists worldwide
Price Guide £9.99

BEFORE STARTING:
● Humbrol Liquid Poly
● Tamiya Masking Tape
● Sprue Cutters
● Tweezers
● Scalpel
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Surfacer 500
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Dissolved Putty
● Johnson’s Klear
● Microscale Micro Set and Sol Decal Solution
● Microscale Micro Kristal Klear
● Microscale Micro Flat

DIMENSIONS: 1:1
Span - 40ft 2in (12.24m)
Length - 31ft 3.5in (9.54m)
Height - 11ft 5in (3.48m)

DIMENSIONS: 1:72
Span - 170mm
Length - 132.5mm
Height - 48.3mm

AIRBRUSHES USED:
Iwata HP-B Plus
For UK distribution and availability visit www.
airbrushes.com

PAINTS USED:
Gunze-Sangyo Mr Aqueous Color acrylic:
H413 RLM 04 Yellow

Humbrol enamel:
11 Silver
33 Matt Black
34 Matt White
56 Aluminium
78 Matt Cockpit Green

Tamiya Color acrylic:
X-25 Clear Green
X-27 Clear Red
XF-1 Black
XF-64 Red-Brown
XF-69 NATO Black
XF-83 Medium Sea Grey 2 (RAF)

Xtracrylix acrylic:
XA1008 RAF PRU Blue

REFERENCES
● Spitfi re: A Documentary History by A. Price 
(Book Club Associates/McDonald & Jane’s 1977)
● Spitfi re - A Look Back Over the Gate: A 
Pictorial Tribute to British Gate Guards by R.C. 
Coulson (R. C. Coulson 1994 ISBN: 0-9523825-
0-4)
● Spitfi res and Polished Metal: Restoring the 
Classic Fighter by G. Moss & B. McKee (Airlife 
Publishing 1999 ISBN: 1-85310-720-4)
● Spitfi re: Their History and how to model them 
by R. Cross & G. Scarborough, Classic Aircraft 
No.1 (Patrick Stephens Ltd 1971 ISBN: 0-85059-
082-5)
● Spitfi re The History by E.B. Morgan & 
E. Shacklady (Key Publishing 1987 ISBN: 
0-946219-48-6)

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KWIK BUILD

SPECIFICATION: 

Built & Written by Alan Bottoms from the UK

The Spitfi re needs no introduction from me, as one of the modellers’ all-time 
favourites it’s been produced in probably every imaginable scale over the years. 
The Mk VII that we have here is one of the lesser known variants, based on the 
Mk VIII airframe with extended wings for high-altitude use, it also had a 
pressurised cockpit based on the type used in the Mk VI. 

High-fl ying 
Seven
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cut away by 
the builder, which is 

not too diffi cult although the 
panel lines on each side are a little 

out so need adjusting once assembled. 
I left the nose off at this point, even though 
Italeri suggest assembling with the fuselage, 
however I suspected there were going to be fi t 
issues and this might therefore make it easier 
to assemble later - I was right... The plastic in 
front of the cockpit was very thin so I decided to 
put some fi ller on the inside to help strengthen 
it and thus prevent sanding through whilst 
cleaning up the seams. At this point I noticed 
the separate exhausts on the sprues, now these 
are truly awful so they just had to be replaced. 
Fortunately I had some Quickboost Mk IX 
exhausts in stock so cut out the cowlings to 
accept these instead.

The wing goes together easily, the extended 
tips fi t well once cleaned up but I did note the 
ailerons were not the shortened type fi tted to this 
version. However, the 220mm difference in size 
translates to just over 3mm in this scale so it's 
not the end of the world. The fi t of the wing to the 
fuselage is very poor and there were huge gaps 
round the front. I spent an evening juggling the 
sections for the nose to get a decent fi t and was 
beginning to despair at the poor fi t by this point. 
A lot of Mr Dissolved Putty combined with a lot 

of sanding and I had a 
reasonable looking front 
end. The carburettor 
intake should be one 
of the larger styles but 
Italeri suggest fi tting one 

which would look right on 
a Mk I. Three types appear 

on the sprue but none seemed 
correct, so I chose the least  

bad one!
The rest of the construction was fairly 

straightforward and before long I had 
completed the build and it was ready 

for paint. I had a bit of rescribing to do 
and I also fi lled the engraved outline 
on the wings for the wheel bulges 

because they are not present on this 
version. I am not sure that all the other 

panel lines are correct either but I didn’t 
feel like any more fi lling and sanding by this 

stage! Quite a bit of time was then spent with 
Micro-mesh restoring the surface fi nish before 
painting. The prop was assembled and separate 
blades are provided but they are inaccurate in 
shape and are also very thick. Whilst cleaning up 
the undercarriage parts I noticed that the hubs 
do not seem to be central in the wheels! One 
other oddity I noticed is that the hinge post of the 
rudder does not seem to be square to the axis of 
the airframe?

The colour scheme was fairly simple, PRU 
Blue underneath and Medium Sea Grey on top. 
I began with a base coat of Mr Surfacer from a 
spray can, which fi lled in any remaining marks, 
then cut it back gently with 3600 grit Micro-
mesh. Preshading with black followed before 
the underside was airbrushed with Xtracrylix 
XA1008 RAF PRU Blue. Once dry this was 
masked and the top airbrushed with Tamiya XF-
83 Medium Sea Grey. Some panels were then 
masked and airbrushed with a slightly lighter 
shade of the grey, just to break up the monotone 
fi nish. Next it was on with a coat of Microscale 
Micro Gloss in preparation for the decals. The 
Cartograph decals looked very nice and 
went on beautifully with a little Microscale 
setting solution. Unfortunately I’m not sure 
that they are necessarily that accurate 
in terms of size, it was impossible to fi t 
the squadron codes on the fuselage as 

indicated in the marking guide and I ended up 
with the aircraft number over the codes on the 
starboard side! The stencil data provided was 
also a little over-scale. 

Following a clean-up the next day, I 
airbrushed another coat of gloss to seal the 
decals then applied a wash to the panel lines 
using well-thinned Humbrol 33 Matt Black. A 
coat of Microscale Micro Flat followed then I 
applied a little weathering round the exhausts 
and gun ports with a thin mixture of Tamiya 
XF-69 NATO Black and XF-64 Red Brown. The 
undercarriage and prop went on and a fi nal light 
coat of matt was applied. A slight delay was then 
introduced as I spilt superglue on the fuselage 
and had to carefully polish it off with Micro-mesh 
then repair the paint and decal damage. The 
side door was attached in the open position; this 
is in the Eduard set and looks superb, far better 
than the plain plastic kit part. It was at this point I 
had the sudden realisation that the door should 
not be there….these pressurised versions had 
no entry door! With the decals on so close to the 
door it made it pretty much impossible to fi x so 
I’m going to have to live with my schoolboy error! 
It's interesting to note that the Eduard Zoom 
set for this kit duplicates this error, though, so 
I am not alone. The last job was to attach the 
open canopy with a touch of (carefully applied) 
superglue along with painting the  
navigation lights. ●

FINAL VERDICT
I fi nd it hard to recommend this kit mainly due to the simply appalling fi t round the front of the fuselage and this will certainly frustrate more 
inexperienced modellers. I suspect that the AZ Model version is actually an easier build – their newer Spitfi re kits are very good – though it will be 
a little more expensive. To make this kit into something decent you need to work on the cockpit, replace the terrible exhausts and be prepared for 
lot of fi lling and sanding…

Plane Facts
Just like the Mk VI, the Mk VII was a high-altitude variant, but it used the Merlin 61 series engine (the last production airframes used the 
Merlin 71). The cockpit was pressurised, using the same modifi cations fi rst fi tted to the Mk VI. Other changes to the airframe were as 
follows: internal structure was strengthened and revised; ailerons reduced in span by 8.5 inches outboard of the outer hinges; 14 Imp. 
Gal. (64Lt) fuel tanks fi tted in each wing leading edge; ‘Aero-Vee’ fi lter was added under nose; main undercarriage legs had forward 
facing torque links; u/c doors were also slightly concave, so no small bulge on the upper wing surface any more; wheels were ‘four-spoke’ 
pattern; retractable tailwheel. Unique to the Mk VII were the Marshall compressor for the pressurised cockpit on the right side of the engine 
that drew air through a long intake under the starboard exhaust; extended ‘pointed’ wing tips fi tted to the Type C wing (note that later many 
reverted to the normal, rounded wing tip); ‘Lobelle’ type hood which slid backwards and was a great improvement over the clamp-down 
version used on the Mk VI. In total 140 Mk VIIs were built by Supermarine.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Zoukei-Mura Inc 1:32 Douglas A-1H Skyraider 
‘US Navy’ 
Kit No.: Super Wings Series No.3 
Materials: IM
Availability: Albion Alloys Ltd (UK Importer) and 
Zoukei-Mura stockists worldwide
Price Guide: £TBA (¥13440)

BEFORE STARTING:
● Thick Cyanoacrylate & Accelerator
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Cement S
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Putty
● Kip Fineline Masking Tape
● Tweezers
● Sanding sticks & fi les
● Swann-Morton #3 scalpel and blades
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Mark Setter and Softener 
decal solutions
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Surfacer 500
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Neo Masking Fluid
● RB Productions Sticky Pencil 
● Elastic thread
● Cheap (aerosol) car primer 

PAINTS USED:
Alclad II lacquer:
Aluminium

Gunze-Sanyo Mr Aqueous Hobby Color acrylic:
H1 White 
H12 Black 
H30 Clear
H77 Tyre Black
H325 FS 26440

Tamiya acrylic:
XF-59 Desert Yellow 
XF-69 NATO Black
 

AIRBRUSH USED:
Iwata Hi-Line HP-CH
UK Importer: The Airbrush Company
www.airbrushes.com

DIMENSIONS: 1:1
Span - 50ft 1/4in (15.25m)
Length - 38ft 10in (11.84m)
Height - 15ft 8 1/4in (4.78m)

DIMENSIONS: 1:32
Span - 476.6mm
Length - 370mm
Height - 149.4mm

REFERENCES
● A-1 Skyraider, Walk Around No.27 by E. 
Barthelmes & R.S.Dann (Squadron/Signal 
Publications 2001 ISBN: 0-89747-429-6)
● Douglas AD Skyraider by P.C. Smith (The 
Crowood Press 1999)
● Douglas Skyraider by H. Gann, Profi le No.60 
(Profi le Publications 1965)
● Douglas Skyraider by B.R. Jackson (Aero 
Publisher Inc. 1969 ISBN: 0-8168-5303-7)
● Douglas Skyraider [AD-1 to AD-1] by K. Wixey, 
Warpaint No.18 (Hall Park Books 1999)
● Douglas A-1 Skyraider, Famous Airplanes of 
the World No.18 (Bunrin-do)
● Douglas A-1 Skyraider by R.F. Dorr (Osprey 
1989 ISBN: 0-85045-906-0)
● Douglas A-1 Skyraider - A Photo Chronicle by 
F.A. Johnsen (Schiff er 1994 ISBN: 0-88740-
512-6)
● Douglas A-1 Skyraider by K. Hughes & W. 
Dranem, Warbird Tech Vol.13 (Speciality Press 
1997 ISBN: 0-933424-78-7)

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KIT BUILD

Built & Written by John ‘Tigger’ Wilkes from the UK
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Zoukei-Mura Inc 1:32 Douglas A-1H Skyraider 

With previous kits of the Skyraider in 1:32 being vacforms or resin this is the fi rst of what appears to be several injection moulded 
kits of the subject. This was the third model that Zoukei-Mura produced in their Super Wings Series with more now released. I 
had every intention of building this quickly, however, other events overtook and I kind of lost interest, but here she fi nally is. 

SUPER SPAD
SKYRAIDER.indd   2 05/09/2013   14:31



F
irstly let me say that this is an 
engineering exercise as well as a build 
of a plastic model because there are 
lots of details and features that have 
been well researched, although in 

some cases are a little unnecessary. The whole 
package comes in a large box with pretty awful 
artwork, I have to say, however this does not 
refl ect on the contents. In total there are 322 
parts on twelve sprues, which are in different 
colours and this strikes me a bit 1970s. Surface 
detail is via recessed panel lines with some 
rivets and where appropriate raised armour 
panels. Breakdown of the build is not for the 
faint-hearted as there are some awkward seams 

to tidy up, especially the fi n-to-fuselage joint; in 
my opinion the general make up of the model 
is logical but over complicated. Decal options 
are limited and though they worked fi ne, they 
are overly thick. You get just two decal options, 
both being the famous scheme, VA-176 from 
USS Intrepid, although no date is given. The 
choices are AK 409 the famous MiG-killer or AK 
405, both with the bright stinger fi n markings. 
Zoukei-Mura has released several update 
sets and decal sheets for this kit that will allow 
alternatives. Also the one thing of note is that 
there are no weapons in the box so you will 
have to either raid the spares box or buy the 
Zoukei-Mura set, although having already spent 
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With previous kits of the Skyraider in 1:32 being vacforms or resin this is the fi rst of what appears to be several injection moulded 
kits of the subject. This was the third model that Zoukei-Mura produced in their Super Wings Series with more now released. I 
had every intention of building this quickly, however, other events overtook and I kind of lost interest, but here she fi nally is. 

SUPER SPAD

“Breakdown of the build is not for the faint-
hearted as there are some awkward seams to 
tidy up especially the fi n-to-fuselage joint; in 

my opinion the general make up of the model is 
logical but over complicated”
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over £100 on the kit I was a bit miffed to have 
to spend more to arm her! Worthy of mention 
are the instructions, which are done like a 
Natops pilot's manual with lots of photographs 
of the completed sections as well as good clear 
drawings with colour callouts given via Vallejo 
colours. There is also a cross-reference to Mr 
Color paints.

Construction
Logic dictates that we start with the insides of 
the beast and it all kicks off with the cockpit, 

plenty of detail is provided and I contemplated 
the use of the etched set from Zoukei-Mura 
but in the end I painted the cockpit myself. 
Instruments are a decal that sits behind the 
clear panel or there is a choice to use a plastic 
part that would need painting. Everything is 
modular and fi ts nice and snug, a choice of 
seats for the pilot is provided, the one with 
seat belts got used on my build. I found that 
there was a seam right down the middle of the 
gunsight and this had to be sanded out then 
polished back to clarity, I do not know why, 

though, as it was made as a single part? This 
point marks the beginning of the use of parts 
which will probably never be seen again, but 
for this build I used them. This includes a fuel 
tank and radio bay that are buried deep in the 
fuselage, although the bulkhead that supports 
the radios is worth adding for some additional 
strength in the fuselage. I chose not to bother 
with painting these sections at all. Section 
two now leads us through the closing of the 
fuselage and there are a few things that will 
need to be considered. Once again there are 

Gunze-Sangyo masking fl uid is used to cover the areas of the clear instrument panel before painting and before I added the decal 
behind. There is plenty of detail in that cockpit and it cries out for a good paint job

Everything painted and weathered. Various Vallejo and oil paints 
were applied with a pin to make the moulded detail look the 
part. I would have liked to use a set of fabric seat belts but at 
the time of building none were available

The completed instrument panel; this is the clear one with the 
decal behind, all carefully masked, painted and with the details 
picked out with Vallejo acrylic

None of the detail behind the cockpit seen here will ever be 
visible again, but it is a good idea to at least add the radio shelf, 
as it adds rigidity to the fuselage assembly

ith the internal structures built some rigidity is provided by the 
bulkheads, I did not bother to paint anything that is unlikely to 
be seen ever again. I added a section of white plastic behind the 
instrument panel decal and attached it with superglue, as I did 
not want the decal to peel off at some time in the future

Stage-by-Stage - CoNSTRUCTION

All closed up and the fi t of the fi n was something I needed to work on; this is an awkward joint but 
with some sanding and Mr Surfacer 500 it did not take too long to sort out. The top panel was more 
troublesome but again with some fi ller it was soon blended in

The air brakes are poseable and this gimmick was soon dispensed with and the parts permanently 
fi xed shut, as I could not fi nd any images of them open when the Skyraider was on the ground
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loads of internal details, which will never be 
seen again but in essence some are needed 
especially the bulkheads that add strength 
and help align some of the panels. I slightly 
deviated from the instructions now and added 
the lower fuselage soon after the side panels 
to help line everything up, I also added the 
top spine plate. Do not worry when you see 
the fi n looking all twisted as this is a feature 
of the real thing and in actual fact it all lines 
up (askew!) fi ne. The reason for the twist is to 
compensate for the torque caused by that big 
radial up front.

Anyway back to the instructed method of 
construction and with the air brake actuator 

rod and internal bulkheads installed you 
will soon be adding the rear section of the 
fuselage with the vertical fi n and tailwheel bay. 
As long as you take your time then it all works 
well and just a little clamping was needed 
where the parts join to get them to match up. 
You will notice I have closed the air brakes, 
however, there is the option of opening them if 
you wish. I have not found any images of them 
deployed when the aircraft is on the ground, 
so this is something you need to consider. 
Two top fuselage panels drop in and cover the 
spine of the model and here I needed some 
fi ller and sanding to get them all nice and 
snug; this may have been me but to be honest 

it was not that big a job. Next is the mating of 
the engine bearers and auxiliary engine parts, 
which all fi t tightly to the forward bulkhead with 
no alignment problems. Exhaust defl ectors are 
also added and the fuselage is starting to look 
like a Skyraider.

Plane Facts
The prototype XBT2D-1 was fi rst fl own on the 18th March 1945 
from Mines Field, LA and was intended as a single-seat dive-
bomber and torpedo bomber for the US Navy. It was followed 
by prototypes of a three-seat night attack version (XBT2D-1N), 
photo-reconnaissance version (XBT2D-1P) and three-seat 
ECM version (XBT2D-1Q). The type was then put into series 
production as the AD-1 Skyraider. Only three production (AD-1, 
AD-1Q and AD-1W) versions were built, along with a single 
prototype of the three-seat AEW version (XAD-1W). The AD-2 
series started with the BT2D-2 (XAD-2) prototype, which was an 
upgraded attack variant. This was followed by the AD-2 series 
(four versions) before a stronger fuselage, new undercarriage 

and revised cockpit were introduced to create the AD-3 series 
(7 versions). The AD-4 series (8 versions) featured stronger 
undercarriage, new radar and anti-G suit provision, plus four 
20mm cannon, 14 rockets and the ability to carry 50lb of bombs. 
The AD-5 series (5 versions) had side-by-side seating for the pilot 
and co-pilot, while the AD-6 was a single-seat attack version with 
dive brake and able to carry 3,500lb of ordnance. In all 713 were 
built, making it the most produced of all the Skyraider variants. 
The fi nal version was the AD-7, powered by the R-3350-26WB 
engine and with various structural changes and reinforcement 
to help extend airframe life. The Skyraider was operated by both 
the US Navy and USAAF and in 1962 the ‘AD’ designation was 
changed to ‘A’, resulting in the AD-5 becoming the A-1E, the AD-
5N the A-1G, the AD-6 the A-1H and the AD-7 the A-1J. 

“I had to use Mr Mark Setter 
solution to get them to settle 
and they conformed well, the 
thickness was still an issue, 
though, and I experimented with 
white spirit to soften the top 
coat of varnish which was then 
gently rubbed away”
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AD-6 (A-1H) Skyraider, BuNo.137560, AJ-505, VA-85 ‘Black Falcons’, USS Forrestal, 1958. Gull Grey upper surfaces with 
Insignia White undersides and all moveable control surfaces; anti-dazzle panel and all lettering in black, except ship’s name 
which is in red; green trim on rudder and wing tips

AD-6 (A-1H) Skyraider, BuNo.137607, AF-400, VA-65 ‘Tigers’, USS Intrepid (CVA-11), January 1961. Gull Grey upper 
surfaces with Insignia White undersides and all moveable control surfaces; anti-dazzle panel and all lettering in black. 
Orange rudder with white stars superimposed; orange flash along fuselage, thinly outlined in white

A-1H Skyraider, BuNo.134589, NK-504, VA-145 ‘Swordsmen’, CVW-14, 1965. Gull 
Grey upper surfaces with Insignia White undersides and all moveable control sur-
faces; black anti-dazzle panel and all lettering. Green band on fuselage and tail 
tip. Black lion and sword badge on both sides, over the green band

A-1H Skyraider, BuNo.134569, 300NM, VA-52 ‘Knightriders’, USS Ticonderoga (CVA-14), 1966. Gull Grey upper 
surfaces with Insignia White undersides and all moveable control surfaces; black lettering. Mid-blue/yellow bands 
around fuselage with white mace and stars superimposed. Tail bands in (from top) mid-blue/red/yellow/red/green; 
300NM’ repeated on top of starboard wing

Richard J. Caruana © MAI 2
013

Original Artwork by
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A-1H Skyraider, BuNo.137543, AK-409, VA-176 ‘Thunderbolts’, USS Intrepid, 1966. 
Gull Grey upper surfaces with Insignia White underisdes and all moveable control 
surfaces; black anti-dazzle panel, all lettering and 20 mission markings under the 
cockpit; ‘Bumble Bee’ marking in yellow and black over a red flash. Orange fin/
rudder tip and ‘E’, shadowed in black, on fuselage. MiG kill marking below cockpit 
in black and red

A-1H Skyraider, BuNo.134555, TS, 802nd Special Operations Squadron, 56th Special Operations Wing, 
Nakhom Phanom, 1970. Dark Green FS.34079/Medium Green FS.34012/Tan FS.30219 upper surfaces with 
Underside Grey FS.36622; black lettering on fin and rudder. White name on nose; reduced size US star 
markings above port and below starboard wings only

A-1H Skyraider, BuNo.134505, B, ‘Satan Flight’, No 514th Fighter Squadron, 
South Vietnamese Air Force, Bien Hoa, September 1962. Gull Grey upper sur-
faces with Insignia White undersides and all moveable control surfaces; black 
anti-dazzle panel, code and serial. Black band with red ‘devil’ on rear fuselage. 
National markings in six positions; unit badge on engine cowling

A-1H Skyraider, BuNo.139744, UC, of the 522nd Fighter Squadron, South Vietnamese Air Force operating 
is support of the 83rd Special Operations Group, November 1966. Distruptive pattern of dark brown and 
dark green uppersurfaces; white undersides. National markings in four wing positions; code and serial in 
black, the latter on the original Light Gull Grey background. The script on the nose is ‘Cuu-Sach’, meaning 
‘The Better’
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Engine
This is where most of the criticism 
has been levelled at Zoukei-Mura 
and it is all in relation to the fact 
that there are actually pistons 
inside the engine, but they will 
never be seen again. Why? In 
short order the massive Pratt and 
Whitney R-3350 comes together 
with lots of parts that are all keyed 
to make construction simple. Inlet 
pipes and exhaust are all present 
and what we end up with is a 
pretty complete engine. I added 
some ignition wires from fi ne wire 
although to be honest the engine 
is well hidden in the cowling and if 
you go with the forward cowl fl aps 
closed the engine will never be 
seen again! Painting the engine 
was achieved with Alclad II paints 
followed by a wash with Tamiya 
Black panel wash, then various 
small details were picked out with 
Vallejo paints as required.

Wings
Several choices need to be made 
here, as there are options for the 
wings to be folded or not, fl aps up 
or down, weapons pylons and that 
massive air brake to be deployed 
or stowed. The manufacturer 
has given plenty of thought to 
the wings and after starting with 
a substantial wing carry-through 
box and spars everything attaches 
to these making the whole 
construction quite strong. As 
before I went with the air brake 
stowed through personal choice. 
After adding the main gear bays, 
which are modular and fi t nice and 
tight, we move on to the wing fold 
mechanisms. Unfortunately even 
if you have the wings down then 
use of the complicated folds are 
needed to aid alignment. I suspect 
that it is possible to not use them 
and rely upon modelling skill to 
attach the wings in the down 
position if you want to, but I did not 
fancy it. There are weapons bays 
where the four guns fi t and these 
are all provided with the option 
of the top wing surface access 
panels being removed to see the 
guns if you want. I found that the 
fi t of the panel covers was not 
the best and needed some fi lling 
with Mr Surfacer 500 and a little 
sanding to get them looking right. 
Before closing the wings make 
sure that you drill out the holes 
for the weapons pylons; they are 
helpfully marked on the inside of 
the wings by depressions that just 
need to be drilled through. Now 
those awkward and complicated 
wing folds! I added them because 
I wanted the wings folded on the 
complete model and unfortunately 

this means that you will need to 
attach the outer wing sections 
at this stage. This means they 
will be moving around during the 
rest of construction and is due 
to the way they are made and 
the fact that the upper wing inner 
sections need to be attached 
to cover the mechanisms. I did 
have both fail later on nearing the 
end of construction so you have 
been warned! And no, it was not 
because I was playing with them! 
One thing of note is that if you 
have the wings unfolded then the 
little beer can-shaped protrusion in 
the front of the inner wing, which 
is a locking pin, will need to be 
removed.

Bringing it together
Wings and fuselage are now 
mated and some slight fi lling was 
required at the wing join, although 
this was just a light smear of Mr 
Surfacer 500. Main gear is next 
and there is everything you need 
provided right down to brake lines. 
The only thing that might have 
been worth having is the provision 
of fl attened tyres, however with 
some careful sanding this can 
be achieved and as the tyres 
were high pressure, any fl at spot 
would not be that pronounced! 
There is a choice of weighted or 
unloaded main gear, though. All 
of the gear doors fi t easily into 
the slots provided and this makes 
alignment easy. I would suggest 
leaving them off until later to assist 
with painting, though.

Cowl
I was a little worried about the 
engine outer cowls as they are 
multi-part and this could lead to 
poor alignment. Take your time 
and it should all work, though 
I had to make some slight 
adjustments at the top joint to 
ensure that all of the exhaust 
lined up. You could leave the side 
panels off or open to show the 
engine if you wanted.

Flying surfaces
Flaps, ailerons and elevators 
are all poseable and would need 
a little work to offset anything 
more than just a few degrees. 
Everything fi tted as advertised 
with no issues apart from the 
obvious static discharge wicks 
being liable to get knocked off, 
as is the fi n-mounted pitot head 
that I did break! There are several 
small lights to fi x to the fi n and 
these were held in place with RB 
Productions sticky pencil which 
made the job a whole lot easier 
than trying to hold awkward 

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KIT BUILD

Why there are pistons in the engine, I have no idea! This is just one of the over-engineered 
items in the kit, though actual building of the engine was trouble-free  and the end result is 
quite good

Stage-by-Stage - 
CoNSTRUCTION CONT...

Once assembled I added an ignition harness 
from fi ne wire, which was then coated with 
PVA glue mixed with some yellow paint to 
show up. Some of the valve rods needed 
adjusting to get them in the right position

All painted the engine looks the part; it is a 
shame that this will all but disappear on the 
completed model. Light weathering is done 
with oil paints and Tamiya black panel wash

Two large, thick 
spars are provided 
and these will form 
the basis of the 
wing structure. You 
can clearly see the 
structure inside 
the wheel bays as 
well as the wing-
mounted gun

Before you close the wing inner sections by adding the upper panel there is a need to make 
all of the wing folds and add the outer panel. I was not too convinced this was going to last 
the build and it turned out that I was right with both wing folds failing at one time or another
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shaped parts in tweezers and having them ping 
off into outer space, never to be seen again. 
No residue was left on the clear parts and once 
they were in position a drop of Mr Cement fi xed 
them where I wanted.

Final outfi tting
I did most of the things in this step after painting 

and decalling had been completed as it made 
things easier. That massive four-blade propeller 
fi ts to a collet that has a keyed section to line 
up on the axle. I had previously attached the 
windscreen and using the masks provided I got 
a nice sharp edge to the painted frames. You 
will need to remove a seam down the middle 
of the canopy with fi ne grade sanding and then 

follow with some polishing to restore the clarity. 
As you can see I chose to fold the wings and 
this is aided by the support struts which, when 
fi tted, do bend slightly so I fi xed this by running 
thin superglue into the wing-fold hinges. One 
thing not mentioned but obvious in images of the 
aircraft is the HF aerial running from the fi n to 
the spine and this was made with elastic thread.

First coats of paint are on here and she is starting to come to 
life. I have yet to paint the black wing aerial covers and the 
silver leading edge of the cowl, or the undercarriage. At this 
stage the whole model was sealed and readied for the decals 
with a coat of Johnson’s Klear and Gunze-Sangyo H30 Clear

The decals are now on and the heavy carrier fi lm was 
dampened with White Spirit, which softens just the top layer of 
varnish, then with a fi nger I gently rubbed off the fi lm before the 
whole lot was sealed with another coat of my clear/Klear mix 

Small items that needed painting such as the cowl leading edge 
were done at this stage in order to be ready for the weathering 
that was to follow

Stage-by-Stage - PAINT & WEATHERING...

First a thick, heavy wash of Payne’s Grey oil paint is applied over 
all of the model. This is left for about an hour then any excess 
is removed with some kitchen towel wiped in the direction of 
the airfl ow. It also leaves a slight stain, which makes a shadow 
around the panel lines too

With all of the wash removed any spots that needed to be 
redone are given the wash again. Here the engine centre is 
being reworked. After this a coat of Vallejo satin varnish is 
applied to seal everything ready for the next ‘dirty’ bit!

Some soft edge shading is done for the exhaust stain that is 
so typical of the Skyraider. This can vary from very subtle to 
distinctly fi lthy, in fact much worse than I have done here. Using 
the airbrush I applied thin layers of Tamiya XF-59 Desert Yellow 
then Tamiya XF-69 NATO Black and fi nally Gunze-Sangyo H77 
Tire Black
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FINAL VERDICT
I went into this build knowing that Zoukei-Mura kits were well engineered so there would be no surprises, however, as I am used to building 
things quickly I lost heart part way through and it took a while to get back to it. This was due to the slightly frustrating way things are overly 
engineered and those thick decals. The fi nished model looks the part but I can’t help thinking that the high price is caused by the over-
engineering that offers detail that 90% of modellers simply won’t want? It is a shame, as Zoukei-Mura ought to be congratulated for their 
subject matter and the way in which they have researched and made even the smallest details. At the time of writing there are several 
sets of etched and accessories including fi gures, tow tractor, decals, weapons and metal gear as well as etched sets all available direct 
from Zoukei-Mura. I did buy one etched set, however I didn’t use it as I could not actually see much benefi t from it unless you had that big 
engine on display. That gimmicky coloured plastic does not add to the experience of building in any way. The end result is as you can see an 
impressive model and I would in the end recommend this to modellers who have some experience because of the way in which the model is 
broken down, which, by the way, leads me to suspect there will be other versions to follow. 

Was it worth the effort?
At the time this was the most I had ever spent on a kit, so I would have to say that I would have preferred it to have been a bit cheaper and 
less gimmicky.

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KIT BUILD

Paint
To be honest there was nothing unusual in my 
normal method of a cheap car primer followed 
by Gunze-Sangyo H-1 white followed by 
masking, then H325 FS 26440. The small areas 
to receive other colours were then masked 
and sprayed either black (H12) or Alclad II 
Aluminium. The model got sealed with Gunze-
Sangyo Clear (H30) and Johnson's Klear mix 
and was left to dry for a few days. Decals are 
the kit versions and they are very thick. I had to 
use Mr Mark Setter solution to get them to settle 
and they conformed well, but the thickness was 
still an issue and I experimented with white 
spirit to soften the top coat of varnish which 
was then gently rubbed away. This helped the 
thickness but I still had to apply several coats of 
the clear/Klear mix to try to blend the edges in. 
When it came to the undercarriage doors where 
US Navy aircraft traditionally have red edges I 
went along the edge with a Gundam red paint 
pen as it makes light work of this task. 

Now all that was needed was weathering 
and this is always my favourite part. I wanted to 
replicate a nice dirty machine and the exhaust 
stains are the main focus of attention. After 
applying a wash to the whole model with a 
thinned mix of Payne's Grey oil paint the excess 
was removed with some kitchen towel and the 
model's paint/decals were sealed with varnish. 
In order to replicate the massive exhaust stain 
I airbrushed highly thinned Tamiya XF-59 

Desert Yellow followed by XF-59 NATO Black 
and Gunze-Sangyo H77 Tire Black until I had 
the effect I was after. There is no real hard 
and fast amount to do because in looking at 
images of the real aircraft the stains seemed 
to range from quite subtle to a heavy mess 
much more than I have done here. Lots of spilt 
oil was replicated with AK Interactive streaking 
grime, which is enamel and can be streaked 

with a blast of air from the airbrush to get a 
nice realistic appearance. Once this was done 
the whole model was varnished with Vallejo 
satin varnish and the masks removed. The 
fi nal bits added include the HF aerial and the 
static discharge wicks made from fi shing line 
attached with superglue, and then this one 
was ready for the cabinet. ●
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The drop tank is from the 
box, however, if you want 
to arm your Skyraider 
then you will need to buy 
the weapons set that I 
have used here or raid the 
spares box
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SPECIFICATIONS
Eduard 1:72 Grumman F6F-5N Nightfi ghter 
‘Profi PACK’ 
Kit No.: 7079
Materials: IM, PE
Availability: Creative Models, Hannants & LSA 
Models (UK Distribution) and Eduard stockists 
worldwide
Price Guide: £13.99

BEFORE STARTING:
● Thick Cyanoacrylate & Accelerator
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Cement S
● Tamiya Masking Tape
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Putty
● Tweezers
● Sanding sticks & fi les
● Swann-Morton #3 scalpel and blades

AIRBRUSHES USED:
Iwata HP-BH
Available in UK via The Airbrush Company, visit 
www.airbrushes.com
Gabbert Triplex
For worldwide distribution and availability visit 
www.gabbert-airbrush.de

ACCESSORIES USED
Brassin #672 001 R-2800-10 engine
Price Guide: £10.99

Eduard #BIG7274 Big ED Detailing Set
Includes: 72-523 Gun Bay Detail Set; 72-524 
Exterior Detail Set; 73-413 Interior Detail Set 
[Pre-painted/SA]; CX308 Canopy & Wheel 
Masks
Price Guide: £26.50

Quickboost #QB72373 AN/APS-6 Radar Pod
Price Guide: £3.30
Quickboost #QB72352 F6F-3/5 External Fuel 
Tank
Price Guide: £4.50

HGW #721010 Raised Self-adhesive Rivet detail 
for the F6F-3
Price Guide: £9.70

UK distribution of above as follows
Brassin & Eduard - Creative Models Ltd, 
Hannants & LSA Models
Quickboost & HGW - Hannants

PAINTS USED:
Alclad II lacquer:
ALC102 Duraluminium

Gunze-Sangyo Mr Aqueous Color acrylic:
H11 White
H12 Black
H13 Red
H34 Cream Yellow
H77 Tire Black
H318 Radome
H328 Blue

Gunze-Sangyo Mr Color lacquer:
GX100 Super Clear Gloss III
187 Super Clear UV Cut Flat
C365 Glossy Sea Blue (from Navy Set)
C352 Chromate Yellow Primer (from Interior Set 
for Aircraft)

DIMENSIONS: 1:1
Span - 42ft 10in (13.06m)
Length - 33ft 6 1/2in (10.24m)
Height - 13ft 6in (4.11m) 

DIMENSIONS: 1:72
Span - 181.4mm
Length - 142.2mm
Height - 57.1mm

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KIT BUILD

SPECIFICATIONS

Built & Written by Libor Jekl from the Czech Republic
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The attractiveness of the Eduard 1:72 F6F Hellcat kit has not deteriorated in any way 
since its fi rst release and it is deservedly considered the best kit of the type in the 
scale. The versions thus far released include the F6F-3/5 and the British Hellcat Mk I/
II in both ‘Profi pack’ and ‘Dual Combo’ boxings (see Iss.80 & 86) and these were later 
supplemented with ‘Weekend’ editions. The post-war F6F-3/5K target drone aircraft 
appeared as special edition in the Bunny Fighter Club for its members and now the 
market has this radar-equipped nightfi ghter F6F-5N.

Night 
CatGunze-Sangyo Mr Color lacquer:
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T
his version has 
been released in the 
‘Profipack’ range but 
the main contents 
are already well 

known with the plastic parts done in an 
olive green colour, supplemented with two 

etched frets, one of which is pre-painted, 
die-cut self-adhesive canopy masks and a 
decal sheet. The latter includes four marking 
options for eye-catching US Navy and US 
Marine Corps machines plus one British FAA 
Hellcat Mk II, all finished in overall Glossy 
Sea Blue. I believe the kit has already 

been sufficiently reviewed and appraised 
here in MAI so to sum up things briefly, 

there is actually nothing negative that can 
be pointed out. However, from my point of 
view my only regret is that the manufacturer 
once again missed including any stencils, 
for which the dark camouflage colour is just 

crying for.
Eduard usually 

supplements the kits with a 
range of accessories and this 

kit is no exception. Their etched 
line contains, among the others, 

the ‘Big ED’ pack with three sets 
(interior, exterior and gun bays) and 

a sheet with pre-cut canopy paint masks. The 
‘Brassin’ range does not lag behind either, as it 
offers the R-2800-10 engine. Other aftermarket 
products can found in the Quickboost range, 
from which I selected the AN/APS-6 radar pod 
that is cast in one piece as this makes the 
build easier (the kit part requires assembly of 
two elements and the resulting gap across the 
radome would need fi lling), along with their very 
usable drop tank, which is also just a lot easier 
to use. For some time I have been interested 

in the HGW raised self-adhesive rivet sets 
but it was only now that I could test them, as 
they have fi nally gone into 1:72, appropriately 
producing the F6F set fi rst! Anyway, the list of 
the aftermarkets could be long and modellers 
can choose from a great many other products if 
they desire.

Construction
I started off with the ‘Brassin’ engine bay 
assembly that is supplied via six cast and seven 
etched parts. The engine itself looks busy, 
being perfectly cast, and especially noteworthy 
are the exhaust pipes that are moulded as part 
of the rear cylinder row. On the other hand, on 
some parts you can see (barely, but it’s there) 

the 3D printer lines (the master patterns are 
done as 3D models and then printed out on a 
3D printer); however, after a coat of paint and 
installation none of this is visible. The required 
modifi cation of the kit’s part is simple and all 
that is basically needed is to cut off the two 
upper side access panels from the cowling and 
remove the exhaust pipes from fuselage sides 
with a scalpel blade. The cleaned parts were 
then glued to the front ring, which received an 
etched mesh screen inside and the openings 
were bordered with etched cowling fi xtures 
that have to be bent to the approximate shape/
curve before gluing in place (for instance on a 
scalpel handle if you do not use a sophisticated 
etch bending tool). Be warned though, carefully 

fi t the upper and side fi xtures with the cowling, 
because if the cowling sides are squeezed in 
too much, the cowling won’t fi t to the fuselage. I 
therefore recommend tacking the cowling onto 
the fuselage fi rst and then fi xing in position 
the upper fi xture (#PE1) with the side fi xtures 
(#PE2 and #PE3).  Trial assembly with the 
resin parts showed that the parts were all very 
precisely designed and cast as the exhausts 
perfectly matched the fuselage openings. 

Now I continued with the cockpit, which 
can be enhanced with the pre-painted etched 
directly from the box; the other parts like seat, 
side consoles and many others can be found 
in the ‘Big ED’ set. In my opinion the level of 
detail out of the box is excellent and other 

Plane Facts
The prototype XF6F-3 fi rst fl ew on the 26th June 1942. The 
fi rst production version was the F6F-3, which was known as the 
Hellcat Mk I in FAA service (252 being supplied to the FAA). A 
nightfi ghter version of the F6F-3 was produced, with the radar 
pod mounted on the wingtip, this was designated the F6F-3N and 
a revised version with a different radar installation was known 
as the F6F-3E. The F6F-5 series had a redesigned cowl and 
provision to carry stores under wings. This version was known 
as the Hellcat Mk II in FAA service (930 were supplied to the FAA 

and 75 were later converted to F6F-5N standard). The F6F-5N 
was a nightfi ghter version, with the same style of wingtip mount 
for the radar as seen in the -3N; the type was designated the 
Hellcat NF Mk II in FAA service. The fi nal operational version 
was the F6F-5P, a conversion of the -5 to fulfi l the photo-
reconnaissance role. The F6F was also converted post-war to 
take on the role of target drones for the USN and these machines 
were designated the F6F-5K.
In all 12,275 Hellcats were built, with the fi rst production 
machines leaving the factory in October 1942, and the last in 
November 1945.

T
his version has 
been released in the 
‘Profipack’ range but 
the main contents 
are already well 

known with the plastic parts done in an 
olive green colour, supplemented with two 

etched frets, one of which is pre-painted, 
die-cut self-adhesive canopy masks and a 
decal sheet. The latter includes four marking 
options for eye-catching US Navy and US 
Marine Corps machines plus one British FAA 
Hellcat Mk II, all finished in overall Glossy 
Sea Blue. I believe the kit has already 

been sufficiently reviewed and appraised 
here in MAI so to sum up things briefly, 

there is actually nothing negative that can 
be pointed out. However, from my point of 
view my only regret is that the manufacturer 
once again missed including any stencils, 
for which the dark camouflage colour is just 

crying for.
Eduard usually 

supplements the kits with a 
range of accessories and this 

kit is no exception. Their etched 
line contains, among the others, 

the ‘Big ED’ pack with three sets 
(interior, exterior and gun bays) and 

a sheet with pre-cut canopy paint masks. The 
‘Brassin’ range does not lag behind either, as it 
offers the R-2800-10 engine. Other aftermarket 
products can found in the Quickboost range, 
from which I selected the AN/APS-6 radar pod 
that is cast in one piece as this makes the 
build easier (the kit part requires assembly of 
two elements and the resulting gap across the 
radome would need fi lling), along with their very 
usable drop tank, which is also just a lot easier 
to use. For some time I have been interested 

in the HGW raised self-adhesive rivet sets 
but it was only now that I could test them, as 
they have fi nally gone into 1:72, appropriately 
producing the F6F set fi rst! Anyway, the list of 
the aftermarkets could be long and modellers 
can choose from a great many other products if 
they desire.

Construction
I started off with the ‘Brassin’ engine bay 
assembly that is supplied via six cast and seven 
etched parts. The engine itself looks busy, 
being perfectly cast, and especially noteworthy 
are the exhaust pipes that are moulded as part 
of the rear cylinder row. On the other hand, on 
some parts you can see (barely, but it’s there) 

Plane Facts
The prototype XF6F-3 fi rst fl ew on the 26th June 1942. The 
fi rst production version was the F6F-3, which was known as the 
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“I have been interested in the HGW raised self-adhesive rivet sets but 
it was only now that I could test them, as they have fi nally gone into 
1:72, appropriately producing the F6F set fi rst”
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improvements may be redundant. The parts 
received a coat of Zinc Chromate Green 
with the exception of the seat, which could 
be painted in the darker Interior Green, so 
why not go this route to add some variety to 
the colours in the cockpit area. I added the 
pre-painted instrument panel, which looks 
fabulous, and other smaller bits. For those 
who do not fancy the etched brass, decals 

are supplied for the instrument panel, as is a 
traditional instrument panel with raised details, 
so the choice is yours. 

Now I returned to the engine for painting; 
the valves received Aluminium from the 
Alclad II range, whilst the crankcase had a 
Bluish Grey overspray. The valve cooling fi ns 
were accentuated with a dark oil wash and 
the ignition wires were installed using the 

etched part painted brown. The exhausts were 
sprayed with a dark rust shade and the cowling 
interior and fi xtures with Zinc Chromate Yellow 
primer; all parts were again trial assembled for 
the fi nal check then put aside. The fuselage 
halves were then joined, using super thin Mr 
Cement S and thanks to their perfect fi t the 
halves were just gently squeezed together. 
After a couple of hours to dry I rescribed the 
line on the dorsal upper where the side sheets 
meet and form a visible joint line.

The wing assembly would have been an 
easy affair, however I decided to utilize the 
‘Big ED’ etched gun bays to make things a 
little bit more complicated. At fi rst I bordered 
the access panels with a scriber running along 
the etched template (basically it copies the 
panel lines except for the front hinge where the 
line is moved a little forward) and the panels 
themselves were removed using the ‘chain 
drilling’ method; i.e. drilling a number of small-
diameter holes alongside the lines and then 
cutting the panel out by joining these holes up 
with a scalpel blade. The cutting lines were 
levelled with a fi ne fi le and the assembled gun 
bays were inserted from below. Their assembly 
was not particularly diffi cult, but I recommend 
using at least a simple bending tool to get the 
angles at 90° where required. The gun bays 
slightly touched the lower wing surface, but 
a couple of light passes with a Dremel motor 
tool addressed this issue and then the halves 

Stage-by-Stage - ENGINE & INTERIOR

The excellent R-2800 engine from Brassin The exhaust stacks are moulded with the back set of cylinders Once in place, the exhausts line up perfectly with the outlets on 
the fuselage sides (note that the exhaust pipe outlets have all 
been carefully drilled out)

A bit of surgery is required to the cowling, then the etched 
internal structure can be installed

Check the alignment of the new cowl onto the fuselage 
throughout its assembly, otherwise you run the risk of it 
distorting

The resin engine is superb and just needs careful painting

The interior of the cowling was painted 
Zinc Chromate Yellow
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could be glued together. Now all main parts 
were ready for assembly, together with 
fuselage and wings I prepared the tailplanes 
and the resin radar pod. The latter item 
was fixed to the wing with thin superglue 
and the joints were cleaned off with cotton 
sticks and debonder. The fit of the wing 
halves and tailplanes was precise and tight, 
so they were inserted in the fuselage slots 
and secured with extra thin cement. Also 
the canopy parts perfectly matched the 
fuselage, so I decided to install them at the 
end of the build.

Rivets & Paint
The surface treatment traditionally 
commenced with an overall spray of Mr 
Surfacer 1000, which in this case also 
serves as a suitable basis for the rivet 
application; the surface was then polished 
to high gloss as per HGW's instructions. 
The rivet lines that are customized to the 
kit’s panel lines and curvatures are printed 
on a carrier layer that looks similar to decal 
film, but it is thicker and strong enough so 
there is no danger of damaging the rivets. 
The individual panels were cut from the 
backing paper with about a 2mm overlap, 

The engine in situ in the ‘open’ 
cowling

The kit interior is good from the box, but 
there are various enhancements in the Big 
ED set that will be installed

One of the reasons Eduard’s pre-
painted etched is so good, no-one can 
paint this much detail, this accurately 
and this small!

Everything completed and in place prior to the fuselage halves being joined 

“I therefore recommend tacking the cowling onto the fuselage 
first and then fixing in position the upper fixture (#PE1) with the 
side fixtures (#PE2 and #PE3)”
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Stage-by-Stage - GUN BAYS & WINGS

The fi rst stage is to use the supplied template and scribe 
around the gun access bays

Next, ‘chain drill’ inboard of the scribed lines

The wing on the right has the panel roughly cut out, whilst on 
the left you can see it once the edges are all cleaned up

The etched gun bays from the Big ED set in situ

 A more detailed look at how effective the etched bays are, 
even in this smaller scale

A little thinning of the inside of the lower wing halves, directly 
below the gun bays, will be needed to get it all to fi t properly

The wings and tailplanes 
about to be joined to the 
fuselage; the resin radar 
pod can also be seen at the 
starboard wingtip

Everything joined with no need for fi ller

put in hot water for about 10 seconds 
and transferred on the model with a 
few drops of Mr Mark Softer being 
applied underneath to give the rivets 
better adhesion to the surface. Do 
not pay much attention to the backing 
fi lm that may stick out here and there, 
most important is that all rivets must 
be in touch with the surface and none 
of them should remain 'hanging' in 
the air. On the wings I applied the 
rivets over the gun bays and these 
were later trimmed off, as the opened 
access panels won’t show them. 
After thoroughly drying (to be sure 
I waited overnight) the backing foil 
was stripped off using sharp tweezers 
and the rivets remained virtually 
‘eaten’ into the surface. Despite their 
imperceptible dimensions (less than 
0.1 mm in diameter by my estimation) 
the rivets are tangible and after a 
coat of aluminium paint they nicely 
protruded from the surface. The 
aluminium paint served as a base 
coat for subsequent weathering 
techniques. First I sprayed on the 
Glossy Sea Blue overall using the 
(C365) shade from the Gunze-
Sangyo US Navy Color Set then 
this was gently toned with dark blue 
H328, as the plain C365 looked too 
green to my eyes. All fabric-covered 
control surfaces were picked out in 
a lighter version of the base colour; 
this shade could be a bit lighter as 
the following weathering darkens it 
again. The uniform look of the Glossy 
Sea Blue was then broken with post-

“The uniform look of the 
Glossy Sea Blue was then 
broken with post-shading 
using several lighter hues 
of the base colour applied 
in the panel centres and 
randomly in the direction 
of the airfl ow”
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shading 
using 

several 
lighter hues of 

the base colour 
applied in the 

panel centres and 
randomly in the direction of the airfl ow. 
Again, too much contrast is not an issue 
because the surface will darken in the 
next steps. The panel lines, raised ribs 
on the control surfaces and other surface 

positive features were now accentuated with 
a darker shade of the Glossy Sea Blue mixed 
with black and at the end the complete surface 
was oversprayed with a light fi lter of heavily 
diluted base colour. The surface was then 
sanded with a moistened piece of the fi nest Mr 
Grinding Cloth and the most exposed areas 
as the wing roots and gun bays surroundings 

were sanded through 
the paint so that 

the underlying 
silver rivets 

could be 
seen. The 
following 
gloss 
varnish 
(GX100) 

prepared the surface for the decals and   
oil wash.

From the kit’s options I went for the most 
attractive (at least for me) scheme of VMF(N)-
452's leader Major Bruce Porter, who fl ew this 
machine on the 23rd May 1945 and scored 
two victories (a Ki-45 and a Betty with an 
Ohka suicide plane), rounding his total tally 
to 5 enemy planes. The decals are printed by 
Eduard and are excellent quality, plus they 
worked beautifully. To be sure I fi rst applied 
Mr Mark Setter and they thus perfectly copied 
the surface contours 
once dried. The white 
colour is suffi ciently 
opaque on the dark 
camoufl age colours, so 
my only complaint remains 

The model is primed with Mr Surfacer and polished to a good 
sheen

The kit sitting on top of the rivet sheet from HGW along with the 
tools you will need to apply it

The effect once the fi rst panel is applied to the wing

Stage-by-Stage - RIVET DETAIL

Very effective!

Once the rivets have 
dried suffi ciently, 

the top sheet can 
be peeled off
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those missing stencils, which oddly are clearly shown in the 
instructions? The panel lines then received a wash mixed 
from black and brown oil paint thinned with MIG Productions 
thinner with the red label. Colour period photographs of 
operational Hellcats often depict weathered paint with the 
scratches revealing the underlaying Zinc Chromate Yellow 
primer, so these were brushed on using Vallejo yellow and 
green acrylics. This together with the exposed rivet lines 
formed a quite interesting and beaten-up look that was further 
emphasized with exhaust and dust stains (the VMF(N)-542 
planes operated from quickly established ground bases on 
Okinawa, so dust and sand were ubiquitous) sprayed on 
using a diluted mixture of black and light tan colours. The fi nal 
dusting of the tyre threads and wheel bays was applied with 
MIG Productions pigment (Light Dust) fi xed in place with a few 
drops of their Pigment Fixer solution.

Gun Bays
Now I turned my attention to the gun bays again. The 
weapons themselves are not included within the etched 
set and so have to obtained separately, e.g. from the Aires 
range. In my case it was also necessary to acquire the 
20mm cannon, as Porter’s machine had this combination of 

The model receives an overall coat of aluminium lacquer from 
the Mr Color range

The overall Glossy Sea Blue is another Mr Color lacquer shade, 
but highlights are added by lightening it with the Mr Aqueous 
Color blue

The fabric-covered control surfaces all receive a lightened 
version of the Glossy Sea Blue to add some contrast - it will 
darken later during the weathering stage

Stage-by-Stage - PAINT, DECALS & WEATHERING

Light and dark hi- and low-lights are added to the raised detail 
and centres of the panels, again using the base colour or a 
lightened version of it

The radome front is sprayed white, but allowing the base blue 
to show through slightly to create some depth to the otherwise 
monotone white

Mr Grinding Cloths from Gunze-Sangyo were used to gently rub 
down the paint in areas of high wear

The HGW rivets now pop out at you The overall effect is very good The decals were applied and settled down nicely over the raised 
rivets and into the recess panel lines

Sub-assembles like the propeller and 
undercarriage and gun bay doors also needed 

decals applying to them
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SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KIT BUILD

armament. Since the M2 cannon was basically 
a US modifi cation of the original Hispano 
weapon, I robbed them from a Spitfi re Mk V 
detail set form Aires, shortening the barrels 
to the required length and adding a modifi ed 

feed belt mechanism that came from the new 
Airfi x Typhoon kit, which contains quite decent 
gun bay details. Also the fl exible cartridge feed 
belt was easier to fi nd in my spare box than to 
be scratchbuilt, and here the B-25 nose gun 

fl exible belts from Aires that are cast from a 
sort of 'elastic' resin fi tted perfectly. The last 
items I needed were the 20mm shells that 
are visible in the front ammo boxes and these 
were sourced from Eduard's pre-painted gun 

34   MODEL AIRPLANE INTERNATIONAL - October 2013

The undercarriage parts are also sprayed Glossy Sea Blue, while 
the tyres get a suitable shade of ‘rubber’

Wear and tear in the gun bays is created with yellow and black-
green shades from the Vallejo range

The 20mm cannon and machine-guns all come from an Aires 
Spitfi re Mk V detail set, whilst the ammo drums and feeds come 
from the recent Airfi x Typhoon kit

Stage-by-Stage - FINAL DETAILS

“Be warned, the hairline slot between 
the windscreen and the instrument 
panel decking will reliably cause 
capillary action with any kind of glue 
that will ruin the part (yes, bitter 
experience from previous builds is 
talking here!). “
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bay etched set for a P-47; the size of the real 
12.7mm and 20mm ammunition was similar, 
so this works fi ne for me in 1:72. All the 
weapons were sprayed black and polished 
to a metal sheen with MIG Productions Gun 

Metal powder. Installation in the gun bays was 
easy with a little patience needed to correctly 
position the machine gun ammunition boxes 
with their tiny handles, plus you will need to do 
a little trimming of the inner reinforcing bar as 

well. Attachment of the opened access panels 
was again straightforward because the piano 
hinges on both parts perfectly matched one 
another.

All the armament, ammo feeds and access panels painted and 
weathered

The bulk is now done, time to start adding all the sub-
assembles and details

The engine in situ

weapons were sprayed black and polished 
to a metal sheen with MIG Productions Gun 

with their tiny handles, plus you will need to do 
a little trimming of the inner reinforcing bar as 

another.
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FINAL VERDICT
Despite the rather complex nature created by using so many aftermarket sets I enjoyed every moment of this build. The Eduard kit is a real 
gem both in its well thought out design and excellent tooling that result in the kit with delicate features such as the overlapping fuselage 
panels and overall exquisite level of detail. In line with Eduard’s concept the kit can be further enhanced with a number of their aftermarket 
sets, all of which fi t without any major surgery and shift the kit into the top class. Obviously the kit could satisfy the complete spectrum of 
modellers from unskilled to the most experienced and I have no hesitation in recommending it. I also highly recommend all the etched and 
resin sets even to the less skilled because they all turned out to be straightforward to use.

Was it worth the effort? Without doubt.

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KIT BUILD
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Final Details
The landing gear parts were painted Glossy 
Sea Blue and the legs received brake lines 
added from thin lead wire. The engine unit 
was put on the plug on the nose without any 
glue as the fi t was tight enough, and then the 
cowling was pulled over, being secured in situ 
with few tiny drops of cyanoacrylate. Following 
the fi nal coat of heavily thinned matt varnish 
the surface was buffed to a semi-matt using 
Mr Grinding Cloth (invaluable stuff for this 
build!). The drop tank from Quickboost was 
assembled and sprayed Matt Aluminium and 
some fuel streaks were brushed on with AK 
Interactive Fuel Stains enamel. Now I could 
install the clear parts, but be warned, the 
hairline slot between the windscreen and the 
instrument panel decking will reliably cause 
capillary action with any kind of glue that 
will ruin the part (yes, bitter experience from 

previous builds is talking 
here!). Therefore the 
safest way is to bond 
the windscreen only 
at the front, under the 
armoured panel with 
few tiny drops of thicker 
cyanoacrylate. After this expected ‘diffi culty’ I 
added the pitot painted red with a silver tip and 
stretched the antennae wires cut from black 
fi shing line with insulators cut from drilled out 
plastic profi le. As a base for my model I 
modifi ed the Eduard PSP plastic base by 
spraying it with Dark Metal and Rust 
shades (the original pre-painted 
colours looked a bit poisonous to 
me), weathered with pigments 
and also added some 
vegetation from various 
left-overs. ●

With the guns and ammo etc. in place, the access doors can 
fi nally be added

The cowling now goes on around the resin engine The canopy sections in place; don’t be tempted to fl ow liquid 
cement into the joint, the rain gully in the front will spread it all 
over the place!

Stage-by-Stage - FINAL DETAILS CONT...

As this squadron was land-based on Okinawa, dust pigment is 
added to the wheels and into the wheel wells

The dust and pigment fi xer all come from the MIG 
Productions range

The aerial lead is fi shing line, whilst the insulators are cut from 
plastic stock

The excellent resin drop tank from Quickboost, painted 
aluminium and weathered with fuel spills created using AK 
Interactive enamel washes
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✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪✪SPECIFICATIONS
Tamiya 1:72 Mitsubishi A6M5 Zero Fighter [Zeke] 
Kit No.: 60779
Materials: IM
Availability: The Hobby Company Ltd (UK Importer) and 
Tamiya stockists worldwide
Price Guide: £19.99

BEFORE STARTING:
● Extra Thin Cyanoacrylate & Accelerator
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Cement S
● Tamiya Masking Tape
● Gunze-Sangyo Mr Putty
● Tweezers
● Sanding sticks & fi les
● Swann-Morton #3 knife and blades
● Aves Super White Apoxie

PAINTS USED:
Alclad II lacquer:
Aircraft Aluminium
Dark Aluminium
Duralumin
Steel
White Aluminium

Tamiya acrylic:
X-11 Chrome Silver
X-13 Clear Blue
X-25 Clear Green
XF-1 Flat Black
XF-71 Cockpit Green

Vallejo Model Color acrylic:
Flat Red
Flat Yellow
Flat Black

Winsor & Newton oil paint:
Burnt Sienna
Burnt Umber
Lamp Black
Payne’s Grey

DECALS USED:
MaxModel Decals #MM72-0101 Dying Sun Pt.2
Price Guide: £9.50
Available worldwide from www.max-model.com and in 
the UK from Hannants 
(www.hannants.co.uk)

AIRBRUSH USED:
Harder & Steenbeck Infi nity Two in One & Evolution
UK Importer: Little-cars
www.little-cars.co.uk

DIMENSIONS: 1:1
Span - 11.00m
Length - 9.121m
Height - 3.509m

REFERENCES
● Mitsubishi A6M Zero, Aero Detail No.7 (Dai Nippon Kaiga Co., 
Ltd 1993 ISBN: 4-499-22608-2)
● Mitsubishi A6M Zero, The Maru Mechanic No.14 (1/1979 ISSN: 
68363-14)
● Mitsubishi A6M Zero, The Maru Mechanic Special (12/1985 
ISSN: 08308-12)
● Mitsubishi A6M Zero (Gakken Co., Ltd 2003 ISBN: 4-05-
603233-5)
● Mitsubishi A6M Zero by A. Lochte, Modelmania No.6 (AJ 
Press 2006 ISBN: 83-7237-062-1)
● Mitsubishi A6M5, Maru Mechanic No. 4 (1977)
● Mitsubishi A6M Zero by A. Juszczak (Mushroom Model 
Publications 2001)
● Mitsubishi A6M5 to A6M8 by M.C. Richards & D.S. Smith 
Profi le No.236 (Profi le Publications 1972)
● Mitsubishi A6M5 to A6M8, Koku-Fan Magazine June 1982
● Mitsubishi Reisen Model 52-63, Famous Airplanes of the 
World Nos.54 (Bunrin-do 1974)
● Mitsubishi Zero, Combat Legend by R. Jackson (Airlife 
Publishing 2004)
● Zero, Combat & Development History of Japan’s Legendary 
Mitsubishi A6M Fighter by R.C. Mikesh (Motorbooks Int 1994 
ISBN: 0-87938-915-X)

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KIT BUILD

✪
Built & Written by Michael Moore from the USA. 
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✪✪✪
I’m a huge fan of Axis and Japanese WWII aircraft in captured 
markings, and I particularly like many of the schemes the Zeros carried 
once the Americans and British got their hands on them. So when the 
opportunity to build Tamiya’s new A6M5 in my favourite scale, 1:72, 
came about, I jumped at it. I did wonder though, would it be better 
than the Fine Molds kits released as special editions along with Model 
Graphix magazine? 

In Foreign Hands
DIMENSIONS: 1:72
Span - 152.8mm
Length - 126.7mm
Height - 48.7mm
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T
hose kits are very nice, if a bit 
difficult to get, and I know I 
wasn’t the only modeller hoping 
that Fine Molds would release 
them on their own, so what's the 

answer? In the box you find Tamiya’s usual 
grey-coloured plastic, clear parts for both 
open and closed canopies, decals for three 
schemes (one Mitsubishi and two Nakajima) 
and the typically clear Tamiya instructions 
along with a nice history sheet. All looks 
great in the box. The only way to find out 
any more is to dive in. 

As usual, construction starts with the 
cockpit. All I can say is look at the pictures. 
Even without paint, the level of detail is 
stunning, especially for 1:72. The only things 
I did to enhance the cockpit were to drill out 
the lightening holes in the seat back and a 
couple of the instrument locations in the left 
console, and added seat harnesses with 
epoxy putty. My local shop didn’t have the 

X-13 Metallic Blue to mix with X-25 Clear 
Green for the Aotake fi nish, I fell back on an 
old method of spraying X-11 Chrome Silver 
with a mix of X-25 and X-13 Clear Blue over 
it. The decal supplied for the instrument panel 
worked perfectly, and Vallejo yellow and red 
was used throughout the cockpit to pick out 
miscellaneous details. 

Once the cockpit is fi nished, the fuselage 
halves go together. With just a couple of 
swipes with a 320 grit sanding stick, dry fi tting 
the halves by lightly pressing them together 
literally made the seam disappear. One of the 
reasons for the great fi t is likely the unique way 
Tamiya engineered the sprue attachments. 
Rather than locating the attachments on 
the outside of the parts where they must be 
cleaned up at the possible expense of making 
the seam more visible, the attachments are 
actually on the mating surfaces. By carefully 
cutting the parts away from the sprue, and 
then cleaning up the attachment stubs from the 

inside, the outside surfaces aren't even really 
touched. Both the fuselage and the wings are 
done this way, and they all went together with 
incredible precision. It seemed counterintuitive 
to me, but it works very well. With the fuselage 
together, the cockpit slides neatly into place 
from underneath, and the forward deck of the 
fuselage lays into place with no problems.

As construction began on the wings, one of 
the real marvels of the kit became apparent. 
Due to the engineering, the wheel wells are 
not only well detailed, but are also realistically 
deep. Additionally, not only are the ailerons 
moulded as part of the upper wing, reducing 
that testy trailing edge seam as much as 
possible, but also the troublesome seam that 
often results with kits engineered this way, is 
perfect. 

With the wings and fuselage assembled it’s 
time to put the airframe together. Once again 
I’ll let the pictures speak for themselves. There 
isn’t a spot of fi ller on the model. The engine is 
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In Foreign Hands
✪

“I’ve been relying more and 
more on oil paints for weathering 

effects recently, and this build 
continued that trend”
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Plane Facts
By early 1943 more capable US fi ghters such as the Lockheed 
P-38 Lightning and the Vought F4U Corsair had begun to appear. 
These fi ghters had high top speeds, good diving performances, 
rugged construction, heavy armament, and good protection for 
the pilot and fuel tanks. Once these types were committed to 
combat in large quantities, the Zero began to lose control of the 
air. The main weakness of the early Zero was poor diving speed, 
allowing less-manoeuvrable Allied fi ghters to escape destruction 
by diving to safety. An improved version of the Reisen had to be 
created and the A6M5 Model 52 was the result. The 904th Zero 
(an A6M3) was converted as the prototype for the new A6M5 
series, it was fi tted with new wings with heavier gauge skin and 
with redesigned, non-folding wingtips that reduced the overall 
span to 36 feet 1 1/16 inches. Armament remained the same as 
the A6M3 series with two 20mm cannon and two 7.7mm machine 

guns. The type also retained the Sakae 21 engine, however 
individual exhaust stacks were fi tted to add residual thrust. The 
prototype fi rst fl ew in August 1943 and even though heavier 
than the A6M3, it was faster at 351mph at 19,685 feet and had 
a diving speed of up to 410mph. Put into production as the Navy 
Type 0 Carrier Fighter Model 52, it began to reach front line units 
in the autumn of 1943 and it saw its fi rst major action in June 
1944 during the Allied invasion of the Marianas, where it met 
the new F6F Hellcat, which although slower than the Zero had 
better armament and armour. Despite being outclassed by the 
F6F and F4U Corsair, the A6M5 became numerically the most 
important Japanese fi ghter and was built in the largest numbers. 
The A6M5 remained in production until the end of the war and 
Mitsubishi built 747 Model 52s, whilst an unknown number were 
built by Nakajama. Hitachi was scheduled to build the A6M5, but 
production problems prevented them from completing a single 
example before the war ended. 

also very nice. With the two banks of cylinders 
moulded separately, all I felt the need to do 
was add the spark plug wires. Of course, with 
the Zero’s tight fi tting cowling, even that isn’t 
really necessary to have a very nice model. 
But it is easy to do, and I know it’s there. 

Continuing with the nice detail Tamiya has 
worked into the kit, I started in on the landing 
gear. The legs and wheels of course are very 
nice with crisply moulded detail. But the covers 
are where the landing gear really shines, in my 
opinion. The mounting legs for the doors are 
fi ner than any other set of landing gear doors 

I’ve seen, and allow for the brake lines to 
be run between the covers and legs in a  
realistic fashion.

Paint & Markings
Well, with all the basic construction done, it 
was time to get down to painting. Over the last 
few years, I’ve gravitated to Alclad II for natural 
metal fi nishes. They have a wide range of 
colours and tones, and properly applied, they 
are very durable, standing up well to masking 
and handling. It is of course a good idea to 
prime the model fi rst as Alclad II is a lacquer 

and thus aggressive to plastic. However, I’ve 
never had good luck with Alclad’s primers, 
and in fact, I’ve never been able to get a nice 
smooth fi nish with their grey primer. Instead I 
use Gunze-Sangyo Mr Surfacer 1000 or 1200. 
I’m also not one much for spraying stuff out of 
cans on models, so I buy Mr Surfacer in jars 
and thin it with lacquer thinner to spray. Once 
I’d primed the model, I buffed the fi nish to a 
shine with a soft buffi ng wheel in my Dremel 
motor tool. It’s a lot faster than buffi ng it out 
by hand, but you do have to be careful. If you 
don’t keep the tool moving, or you get the 

My fi rst try at the Aotake fi nish (shown here on the wings) on the right looked too blue, so I added 
some clear green to the clear blue and was happy with the result on the left

The level of detail in the cockpit is incredible

The completed cockpit ready for assembly After botching up my attempt to use the kit decal for the harness I 
decided to try using epoxy putty rather than masking tape

The fi nal result after painting

Stage-by-Stage - INTERIOR
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A6M5 (Model 52), 32-82, 332nd Kokutai, Kure (Japan), Spetember 1944. Dark Green 
upper surfaces with Light Grey-Green undersides. Black engine cowling, white spinner. 
Yellow codes and disc on vertical tail surfaces. Plain red Hinomarus in all positions

A6M5c (Model 52c), flown by Takeo Tanimizu, 203rd Kokutai, summer 1945. Dark 
Green uppersurfaces with Light Grey-Green undersides; white of national markings on 
fuselage sides and above wings overpainted (probably black or dark green). Code on 
fin/rudder in yellow; note victory markings on rear fuselage

A6M5 (Model 52) Genzan Group, Wonsan (North Korea) winter 1944. Dark Green 
uppersurfaces with trainer orange undersides, spinner and fin/rudder tip; black cowl. 
White bands around fin/rudder and white codes on tail; white outline to Hinomaru in all 
positions

A6M5 (Model 52c), 236, T.A.I.C. II,  one of captured examples used by the Technical Air 
Intelligence Unit for evaluation purposes  during testing in RAF style markings. Natural 
metal overall with black anti-dazzle panel. All lettering in black. Yellow/Blue/White/Red 
roundels on fuselage sides, Blue/Red roundels above and below wings

A6M5 (Model 52c), T.A.I.C. 8, another captured example used by the Technical Air 
Intelligence Unit for evaluation purposes. Natural metal overall with black anti-dazzle 
panel and dark reddish-brown spinner; US star markings on fuselage sides, above port 
and below starboard wings. All lettering in black
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Stage-by-Stage - CONSTRUCTION

Only plug wires were added. It’s a simple 
addition with some fi ne wire and a #80 drill bit

I thought the odd sprue 
attachment locations would be 
diffi cult to work with, but they 
were the opposite. Very easy to 
clean up and once they were 
dealt with, the fi t was perfect

Again, the level of detail is impressive, as is the depth of 
the wheel wells

I’m ham-fi sted enough that this has never happened 
to me before. All the airframe is together and not bit 
of fi ller was used!

speed up too high, or both, it’s really easy 
to melt the plastic, in which case the best 
you can hope for is a nasty repair. Ask me 
how I know. But with a natural metal fi nish, 
that smooth glossy surface is essential, 
as metallic paints, and especially Alclad II, 
will show every little fl aw.  

With the priming and buffi ng done, 
I sprayed light passes of Airframe 
Aluminium to build up the base fi nish. 
Alclad II dries almost immediately, which 
lets me move quickly on to the next step, 
masking panels to spray different shades 
of Alclad II to break up the monotony 

of just one shade of metallic. As noted 
before, Alclad II is very durable and holds 
up to masking very well, so before too 
long I had another two or three shades of 
Alclad II and the black anti-glare on the 
nose applied. As I said to begin, I’m a big 
fan of captured markings. I’d been hunting 
Rising Decals' 'Dying Sun Pt.2' for several 
years just so I could depict this plane. 
When MaxModels (shameless plug, 
MaxModels is my own line!) re-released 
them last year, I was set. Using just a bit 
of Micro Sol, they laid down perfectly. As 
a concession to the bare metal fi nish, I did 

The exhausts 
were fi rst 
painted fl at 
black

Rust-coloured 
pigments were 
then mixed with 
pigment fi xer 
and randomly 
built up

Pigments are 
layered…

...and layered….

...until a nicely 
burnt/rusted iron 
look is achieved

“The inner gear door is moulded integrally 
with the inner wall of the wheel well. It 
is but a matter of gluing the piece to the 
inner surface of the wheel well and it’s 
securely in place”
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Stage-by-Stage - 
PAINT & WEATHERING

 I’ve never had good luck with Alclad’s primers, so I used Gunze Mr Surfacer 
1200. I buy it in jars and thin it with lacquer thinner to spray. The fi nal step is 
polishing it CAREFULLY with a buffi ng wheel in my Dremel

One really nice thing about Alclad is that it dries very quickly, making it very 
easy to go from a primed model to one with several shades of aluminium on it 
in just a couple hours

The MaxModels decals were trimmed right up to the markings and laid down 
directly on the Alclad fi nish

Thin fi lters of artists' oils were used to more subtly shift tones of the natural 
metal fi nish in some panels, particularly the fabric covered surfaces

Artists' oils were also used to build up the staining from foot traffi c on the wing 
root as well as around the exhaust areas

trim the carrier fi lm as close to the 
actual markings as I could to reduce 
the possibility of 'halos' around 
them. I applied the decals without 
any varnish fi rst, and then sealed 
them in with a light coat of Vallejo 
Satin varnish. I don’t see many 
mirror fi nishes on aircraft unless 
they are highly polished air show 
birds. Knocking the sheen back with 
the varnish reduces the lustre to a 
more realistic appearance, in my 
opinion. It also serves as a base for 
the weathering that comes next.

Weathering
Taking a page from my armour 
modelling friends, and my own 
forays into the dark side, I’ve been 
relying more and more on oil paints 
for weathering effects recently, and 
this build continued that trend. I 
fi rst used a fi lter of Payne’s Grey to 
create both subtle shifts in shade 
between panels, and more dramatic 
shifts such as those on the fabric 
control surfaces. Other colours 
like black, burnt umber and even 
burnt sienna can also be used, as 
the really nice thing about oils is 
that they can be thinned to almost 
any opacity, so very subtle effects 
can easily be created. After the 
fi lters, I moved on to more localized 
staining, mostly using burnt umber. 
Using very small dabs of paint, I 
stippled the oils where I wanted to 
represent staining, particularly in 

the area of the exhausts and the 
left wing root, although I did my 
best to apply very small amounts 
of the oils at one time, and repeat 
to build up the effect. There were 
plenty of times I got too much on 
my brush and then the model, but 
fortunately it’s a very simple matter 
to use a brush damp with thinner to 
remove the excess. Working with 
oils isn’t always very quick, as they 
need to be left to dry fully before 
adding to them, but they are very 
effective. And because they clean 
up very well before they dry, they 
are pretty safe to work with; if you 
don’t like what you just did, use a 
bit more thinner, and away they go. 
The fi nal bit of weathering got back 
to the airbrush as I sprayed light 
coats of a very thin mix of Tamiya 
Red Brown and Flat Black to extend 
the exhaust stains back along the 
fuselage.

Final Details
With the paint and weathering done, 
all that was left to do was assembly 
of the fi nal bits like adding the 
landing gear, canopy, radio mast 
and antenna wire. While adding the 
landing gear, I came across another 
example of Tamiya’s engineering 
innovations. How many times have 
we all struggled with getting the 
inner gear doors securely glued 
in place with only a slim mating 
surface and without leaving glue 
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all over the place? Well, take 
a look at the picture. The inner 
gear door is moulded integrally 
with the inner wall of the wheel 
well. It is but a matter of gluing 
the piece to the inner surface of 
the wheel well and it’s securely 
in place, hardly a glue smear, 
and both doors are perfectly 

aligned! The fi t of the clear parts 
is extremely good as well. Both 
the windscreen and aft canopy fi t 
snugly into place with no need for 
fi ller. In fact, I was able to use the 
one-piece canopy as a cockpit 
mask during painting without 
even using white glue to hold it  
in place. ●

SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER
KIT BUILD

The landing gear is nicely detailed, and the mounting points for the gear doors are realistic 
enough to run the brake lines with fi ne wire without drilling them out 

Stage-by-Stage - 
FINAL DETAILS

The innovative engineering of the inner gear doors allows for both secure attachment and 
perfect alignment by moulding the inner face of the wheel well with the inner gear door

The completed gear door installation including actuating arms

FINAL VERDICT
All in all I’d have to say this is the best 1:72 scale kit I’ve come 
across. The detail is fantastic, the fi t spectacular, and the 
engineering innovative. It’s a pleasure to build and I certainly 
see another couple in my future. Maybe even one in  
Japanese markings. 

Was it worth the effort? Indubitably. 
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Modelling Trees Part One 
- Broadleaf Trees
92 pages, full colour. 
£19.95

Offi cers and Soldiers 
21 - French Chasseurs a 
Cheval Volume 3
This third part illustrates the last 
years of the Empire; dark years 
which will see our “Chasseurs” 
being gobbled up during the 
Russian disaster. Full Colour, 
83 pages.
£15.00

The GMC CCKW Truck 
in US Service
Illustrated with over 1200 
vintage colour and black/white 
photographs, most of which 
have never been published, plus 
detailed line drawings. Hardback, 
504 pages.
£45.99

The Complete DUKW 
Historical Reference
This 75,000 word book is 
packed with archival photos 
detailing the origin, design, 
numerous changes throughout 
production as well as wartime 
use. 750 photos, detailed line 
drawings, colour profi les. 
Hardback, 304 pages.
£39.99

SON OF SHERMAN 
VOLUME 1: The 
Sherman, Design and 
Development
A complete and illustrated 
description of the U.S. M4 
Sherman tank series in the Second 
World War. Over 900 black /
white and color photographs. 
Paperback. 386 pages.
£38.99

Panzerwaffe on the Battlefi eld
World War Two photobook series Volume 3. Fully 
illustrated with Black/White photo’s. 112 pages.
£23.99 

The Weathering 
Magazine Rust
For the very fi rst time in 
the world of modeling, we 
introduce a new quarterly 
magazine exclusively 
dedicated to weathering 
effects and painting 
techniques.
£8.99

Modelling Trees Part Two 
- Conifers
92 pages, full colour.
£21.95

Tank Art Volume 1 - WWII 
German Armor 
by Michael Rinaldi. There are many 
“how-to” books in today’s world of 
scale modeling, but none has covered 
the “why”, as well as, the “how-to” 
processes’ the modeler’s artistic 
approach, until now. Paperback, 208 
pages, full colour.
£19.99

Tank Art Volume 2 - WWII 
Allied Armor
There are 5 models featured inside, 4 
dedicated technique chapters, plus a 
special bonus fi gure modeling chapter 
by Radek Pituch. Inside features over 
500 color photos reproduced in a 
large format. 
£20.99 

Soviet and Russian Military 
Aircraft in the Middle East
Includes fi ghters, strike aircraft, 
bombers, helicopters and 
transports, Arranged by country 
with detailed fl eet lists, Colour 
profi les, Second in a major 3-book 
series. Over 375 photographs and 
150 colour profi les.
£34.95

Tiger 1 in Action 1942-
1945
This edition has been revised and 
augmented, with more accurate 
captions as to dates and locale, 
together with new illustrations 
and a chapter on additional units. 
288 pages - square spine.
£34.00

REPRINTED BY POPULAR DEMAND!!!

The Weathering Magazine 
Volume 5 'Mud'
This issue describes in-depth the 
techniques to create mud effects 
in all forms and environments. As 
always these techniques will be 
demonstrated by some of the most 
talented modellers from around the 
World. 70 pages, full colour.
£8.99

Tankograd 6027 - U.S. WW II GMC 
Wrecker Trucks, Gasoline Tank 
Trucks and AFKWX-353 COE Truck 
48 pages with 150-200 illustrations, among 
them WW2 action photos, colour photos and 
technical drawings. Excerpts of technical 
manuals, wartime photos, photos of restored 
vehicles. Ideal compagnion for modellers 
and fans of technology. Complete back-
ground history and variants.£9.99

Tankograd 5043 - FENNEK: The 
Fennek Reconnaissance Vehicle 
in Modern German Army Service
Altogether, the Bundeswehr procured 
226 Fenneks, some of which have since 
been destroyed during operations. This 
publication comprehensively describes 
the development and technology of the 
Fennek in all its variants. 72 pages, 144 
colour photographs. £13.99

Tankograd 3020 - NUCLEAR WIN-
TER FTX: US Army Vehicles during 
the Cold War Exercises WINTER 
SHIELD I and II in 1960-61 In the 
early 1960s Germany was the centre of the 
Cold War and a nuclear clash of the super-
powers on German soil was a realistic yet 
in the same way horrifi c scenario. 64 pages, 
Illustrated with 6 colour photographs and 
104 b&w photographs. £13.99

Tiger
Thomas Anderson draws upon original 
German archival material to tell the story 
of the birth of the Tiger. He then analyzes 
its success on the battlefi eld and the many 
modifi cations and variants that also came 
into play. Illustrated throughout with rare 
photographs and drawings, many of which 
have never been published in English 
before. 256 pages, Hardback. £25.00

The Wargaming Compendium
This book aims to demonstrate the 
wonderfully varied hobby of wargaming 
with miniatures, looking at the broad scope 
of what it has to offer as well as detailed 
explanations of how to get involved, 
including comprehensive rules for gladiator 
combat, Wild West skirmishes and the horse 
and musket era, as well as lots of advice for 
anyone new to wargaming. £35.00

Model Laboratory Volume 
3 Tiger 1
In this third issue we face the Tiger I. 
Step by step process which explains 
various tricks and techniques: Perform-
ing various types of impact, chipping, 
hairspray techinque, dusting, painting 
tracks, oils etc 32 Pages, A-4 format, 
colour profi les, models gallery and 
products. Full Colour. £6.99

Firefl y Collection No.4 - A 
Sound like Thunder: Mor-
tain and Falaise August 1944
The latest publication from Oliver 
Publishing is a book covering 
German armour during the last battles 
of Normandy. Full colour artwork 
depicting over 40 different vehicles.
£14.99

Extreme Weathering Vehicles
This book demonstrates how to apply 
a large diversity of products and 
painting techniques to the creation 
of extremely weathered vehicles. 
From the painting of a small motor, 
to producing an entire scene that 
brings life and context to a vehicle. 
Paperback, 127 pages, 450 photos.
£24.99

Super Model International 
No.4
The Secret Garden Sd.Kfz. 234/3 
- Hasegawa 1/72 • In enemy hands 
KV-2 - Trumpeter 1/35 • BT-7 - 
Tamiya 1/35 • On a Green Island 
- M3 Lee - Mirage 1/72. Paperback, 
78 pages, full colour.
£10.99

Tankograd 1008. Feld-
luftschiffer: The German Balloon 
Corps and Aerial Reconaissance
The Feldluftschiffer, or Feldluftschiffer-
truppe (balloon corps) provided extensive 
and often decisive reconnaissance of 
enemy troop movements and artillery posi-
tions, and guided the German forces’ own 
artillery fi re and infantry attacks. 96 pages, 
176 black&white photographs. £21.99

Tankograd 6028.U.S. WW II M10 
and M10A1 Tank Destroyers
48 pages with 150-200 illustrations, 
among them WW2 action photos, colour 
photos and technical drawings. Excerpts 
of technical manuals, wartime photos, 
photos of restored vehicles. Ideal 
compagnion for modellers and fans 
of technology. Complete background 
history and variants. £9.99
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NEW RELEASES / KITS

Martin PBM-5A Mariner
Scale 1:72nd / Minicraft, USA / Materials: IM / Kit No.: 11669 / 
Availability: Creative Models Ltd (UK Importer) and Minicraft stockists worldwide / 
Price Guide: £44.99

T
his kit has been planned for many years, being fi rst announced back in 2007 I recall. 
Inside the deep box you will fi nd 157 parts on six light grey-coloured sprues along with 34 
clear parts on the single clear sprue (these clear parts are some of the best I have ever 
seen). Surface detail is engraved with some raised panels, but Minicraft seem to have 
refrained from adding any raised or recessed rivet detail. The interior comprises the fl ight 

deck and radio bay, along with the lower fl oor. The instructions state “add 1 ounce nose weight”, 
well we will have to see on that as it seems very little considering what is aft of the wheels? The 
wing bomb bays are detailed with internal structure and doors, but nothing is supplied to put in 
them, so most will leave them closed, which is a shame. All control surfaces are separate, ailerons, 
fl aps, elevators and rudders, so can be posed defl ected if you wish. The engines are nicely detailed 
with two separate rows of cylinders, but we can see the aftermarket boys having fun here. Three- or 
four-blade propellers are included and all the gun turrets are multi-part and can be added at the end 
of construction, so you can leave these off until after painting if you want. You can pose the under-
carriage up or down and all the legs look to have nice solid (positive) locating pins. 

The kit offers two decal options: BuNo.59849, USN, 1945; BuNo.59349, USN, 1947 (no other 
details are supplied) All colours are matched to Federal Standard and ModelMaster acrylic paint 
numbers, the decals are well printed by Cartograf and are nice and glossy. For such a big subject, 
though, the markings are extremely limited and the sheet is thus very small - no stencils, even 
those for the propellers, are supplied.

Dimensions 1:1
Span - 118ft (35.97m)
Length - 80ft (24.38m)
Height - 27ft 6in (8.38m)

References
● Martin Mariner by N. Braas & S. Bradic, Warplanes 01 (Lanasta 2012 ISBN: 978-90-8616-161-7)

Verdict: Excellent, at last we have the Mariner in mainstream injected 1:72 and although 
the subject will seem esoteric to some, it is an impressive subject in the scale and will 
look good in any seaplane collection. The fact that it is going to be a lot easier to build 
than the limited-run Mach 2 example is another big plus in its favour. Our thanks go to 
Minicraft Models for the review sample.

Hawker-Siddeley Harrier GR.1
Scale 1:72nd / Airfi x, United Kingdom / Materials: IM / Kit No.: A03003 / Availability: Hornby Hobbies Ltd (Manufacturer) and Airfi x stockists 
worldwide / Price Guide: £10.99

P
ersonally I have waited many years for a good early GR.1 from Airfi x, as I remember about age 8 building the original on holiday on the South coast (boy, 
what a mess I made of that!) The largish box has the usual superb artwork by A. Tooby and inside there are four grey-coloured sprues containing 84 parts, 
while the single clear sprue contains fi ve pieces. Surface detail is engraved and very crisp, no deep trenches or wishy-washy defi nition. In the cockpit you 
get a multi-part ejection seat, cockpit fl oor/side consoles and rear bulkhead, instrument panel control column and pilot fi gure. The instrument panel is devoid 
of detail, requiring the decal to add this element, whilst the side consoles have moulded detail with separate smaller parts! The detail in the back of the nose 

wheel bay is moulded as part of the intake trunks, which is neat and allows you to paint the interior of the intakes before 
assembly as the engine fan is also separate (separately moulded blades on this as well, not an impression moulded onto a 
solid bulkhead). The rear gear bay is moulded with a section of the underside and the airbrake housing. The tailerons are 
separate as well, so can be posed at -/+19º defl ection. The bleed doors in the sides of the intakes have the option to be 
posed open or closed thanks to separate inserts for this area. By now you already have the bulk of the airframe built and 
no mention of the exhaust nozzles yet(?), well that’s because they go on after the fuselage is together (no internal linkage) 
and they are moulded with the split behind the outlet, so no nasty horizontal seam across them to deal with - hooray! As 
usual the undercarriage can be posed up or down, and if it’s up you need to buy a display stand separately and open up 
the corresponding hole in the fuselage earlier in the assembly. Ordnance-wise you only get two tanks and two Matra rocket 
pods plus the Aden cannon bulges under the fuselage of course. The separate nose cone proves the GR.3 is due the only 
thing to watch here is that the moulded pitot gets bent very easily. The canopy is supplied in two parts, so can be posed 
open although this is not shown in the instructions, and you even get the anti-collision beacons as separate clear parts.

The kit offers two decal options, XV749, No.1 (Fighter) Sqn, RAF Wittering, September 1970; XV785, No.20 (Reserve) 
Squadron, RAF Wildenrath, Germany, June 1971. All colours are matched to Humbrol paint numbers and the decals are 
well printed and come with a complete set of airframe, tank and ordnance stencils.

Dimensions 1:1
Span - 25ft 3in (7.7m)
Length - 45ft 8in (13.9m)
Height - 11ft 7 3/4in (3.55m)

References
● Harrier by F.K. Mason (Patrick Stephens Ltd 1987)

Verdict: Superb, the quality of this one is better than all that have gone before it and the fi nesse of the moulding 
and surface detail is really impressive. What you get in the box is defi nitely worth the asking price, the only 
question is, just how many do you build! Our thanks go to Hornby Hobbies for the review sample.

of detail, requiring the decal to add this element, whilst the side consoles have moulded detail with separate smaller parts! The detail in the back of the nose 

Availability: Creative Models Ltd (UK Importer) and Minicraft stockists worldwide / 

Dimensions 1:72
Span - 106.9mm
Length - 193.1mm
Height - 49.3mm

Dimensions 1:72
Span - 499.6mm
Length - 338.6mm 
Height - 116.4mm
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JAS-39A/C Gripen
Scale 1:48 / Kitty Hawk Models, USA / Materials: IM, PE / Kit No.: KH80117 /
 Availability: Hannants (UK Importer) and Kitty Hawk Models stockists worldwide / 
Price Guide: £41.50

A
lthough we have had their kits built in MAI before, this is the first time we have inspected one in 
detail like this. Inside the reasonable sized box you will find a mass of sprues, the box is literally 
crammed full. There are seven in light grey-coloured plastic containing 220 parts, plus a single 
clear sprue with 11 pieces. Surface detail is very finely engraved and about the only thing we 
did not like about the packaging was the fact that the two fuselage halves are loose in the box - 

remember these have a very fragile pitot on the fin! Breakdown of the fuselage means that the two-seater 
is due, as the entire forward section is separate, while the rest of the assembly is pretty much as you would 
expect for the type, with the wing/fuselage mounted in two complete halves split horizontally due to the 
blending of these elements. There are lots of details, with a great cockpit interior, all with moulded detail 
combined with decals, a good multi-part ejection seat with photo-etched belts, complete radar assembly 
and a long (deep) exhaust can. Kitty Hawk seem to make a point of showing the build sequence with the 
u/c bays and legs fitted early on, which makes painting difficult, and time will tell if you can actually omit the 
oleos and fit them later as their Jaguar was a real pain in this respect. Leading edge slats and trailing edge 
flaps, plus the rudder are all separate. There is a mass of ordnance including GBB-12, Python 4, AIM-9M, 
AIM_120 and IRIS-T missiles, AGM-65 and RB15S plus the DWS-39 munitions dispenser.    

Three decal options are supplied; Swedish AF machine ‘101’, which is marked as ‘Meteor’ and ‘Test A/C 39A’; 
9237, a Czech AF example with the superb tiger artwork on the vertical fi n; ‘30’ a Hungarian AF machine of the 59th 
TFW. All colours are matched to Gunze-Sangyo paint numbers, but each shade is also named and has the FS code. 
The decals are well printed and come with a complete set of airframe and ordnance stencils.

Dimensions 1:1
Span - 26ft 3in (8.00m)
Length - 46ft 3in (14.10m)
Height - 15ft 5in (4.70m)

Reference
● JAS-39 Gripen: Swedish Multi-role Fighter, Photo Hobby Manual #1003 (CMK 2007, ISBN: 80-903-778-2-3)

Verdict: This is a nice kit, vastly superior to the old Italeri one and thus probably also better than the Best 
Choice ones, which were upgrades of the Italeri kit. There are a lot of parts, various major sub-assembles to 
line up and some quirky assembly stages that may need to be rethought, so we guess this one is not for the 
novice but should be OK for all those with a number of modern complex mainstream kits under their belts. 
About the only thing we noted on our sample was that each fuselage half was bent like a banana! Our thanks 
go to Kitty Hawk Models for the review sample.

Focke-Wulf Fw 190A-8
Scale 1:72 / Airfi x, United Kingdom / Materials: IM / Kit No.: A01020 / 
Availability: Hornby Hobbies Ltd (Manufacturer) and Airfi x stockists worldwide / Price Guide: £5.99

W
ell, Airfi x just continue to give us more and more and in this instance we think that they have 
also offered one of THE bargain kits of the year. In the little box you will fi nd it crammed with 
sprues, literally, as we are yet to see one of these that does not bulge at the seams! The three 
grey-coloured sprues offer 49 parts, whilst the single clear sprue contains four. A quick look 
confi rms that you get the usual (for a Fw 190) cockpit tub with upper rear decking, instrument 

panel with (clear) gunsight, seat, control column and rudder pedals; there is also a pilot fi gure, but few of you 
will use it. The instrument panel top and bottom sections rely entirely on decals for detail, there is nothing 
moulded in situ, however the side consoles have nice moulded detail but no decals - you win some, you lose 
some! A nice touch is the inclusion, on a bulkhead, of the exhaust stacks, so there is no see-through effect 
through the side vents. The usual traits that mark a ‘multi-purpose tooling’ are here, with the upper cowling, 
lower wing panels for the ejector ports and the upper wing blisters over the ammo feeds all separate, all of 
which means that other versions are due. You can pose the model on the ground or in fl ight, and Airfi x include 
the access step in the stowed or extended positions, plus you get wheels up and wheels down options for the 
undercarriage. The lightweight style head armour support is supplied, along with the warning decal for the head 
armour plate itself and the canopy is in two parts, so it can be posed open or closed. As seems to be the vogue 
with the Fw 190, the last parts to be added are the propeller, cooling fan and forward section of the cowling, this 
latter item even having a moulded (simplifi ed but suffi cient) rendition of the BMW engine behind.

In this series, the kit offers just one decal option, ‘Black 11’of Jagdgruppe 10, Pachim airfi eld, Germany, 
autumn 1944. All colours are matched to Humbrol paint numbers, of course! The decals are well printed and 
come with a complete set of airframe stencils, but no swastikas.

Dimensions 1:1
Span - 10.51m
Length - 8.94m
Height - 3.95m

Reference
● Focke-Wulf Fw 190A/F, Walk Around No.22 by M. Laing & E. Brown Ryle (Squadron/Signal Publications 2000 ISBN: 0-89747-414-7)

Verdict: Wow, Hornby really are striking the nail squarely on the head with releases like this, it just 
makes you want to go out and buy and build this one just as soon as possible, and that is good for our 
hobby in general. This one is going to be a top seller for Airfi x and with the A-8/F-8 due before too long 
it is at last once again a good time for Luftwaffe modellers working in 1:72. Our thanks go to Hornby 
Hobbies for the review sample.

Dimensions 1:72
Span - 145.9mm
Length - 124.2mm
Height - 54.9mm

Dimensions 1:48
Span - 166,7mm
Length - 293.8mm
Height - 97.9mm
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NEW RELEASES / KITS

Nanchang CJ-6
Scale 1:48 / Trumpeter, China / Materials: IM / Kit No.: 02887 /
Availability: Pocketbond Ltd (UK Importer) and Trumpeter stockists worldwide / 
Price Guide: £19.99

N
ow the CJ-6 is probably better known to most as the Chinese-built Yak-18, so we presume with 
this now available the Russian version can’t be far behind. Trumpeter did the Yak-18 in 1:32 a 
number of years ago, so it is no surprise they scaled it down and like many fi rms nowadays, they 
seem to release the ‘least popular’ version fi rst! Inside the tiny box (that’s the fi rst surprise right 
there!) you will fi nd three grey-coloured sprues containing 58 parts and a single clear one holding 

four. Surface detail is via recessed panel lines and a few rivets around access panels etc. The twin cockpit 
is built up as a tub and features raised detail for all the side consoles and instrument panels and there are 
no seats as such, just bulkheads and cushions. The wings are straightforward with no separate control 
surfaces and the tail also has elevators and rudder moulded in situ. The undercarriage has separate doors 
and nicely detailed wheel hubs plus the bays have interior detail and the forward bulkheads are separate 
to facilitate moulding limitations. The way the engine cowl plugs into a socket shows that other versions 
are due and the front ‘screen’ of blades is solid, so there is no attempt at providing the engine behind it. 
No mention of nose weight is made, although with a tricycle undercarriage machine like this, with all that 
fuselage aft of the wheels, it will be necessary. Sadly the cockpit canopy is only supplied in one piece, so it 
can’t be posed open without cutting.

The kit offers two decal options and as is the way with Trumpeter they fail to identify them in any way 
whatsoever. Basically they are two Chinese AF machines, one marked as ‘White 35’ (S/No.61365) and the 
other ‘White 16’ (S/No.61146). All colours are matched to Gunze-Sangyo Mr Hobby, Vallejo, ModelMaster, 
Tamiya and Humbrol paint numbers. The decals are well printed and come with a complete set of airframe 
stencils and decals for the instrument panels, although you don’t need the latter as the panels have 
moulded detail already.

Dimensions 1:1
Span - 10.62m
Length - 8.03m
Height - 3.09m (tail up), 2.51m (on ground tail down)

Reference
● Yakovlev Yak-18, Model Detail Photo Monograph No.11 (Rossagraph ISBN: 83-919061-4-0)

Verdict: A nice kit, typical of the clean precise moulding we are now getting from Trumpeter. It 
will be easy to build and the schemes are not complex either, so this is one suitable for all skill 
levels. Our only comment is the price, £20 for such a small/simple model, really!? Our thanks go to 
Pocketbond Ltd for the review sample.

Avro Lancaster B Mk II
Scale 1:72nd / Airfi x, United Kingdom / Materials: IM / Kit No.: A08001 / Availability: Hornby Hobbies Ltd (Manufacturer) and 
Airfi x stockists worldwide / Price Guide: £24.99

T
he Lancaster variant that every manufacturer seems to have just forgotten was the radial-powered B Mk 
II, so your only option was always a conversion, well, no more! Having given us the all-new Dambuster 
version earlier in the year (See Iss.95) Hornby has now done a big revision to add new parts that allow 
the B Mk II to be built. The large box contains fi ve grey-coloured sprues that offer 209 parts, whilst the 
single clear one contains another 30. Construction of the bulk of the kit is the same as the B.III, so you 

get good interior detail and those very effective (twin) main spars. There are various optional parts in this kit, as you 
get a standard bomb bay machine or one with the bulged bay and ventral guns. It is from stage 33 you will see the 
real differences, as it is here you start to make up the nacelles for the radial engines and these include separate 
oil coolers and carburettor intakes, whilst the undercarriage ones have the forward bulkhead separate as well. As 
always nowadays, the option for u/c up or down is included, although for the former you will have to have opened up 
holes in the fuselage earlier on in the assembly sequence to accept a display stand. Again the fl aps can be posed 
up or down and the rudders are separate so they can be posed slightly defl ected. Two styles of two-part bomb bay 
doors are included and although you should be able to close them, this is not shown as an option in the instructions. 
There are no bomb loads included, instead reference is made of the superb new ‘Bomber Re-supply Set’ (#A05330) 
that has also recently been released by Airfi x. The tailwheel tyre is the anti-shimmy version and is separate from 
the yoke and both main wheels are ‘weighted’. All the gun turrets and canopy can go on last, which is usually a 
contentious point when building any Lanc model, so Hornby did their homework here and actually thought about 
us building it. The last nine assembly stages cover the engines and these are nicely detailed, with both banks of 
cylinders, and the ‘porcupine’ exhausts are well detailed and moulded in two parts to reduce the risk of sink marks. 

The kit offers two decal options: LL725, EQ•Z, ‘Zombie’, No.408 (Canadian) Sqn, RAF Linton-on-Ouse, July 
1944; DS842, JI•F, ‘Fanny Ferkin II’, No.514 Sqn, RAF Waterbeach, November 1944. All colours are matched to 
Humbrol paint numbers and the decals are well printed, albeit a little matt, and come with a complete set of airframe 
stencils and decals for the instrument panel and radio equipment.

Dimensions 1:1
Span - 102ft 0in (31.09m)
Length - [Tail up] 69ft 6in (21.18m)
Height - [Tail down] 20ft 0in (6.10m)

Reference
● The Avro Lancaster, Manchester & Lincoln, Modellers’ Datafi le No.4 by R.A.Franks (ISBN: 0-9533465-3-6)

Verdict: This is another example of Hornby getting it just right, the only real question is why no other kit 
manufacturer ever considered the Mk II in their ranges! This one is going to be a top seller for them and all modellers 
working in 1:72 are having a real fi eld day of late - long may it continue. Our thanks go to Hornby Hobbies for the review sample.

Dimensions 1:72
Span - 431.8mm
Length - [Tail up] 294.2mm 
Height - [Tail down] 84.7mm

manufacturer ever considered the Mk II in their ranges! This one is going to be a top seller for them and all modellers 

Dimensions 1:48
Span - 221.3mm
Length - 167.3mm
Height - 64.4mm (tail up), 52.3mm (on ground tail down)
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Sukhoi Su-27 
Flanker B
Scale 1:72 / Trumpeter, China / Materials: 
IM  / Kit No.: 01660 / Availability: 
Pocketbond Ltd (UK Importer) and 
Trumpeter stockists worldwide / Price 
Guide: £21.99

• Revised tooling based on ‘Early Type’ (#01661) 
version released in late 2012 (See Iss.93)
• 155 grey-coloured and fi ve clear plastic 
components
• Two decal options: Not identifi ed in any way, 
but both Soviet AF, one is ‘Red 08’ with the shark 
artwork on the port side and just a sharkmouth 
on the starboard intake, the other is ‘Red 10’ with 
just sharkmouths on each intake

Verdict: It is good to have the later production 
version now available, as it is probably the 
better known and of course it allows you to 
do the shark artwork. The kit comes with 
a full set of stencils for the ordnance that 
is not shown here. Highly recommended to 
all Russian aviation fans, and our thanks to 
Pocketbond Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● Sukhoi Su-27 Flanker: Air Superiority Fighter by Y. 
Gordon (Airlife Publishing Ltd 1999 ISBN: 1-84037-029-7)

Vought SB2U-2 
Vindicator
Scale 1:72 / Special Hobby, Czech 
Republic / Materials: IM, R / Kit No.: 
SH72257 / Availability: Hannants (UK 
Importer) and Special Hobby stockists 
worldwide / Price Guide: £16.60

• New tooling 
• One resin plus one clear and 87 grey-coloured 
plastic components
• Four decal options: BuNo.1369, VS-72, 
Chambers Field, NAS Norfolk, January 1941; 
BuNo.1333, NAS North Island, March 1941; 
BuNo.N/K, VS-41 ‘High Hats’, USS Ranger, 
Atlantic Ocean, 1942; BuNo.1381, Tactical Unit 
One, Commander’s Aircraft, Battle Force, Pacifi c 
Fleet, March 1941

Verdict: This is a nice new tooling with lots 
of moulded detail and the extra fi nesse with 
such detail that Special Hobby now achieve 
in their kits. This is certainly one to be highly 
recommended to all US naval aviation fans, 
and our thanks to Special Hobby for the 
review sample.

Reference
● SB2U Vindicator In Action No.122 (Squadron/Signal 
Publications)

Messerschmitt 
Me 410 Hornisse
Scale 1:72nd / Italeri, Italy / Materials: IM 
/ Kit No.: 074 / Availability: The Hobby 
Company Ltd (UK Importer) and Italeri 
stockists worldwide / Price Guide: £11.25

• Reissue of kit fi rst released in 1999 
• 93 light grey-coloured and fi ve clear plastic 
components
• Three decal options: ‘7’, ZG1; +HH of 1/
KG51; U5+KG of Stab. V/KG2

Verdict: This always was a good kit, with 
nice basic detail and engraved panel lines 
etc. The split down the centre of the canopy 
is not ideal, but the only option for this 
part unless you use slide-moulds and that 
costs. Highly recommended to all Luftwaffe 
modellers and our thanks to The Hobby 
Company Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● Messerschmitt Me 210/410 Hornisse: An Illustrated 
Production History by P. Petrick & W. Stocker (Midland 
Publishing 2007 ISBN: 978-1-85780-271-9)

Messerschmitt 
Bf 110D
Scale 1:72 / Eduard, Czech Republic / 
Materials: IM / Kit No.: 7420 / Availability: 
Creative Models Ltd, Hannants & LSA 
Models (UK Distributors) and Eduard 
stockists worldwide / Price Guide: £10.99

• Reissue of Bf 110C/D kit from 2012 in this 
simplifi ed ‘Weekend Edition’ series
• 105 grey-coloured and eight clear plastic 
components
• One decal option: M8+OK of 2./ZG76, Norway, 
spring 1940

Verdict: A quick and easy way to add the Bf 
110D to your 1:72 collection, the basic kit is 
sound and without photo-etched it should be 
within the capabilities of all. Our thanks to 
Eduard for the review sample.

Reference
● Messerschmitt Bf 110C, D & E by J. Vasco & F. Estani-
slau (Classic Publications 2008 ISBN: 1-903223-89-5)

Focke-Wulf 
Ta 152C-11
Scale 1:48th / HobbyBoss, China / Materials: 
IM, PE / Kit No.: 81704 / Availability: Creative 
Models Ltd (UK Importer) and HobbyBoss 
stockists worldwide / Price Guide: £14.99

• Revised tooling 
• 102 grey-coloured and three clear plastic plus 11 
photo-etched components
• One decal option: ‘What If?’ scheme marked as 
‘Yellow 11’ with JG301 RVD band on the aft fuselage.

Verdict: Overall, this is a sound kit, although not as 
accurate and detailed as the Dragon C-series, it is 
almost 1/3rd the price. The real problem is that the 
C-11 was a short-range fi ghter-reconnaissance 
version of the C-1/R11 and should have the 
Rb75/50 camera in the rear fuselage, but this kit 
has nothing, not even an attempt to add a port for 
the lens, let alone the large plate under the rear 
fuselage? Overall a nice, simple and inexpensive 
Ta 152C, but not a C-11 by a long way. Our thanks 
to Creative Models Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● Focke-Wulf Fw 190D & Ta 152 by Richard A. Franks (Valiant 
Wings Publishing 2012 ISBN: 978-0-9567198-2-9)

Chance-Vought F4U-1A/C/D 
‘VF-17 Jolly Rogers’
Scale 1:48 / Academy, Korea / Materials: IM  / 
Kit No.: 12293 / Availability: Pocketbond Ltd (UK 
Importer) and Academy stockists worldwide / 
Price Guide: £14.99

• Reissue with new decals of kit fi rst released by 
Hobbycraft in 1996
• 129 light grey-coloured and two clear plastic 
components
• Five decal options: F4U-1A, ‘City Limits’, fl own by Ens. 
Chico Freeman, VF-17, Ondonga, Solomon Islands, 
Nov. 1943; F4U-1A, ‘White 29’, fl own by Lt(JG) Ira C. 
Kepford, VF-17, Bourganville, Papua New Guinea, Jan. 
1944 or Feb. 1944; F4U-1D, ‘White 11’, fl own by Lt Joe 
Robbins, VBF-85, USS Shangri-La, May 1945; F4U-1C, 
‘White 41’, VF-85, USS Shangri-La, May 1945.

Verdict: Although the kit is 15+ years old now it is 
still a sound model for the type in this scale. The 
addition of the new decals combined with that fact 
that all the parts are now in the box that originally 
came in various separate editions all make it a very 
attractive and inexpensive way to add the type to 
your collection. Our thanks to Pocketbond Ltd for the 
review sample.

Reference
● Vought F4U Corsair by H. Maki, T. Yamada, H. Kuroki & S.T. 
Hards, Aero Detail No.25 (Dai Nippon Kaiga Co., Ltd 1999 ISBN: 
4-499-22699-6)4-499-22699-6)
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Messerschmitt 
Bf 109E-7/Trop
Scale 1:48 / Eduard, Czech Republic / Materials: 
IM, PE / Kit No.: 8264 / Availability: Creative 
Models Ltd, Hannants & LSA Models (UK 
Distributors) and Eduard stockists worldwide / 
Price Guide: £22.25

• Revised tooling based on the E-4 released in 2012
• 132 grey-coloured and four clear plastic plus 51 
photo-etched components
• Five decal options: ‘Black <A’ fl own by Oblt L. 
Franzisket, Stab I./JG27, Libya, June 1941; ‘Black 3’, 
2./JG27, Libya, 1941; ‘Black 8’, 2./JG27, Libya, 1941; 
‘Black <<’ fl own by Hptm. E. Neumann, I./JG27, Libya, 
1941; ‘Yellow 4’, 3./JG27, Libya, spring/summer 1941. 
The decal sheet includes full stencils and a set of 
swastikas

Verdict: Nice to have Eduard completing their 
E-series of releases, as you can now build most 
variants with a bit of swapping of parts. The 
overall kit is very nice and builds well, so it is 
recommended to all. Our thanks to Eduard for the 
review sample.

Reference
● The Messerschmitt Bf 109 Early Series (V1 to E-9 including 
the T-series), Airframe & Miniature No.5 by Richard A. Franks 
(Valiant Wings Publishing Ltd 2013 ISBN: 978-0-9567198-
7-4)

Dornier Do 335 Pfeil
Scale 1:72nd / HobbyBoss, China / 
Materials: IM / Kit No.: 80293 / Availability: 
Creative Models Ltd (UK Importer) and 
HobbyBoss stockists worldwide / Price 
Guide: £8.99

• New tooling 
• One clear and 37 grey-coloured plastic 
components
• One decal option: VG+PH, listed as an A-1, but 
actually an A-0 (W/Nr.240102) and the world’s 
only surviving example, currently owned by 
NASM and displayed at the Udvar-Hazy Center 

Verdict: This is another in the ‘Easy 
Assembly’ range, and although thus lacking 
in cockpit detail it is still a quick and 
simple way to add the type to a collection, 
or a cheaper way if you want to make 
multiples than buying/struggling with the 
Dragon kit. Recommended to all regardless 
of experience, and our thanks to Creative 
Models Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● Dornier Do 335 Pfeil - The Luftwaffe's Fastest 
Piston-engine Fighter by J.R. Smith & E.J. Creek (Classic 
Publications 2007 ISBN: 1-903223-67-9)

Bell AH-1G Late 
Huey Cobra ‘Vietnam 
Legends’
Scale 1:72nd / AZ Model, Czech 
Republic / Materials: IM, PE / Kit No.: 
AZ7417 / Availability: Hannants (UK 
Importer) and AZ Model stockists 
worldwide / Price Guide: £11.40

• New tooling
• One clear and 60 tan-coloured plastic, plus 22 
etched brass components 
• Three decal options: 68-15012, F/4 Cav., 
fl own by CW2 Ken Mick, Hue-Phu Bai. late 
1972; 68-15101, H/10 Cav., Pleiku, 1972; 
67-15738, 129th AHC, fl own by CW2 Ron 
Paye, An Son, Summer 1972. All colours are 
matched to Humbrol paint numbers.

Verdict: Seems like buses, you wait for 
ages then two come along, as this one from 
AZ is out just before similar coverage is 
offered of the type by Special Hobby. This 
‘late’ version includes the TAT 102 Standard 
turret, the addition of an XM-35 20mm gun 
on the left inboard wing pylon; this system 
has cheek ammo holders conformal to the 
fuselage sides. The tail rotor has moved 
to the right side, the exhaust is of the 
(standard) ‘toilet bowl’ style plus scoops 
on the engine doors as part of the ‘toilet 
bowl’ modifi cation and the landing light is 
now situated under the belly. Be aware that 
stages 17 and 18 only relate to options 1 
and 3, whilst stage 19 contradicts itself, as 
the assembly diagram is correct, but the 
head-on view shows the rocket pods on the 
wrong (inboard) pylon positions. Overall 
this is a neat kit that should build into a 
nice model. Our thanks go to AZ Model for 
the review sample.

Reference
● AH-1 Cobra, Walk Around No.29 by W. Mutza (Squad-
ron/Signal Publications 2002 ISBN: 0-89747-438-4)

Messerschmitt 
Bf 110
Scale 1:72nd / HobbyBoss, China / 
Materials: IM / Kit No.: 80292 / Availability: 
Creative Models Ltd (UK Importer) and 
HobbyBoss stockists worldwide / Price 
Guide: £8.99

• New tooling 
• One clear and 45 grey-coloured plastic 
components
• Two decal options: 2N+EN, 5./ZG76, Stavanger, 
Norway, November 1941; 3C+AR, 7./NJG4, 
Frankfurt, Germany, spring 1942. The decals 
include stencils and swastikas, albeit with each 
cut in two.

Verdict: This is an ‘Easy Assembly’ kit, so there 
is no cockpit detail but it is quick and simple 
to build. Problem is with the Airfi x one cheaper 
and the Eduard Weekend one just £2 more this 
is not one that we can say offers much to the 
modeller, not even as a cheap alternative if you 
want to make multiples! Our thanks to Creative 
Models Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● Messerschmitt Bf 110C, D & E by J. Vasco & F. Estani-
slau (Classic Publications 2008 ISBN: 1-903223-89-5)

Vickers Vildebeest 
Mk IV ‘Perseus 
Engine Version’
Scale 1:72nd / Special Hobby, Czech 
Republic / Materials: IM, R / Kit No.: 
SH72257 / Availability: Hannants (UK 
Importer) and Special Hobby stockists 
worldwide / Price Guide: £29.99

• Revised tooling 
• 46 grey-coloured and fi ve clear plastic, plus 25 
resin and 50 photo-etched components
• Three decal options: K8080, No.42 Sqn, RAF 
Donibristle, January 1937; NZ123, No.7 (GR) Sqn, 
Waipapakauri, 1942-43; K4164, fi rst prototype, 
converted from Vildebeest Mk III in 1936

Verdict: This is en excellent kit, nicely moulded 
and due to the quality now being achieved by 
Special Hobby, well within the grasp of most 
modellers with a little experience of limited-
run kits. This is certainly one to be highly 
recommended, and our thanks to Special 
Hobby for the review sample.

Reference
● Vickers Aircraft since 1908 by C.F. Andrews & E.B. 
Morgan (Putnam, 1988, ISBN: 0-85177-815-1)
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MiG-29UB Fulcrum B 
‘Russian AF’
Scale 1:48 / Academy, Korea / Materials: IM  
/ Kit No.: 12292 / Availability: Pocketbond 
Ltd (UK Importer) and Academy stockists 
worldwide / Price Guide: £24.99

• Reissue with new decals of kit fi rst released in 
1994
• 160 light grey-coloured and fi ve clear plastic 
components
• Two decal options: ‘White 75’ based at Donna AB, 
1998; ‘Blue 102’ also at Donna AB, but in 2004 with 
the special artwork on the tail seen on the box top - 
this art is all supplied as decals

Verdict: OK, so we all know this kit has shape 
issues and the separate nose does not fi t that 
well, plus it is a shame Academy have not 
updated this old one as it still remains the only 
option for the two-seater in 1:48 until GWH 
produce one, we suppose? The new decals 
are great and the whole package is, we feel, 
still worth investing time and effort in to make 
a nice-looking MiG-29UB at less than half 
the potential cost if GWH do it. Our thanks to 
Pocketbond Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● MiG-29 by M. Miecko & A. Osinski, Topshots No.6 
(Kagero 2005, ISBN: 83-89088-73-8)

Chance-Vought 
F4U-4B Corsair
Scale 1:48th / HobbyBoss, China / 
Materials: IM, PE / Kit No.: 80388 / 
Availability: Creative Models Ltd (UK 
Importer) and HobbyBoss stockists 
worldwide / Price Guide: £29.99

• Revised tooling, based on -4 released in early 
2012 (See Iss.86) 
• 188 grey-coloured and 11 clear plastic 
components
• Two decal options: BuNo.97473, VF-533, 
USS Essexy, off the Korean coast, Feb. 1952; 
BuNo.62969, VMA-332, USS Bairoko, 1953

Verdict: The early version built well, as did 
the late version, so this new one with fewer 
parts should build just as well, if not better. 
It is certainly highly recommended to all 
USN/USMC modellers, and our thanks to 
Creative Models Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● F4U Corsair Part 2 [F4U-4 through F4U-7] by Bert 
Kinsey, Detail & Scale Vol.56 (Squadron/Signal Publica-
tions 1998 ISBN: 1-888974-09-3)

Douglas B-18 Bolo 
‘War Service’
Scale 1:72nd / Special Hobby, Czech 
Republic / Materials: IM, R / Kit No.: 
SH72265 / Availability: Hannants (UK 
Importer) and Special Hobby stockists 
worldwide / Price Guide: £29.99

• Reissue 
• 76 grey-coloured and 31 clear plastic, plus 33 
resin and 74 photo-etched components
• Four decal options: ‘Yellow 7’, 28th BS, 19th BW, 
Philippines, December 1941; ‘6300, ‘Vira-Lata’ 
Brazilian Air Force, Grupo de Aviores Bimotores, 
Natal AB, Rio Grande do Norte, 1942-44; 7032, 
Brazilian Air Force, Grupo de Aviores Bimotores, 
Recife AB, Pernambuco, 1942-44; S/No.36-433, 
72nd BG, Nellows Field, Hawaii, 1942-43

Verdict: The basic Bolo kit is excellent, offering 
good detail combined with Special Hobby’s new 
level of injected fi nesse. The excellent colour 
schemes make this one we certainly highly 
recommended to all US aviation fans, and our 
thanks to Special Hobby for the review sample.

Reference
● Douglas B-18 Bolo - The Ultimate Look: From Drawing 
Board to U-Boat Hunter by W. Wolf (Schiffer Publishing Ltd  
2007 ISBN: 1-7643-2581-6)

Tupolev Tu-2
Scale 1:72nd / HobbyBoss, China / Materials: 
IM / Kit No.: 80298 / Availability: Creative 
Models Ltd (UK Importer) and HobbyBoss 
stockists worldwide / Price Guide: £8.99

• New tooling 
• 36 grey-coloured and six clear plastic components
• Two decal options that are not identifi ed in any way, 
both are VVS, one is ‘White 32’, whilst the other carries 
a patriotic slogan in white on each aft fuselage side.

Verdict: The ICM kit was complicated to build, so 
this new ‘Easy Assembly’ example has potential. 
The problem is that the Tu-2 has loads of glass 
in the nose and the ‘no interior’ nature of this 
range means that these areas are just blanked 
off and that is especially noticeable with the nose 
glazing. If you can live with that and you need to 
add a brace of Tu-2s to your collection then this is 
probably your best route. Our thanks to Creative 
Models Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● Tupolev Tu-2: Tu-1, Tu-6, Tu-8 & Tu-10 by W. Kulikow, 
Monografi e Lotnicze No.77 (AJ-Press 2001 ISBN: 83-7237-
085-0)

Lockheed USAF 
WC-130J Hercules
Scale 1:144 / Minicraft, USA / Materials: 
IM / Kit No.: 14589 / Availability: Creative 
Models Ltd (UK Distributors) and Minicraft 
stockists worldwide / Price Guide: £29.99

• Revised tooling based on the H produced in 
2011
• 70 grey-coloured and fi ve clear plastic 
components
• Two decal options: S/No.97-5304, 403rd AW, 
USAF Reserve, 2002; S/No.97-5306, 403rd AW, 
USAF Reserve, 2010

Verdict: This is a nice kit, surprisingly well 
detailed for the small scale, there is even the 
cargo ramp and some interior details in there. 
Overall it should build well and the smaller 
size makes it easier to display as the Herc is 
big in any scale. Highly recommended to all, 
and our thanks to Minicraft Models for the 
review sample.

Reference
● Lockheed C-130 Hercules and its Variants by C. Reed 
(Schiffer ISBN: 0-7643-0722-3)

Brewster F2A 
Buffalo
Scale 1:72nd / HobbyBoss, China / 
Materials: IM / Kit No.: 80290 / Availability: 
Creative Models Ltd (UK Importer) and 
HobbyBoss stockists worldwide / Price 
Guide: £8.99

• New tooling 
• One clear and 19 grey-coloured plastic 
components
• Two decal options: BuNo.1388, VF-3, USN; F2A-
1 in the spiral camoufl age scheme tested by the 
USN pre-war - note that the kit does not include 
decals for this complex scheme, the builder is 
expected to paint it freehand!

Verdict: We have waited a while for a nice new, 
simple Buffalo kit as the Airfi x is too old, the 
Hasegawa one too expensive and the Special 
Hobby ones (although lovely) are complex due 
to their mixed medium nature. This one is OK if 
you want a fl eet of F2As, but it does lack any 
detail and the canopy is solid, but if you can 
live with this, then it should be a simple (and 
quick!) build. Our thanks to Creative Models 
Ltd for the review sample.

Reference
● F2A Buffalo In Action No. 81 by J. Maas (Squadron/Signal 
Publications 1987 ISBN: 0-89747-196-2)
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EDUARD, CZECH REPUBLIC
[www.eduard.com] / Available in the UK from: Creative Models, Hannants and LSA Models

32-766
He 111H-6 Interior Detail Set [PP/SA] / Revell / 
Price Guide: £19.50

32-768
Ju 87R Seat Belts [PP] / Trumpeter / 
Price Guide: £13.99

32-770
P-61 Seat Belts [PP] / HobbyBoss / 
Price Guide: £10.99

32-771
USAAF WWII Seat Belts 
- Fabric / Various / 
Price Guide: £10.99

32-773
Luftwaffe Fighter WWII Seat 
Belts - Fabric / Various / 
Price Guide: £8.40

32-776
P-51K Interior Detail Set 
[PP/SA] / Tamiya / 
Price Guide: £16.70

32-778
P-51K Gun Bay Detail Set [PP] / Tamiya / Price Guide: £18.40

Big ED series
We can’t show you all the photo-etched in these sets, as they would take up pages on their own. Visit the Eduard website where images of the frets and instructions are available.

BIG 7281
Short Sunderland Mk I

Italeri
Price Guide: £75.20

Includes: 72-551 Bomb Racks; 72-552 Surface 
Panels [SA]; 72-553 Exterior; 72-554 Maintenance 
Platforms; 73-472 Interior [SA]; CX343 Canopy & 

Wheel Masks

BIG 4984
MiG-23M
Trumpeter

Price Guide: £47.30
Includes: 48-755 Exterior; 48-756 Weapons; 

48-758 FOD Guards; 49-626 Detail Set [PP/SA]; 
EX375 Canopy & Wheel Masks

BIG 4985
Lynx HMA.8

Airfi x
Price Guide: £36.20

Includes: 48-741 Exterior; 49-009 - RBF Tags [PP]; 
49-613 Interior [PP/SA]; 49-623 Seat Belts [PP] 

EX366 Canopy & Wheel Masks
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EDUARD, CZECH REPUBLIC
[www.eduard.com] / Available in the UK from: Creative Models, Hannants and LSA Models

BIG 4986
Antonov An-2

Trumpeter
Price Guide: £27.80

Includes: 48-747 Surface Panels; 49-610 Detail 
Set [PP]; EX365 Canopy & Wheel Masks

BIG 4987
MiG-21F-13
Trumpeter

Price Guide: £42.85
Includes: 48-767 Exterior; 48-768 Accessories; 

48-769 Undercarriage; 49-621 Detail Set [PP/SA]; 
EX387 Canopy & Wheel Masks

Express Masks
Each set of masks includes those for the canopy as well as any other glazed sections and all the wheels (main, tail and/or nose). They are die-cut Kabuki tape.

1:72 CX357
Cant Z.1005
Supermodel
Price Guide: £8.40

1:72 CX360
Vampire T Mk 11
Airfi x
Price Guide: £4.50

1:72 CX362
P-38L
HobbyBoss
Price Guide: £3.99

1:48 EX389
Nesher/Dagger
Esci/Italeri
Price Guide: £5.99

1:48 EX390
Spitfi re PR Mk XIX
Airfi x
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 EX391
Merlin HC.3
Airfi x
Price Guide: £8.40

1:48 EX393
F-4B
Academy
Price Guide: £7.20

1:48 EX395
Jaguar GR.1/GR.3
Airfi x/Heller
Price Guide: £7.20

1:48 EX396
Mirage 2000D
Heller
Price Guide: £7.20
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NEW RELEASES / ACCESSORIES

EDUARD, CZECH REPUBLIC
 [www.eduard.com] / Available in the UK from: Creative Models, Hannants and LSA Models

Verdict: Every month we seem to get a superb selection of new products 
from Eduard, and this month is no different as all of those featured are 
to the very highest standards of detail and production. They are most 
highly recommended to all but the complete novice modeller, and our 
thanks to Eduard M.A. for the review samples.

Available from: www.eduard.com

1:48 EX397
Jaguar A
Heller
Price Guide: £7.20

1:48 EX398
P-40E/K
Italeri
Price Guide: £7.20

1:32 JX149
Bf 109E-3
Cyber-Hobby
Price Guide: £5.60

1:32 JX150
He 111H-6
Revell
Price Guide: £10.99

1:32 JX152
Lynx HAS.3
Revell
Price Guide: £8.40

1:32 JX153
P-61A/B
HobbyBoss
Price Guide: £10.99

1:32 JX154
Ju 87R
Trumpeter
Price Guide: £8.40

1:32 JX156
P-51K
Tamiya
Price Guide: £7.20

Brassin 1:72 Series

672 016
P-51 Wheels [R/
Ma] / Various / 
Price Guide: £4.50

672 017
MG 15 Guns (x2) 

[R] / Various / Price 
Guide: £4.50

Big SIN 1:48 Series

SIN64808
Spitfi re Mk IXc Essential
Eduard
Price Guide: £29.50
Includes: 49-639 Detail Set [PP/SA]; 49-062 Seat Belts RAF WWII - Fabric 
[PE/F]; 648 098 Spitfi re Wheels - 5 Spokes [R/Ma]; 648 098 Spitfi re Exhaust 
Stacks - Fishtail [R]; 648 100 Spitfi re Mk IX Cockpit [R/PE]
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QUICKBOOST, CZECH REPUBLIC
[www.quickboost.net] / Available in the UK from: Hannants

1:72 Q72408
AV-8A Conversion Set
Designed for: Esci/Italeri kits
Price Guide: £4.50

1:72 Q72409
F-104C Ejection Seat with 
safety belts
Designed for: Various
Price Guide: £3.30

1:72 Q72410
MiG-29A Ejection Seat with safety 
belts
Designed for: Various
Price Guide: £4.50

1:72 Q72411
A-10A Corrected Fan Blades
Designed for: HobbyBoss kit
Price Guide: £4.50

1:72 Q72412
F-102A Corrected Nose
Designed for: Meng kit
Price Guide: £3.30

1:72 Q72413
Spitfi re Mk IX Position Lights and Rudder
Designed for: Hasegawa kit
Price Guide: £4.50

1:72 Q72414
Focke-Wulf Fw 190A 
Control Surfaces
Designed for: Tamita kit
Price Guide: £3.30

1:72 Q72419
Lockheed Hudson Mk IV/V Corrected 
Cowlings
Designed for: MPM/Italeri/Revell kits
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48509
F-100D Ejection Seat with 
safety belts
Designed for: Various kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48511
F-86F Ejection Seat with safety belts
Designed for: Various kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48512
S2F Tracker Engines
Designed for: Kinetic kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £5.99

1:48 Q48513
T-28 Trojan Control Levers & Rudder Pedals
Designed for: Roden kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48514
Tupolev Tu-2 Exhausts
Designed for: Xuntong kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48515
Sukhoi Su-7BKL Air Intakes
Designed for: KP/Kopro/Eduard kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48516
MiG-29A Exhaust Covers
Designed for: Great Wall Hobby kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50
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NEW RELEASES / ACCESSORIES

QUICKBOOST, CZECH REPUBLIC
[www.quickboost.net] / Available in the UK from: Hannants

1:48 Q48517
MiG-29A Air Intake Covers
Designed for: Great Wall Hobby kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48518
Me 410B-2/U4 Gun 
Barrels
Designed for: Meng kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48519
Me 410A Radio Equipment
Designed for: Meng kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48520
OV-10A/B Exhausts
Designed for: Testors/Italeri kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48521
F-102A Seat with safety belts
Designed for: Various kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48522
AV-8B Harrier II seat with 
safety belts
Designed for: Various kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48523
T-28 Trojan Exhaust & Cooling Gills
Designed for: Roden kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48525
Bf 109F - Early Seat Conversion
Designed for: Zvezda kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

1:48 Q48526
Jaguar A Pitot Tubes
Designed for: Airfi x/Heller & Kitty 
Hawk kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48527
Me 410A/B Control Levers
Designed for: Meng kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48528
Spitfi re Mk IX Bulkheads
Designed for: Eduard kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48531
S2F Tracker Pylons
Designed for: Kinetic kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48536
Mirage III Gun Barrels
Designed for: Eduard/Hob-
byBoss kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £2.50

1:48 Q48537
A-1 Skyraider Pylons
Designed for: Tamiya kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £5.99

1:48 Q48538
Spitfi re Mk IX Cockpit Door
Designed for: Eduard kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48540
Sea Vixen Ejection Seats 
with safety belts
Designed for: Airfi x kits
Material: R
Price Guide: £5.99

1:48 Q48541
Spitfi re Mk XIV Exhausts
Designed for: Academy kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.30

1:48 Q48542
An-2 Engine
Designed for: HobbyBoss kit
Material: R
Price Guide: £4.50

Verdict: The Quickboost range 
really is superb as it offers 
simple yet effective updates. 
They are all beautifully cast, 
with superb levels of detail and 
they are not complex so they 
can be recommended to all, 
regardless of experience. The 
whole range is stocked in the 
UK by Hannants, and our thanks 
to Quickboost for the review 
samples.

Available from: 
www.quickboost.net
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SCALE AIRCRAFT CONVERSIONS, USA
[www.scaleaircraftconversions.com] / Available in the UK from: LSA Models

1:72 72064
Vampire Landing Gear (2 sets)
Designed for: Airfi x kit
Material: WM
Price Guide: £9.70 ($12.95)

1:72 72065
Sea Venom Landing Gear (2 sets)
Designed for: Cyber-Hobby kit
Material: WM
Price Guide: £9.70 ($12.95)

1:72 72066
F/A-18A-D Landing Gear
Designed for: Academy kit
Material: WM
Price Guide: £9.70 ($12.95)

1:48 48233
JAS 39A/C Gripen Landing Gear
Designed for: Kitty Hawk Models kit
Material: WM
Price Guide: £12.70 ($16.95)

1:48 48234
A-10 Warthog Landing Gear
Designed for: Italeri kit
Material: WM
Price Guide: £13.50 ($17.95)

1:48 48235
Polikarpov I-16 Type 24/29 Landing Gear
Designed for: Eduard kit
Material: WM
Price Guide: £10.50 ($13.95)

Verdict: All of these sets are offered as direct replacements for the kit undercarriage, but offer more detail and, where appropriate, correct-
ing any errors. The whole range is distributed in the UK by LSA Models, and our thanks to Scale Aircraft Conversions for the review samples.

Available from: www.scaleaircraftconversions.com

MODEL DESIGN CONSTRUCTION, UK
[www.modeldesignconstruction.co.uk] / Available worldwide from: Manufacturer

Verdict: As with all things MDC these 
new products are beautifully cast and 
they represent superb value for money. 
The fl exible ammo and chute are excel-
lent and far, far easier than trying to 
work with photo-etched, especially 
with the latter - how many feet of it will 
you need for your HK B-17G, though? 
Everything here is highly recommended 
to all, and our thanks to Model Design 
Construction for the review samples.

Available from: 
www.modeldesignconstruction.co.uk

1:32 CV32066
Browning .50 Calibre 
Machine Gun
Designed for: Various
Material: R
Price Guide: £2.00

1:32 CV32068
Browning .50 Calibre Machine Gun 
Flexible Ammunition Belt
Designed for: Various
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.00

1:32 CV32074
Browning .50 Calibre Machine 
Gun Flexible Ammunition Chute
Designed for: Various
Material: R
Price Guide: £3.00
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NEW RELEASES / ACCESSORIES

MASTER MODEL, POLAND
[www.master-model.pl] / Available in the UK from: Hannants

1:72 AM72-053
Saab 29 Tunnan Pitot Tubes
Designed for: Heller, Matchbox or Tarangus kits
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.10

1:72 AM72-054
Saab 32 Lansen Pitot Tubes
Designed for: Heller kit
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.10

Verdict: All of these sets are superb, 
offering those little details that are just 
so much better in mediums other than 
plastic and which just add so much to a 
model - the simplest things often have the 
biggest effect! Everything here is highly 
recommended to all, and our thanks to 
Master Model for the review samples.

Available from: www.master-model.pl

1:72 AM72-055
Saab 35 Draken (Mid and Late) Pitot Tubes & AofA Probes
Designed for: Hasegawa/Revell or Heller kits
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.10

1:72 AM72-056
Saab 37 Viggen Pitot Tubes and AofA Probe
Designed for: Airfi x, Hasegawa, Heller or Matchbox kits
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.10

1:72 AM72-057
JAS 39 Gripen Pitot Tube and AofA Probes
Designed for: Italeri or Revell kits
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.50

1:48 AM48-071
Saab 29 Tunnan Pitot Tubes
Designed for: AZ Model kit
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.50

1:48 AM48-072
Saab 32 Lansen Pitot Tubes
Designed for: Tarangus kit
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.50

1:48 AM48-073
Saab 35 Draken (Mid and Late) Pitot Tubes & AofA 
Probes
Designed for: Hasegawa kit
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.50

1:48 AM48-074
Saab 37 Viggen Pitot Tubes and AofA Probe
Designed for: Esci/Airfi x or MPM/Tarangus kits
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.50

1:48 AM48-075
JAS 39 Gripen Pitot Tube and AofA Probes
Designed for: Italeri/Best Choice or Kitty Hawk kits
Material: BR
Price Guide: £3.99

1:32 AM32-056
JAS-39 Gripen Pitot Tube and AofA Probes
Designed for: Revell kit
Material: BR
Price Guide: £5.30
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LINDEN HILL DECALS, USA
[www.lindenhillimports.com] Available in the UK from: Hannants

1:48 LHD48031 Camobat Veteran MiG-21SMs of Azerbaijan
• ‘Yellow 17’ and ‘Yellow 45’, Azerbaijan, 1992-1994 during the Nagomo-Karabakh region confl ict (S/G/DB/DG/GB)
Colour Guide: S - Sand, G - Green, DB - Dark Brown, DG - Dark Green, GB - Grey Blue
Note: This is a limited edition sheet of only 100 copies worldwide
Price Guide: £6.40 ($8.00)
 
1:48 LHD48032 MiG-29 Part 1 - The late 9-12 series
• ‘Black ERAF508’, No.5 Sqn, Asmara International Airport, Eritrea, 2001-6 (Gr/DG)
• ‘Red 10’, VVS of Kazakhstan, 600th Air Base, Zhetygen AB, 2008 (BG/G/PB)
• ‘Red 20’, VVS of Kazakhstan, 602nd Air Base, Shymkent Internatioal Airport, 2013 (LB/B/PB)
• ‘White 27’ 120th GIAP, VVS, Trans-Baikai MD, Russia, 2007 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Blue 07’, 28th GvIAP, VVS, Andreapol AB, Moscow MD, Russia, 2005 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Blue 55’ 343rd IIAP, VVS, Bagai-Baranovka/Sennoy AB, Moscow MD, Russia 1993 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Blue 32’, 4th GTsPAV i VI, VVS, Astrakhan-Privolzhsky AB, Southern MD, Russia, 2011 (Gr/DG)
• ‘Red 24’, 871st IAP, VVS, Smolensk North AB, Moscwo MD, Russia, 1997 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Red 08’, 2ns Sqn, 1521st Air Basde, Maryy-1 AB, Turestan MD, USSR, 1991 (Gr/GG)
• ‘White 21’, 773rd IAP, 16th GvIAD, GSFG, Russian AF, Damgarten AB, Germany, 1993 (G/OG)
• ‘White 23’, 92nd IAP, Vasilkov AB, Ukraine, 1995 (Gr/GG)
• ‘White 24’, 204th Tactical Aviation Brigade, Belbek AB, Ukraine, 2007 (Gr/GG)
Colour Guide: Gr - Grey, DG - Dark Grey, PB - Pale Blue, GG - Green Grey, BG - Blue Grey, G - Green, LB - Light Blue, B - Blue, OG - Olive Green
Note: These decals are sized to the new Great Wall Hobby kit
Price Guide: £17.60 ($21.99)

1:48 LHD48033 MiG-29 Part 1 - The 9-13 series
• ‘Blue 03’, Azeri AF, Zeynalabdin AB, Azerbaijan, 2012 (PB/B/GNB)
• ‘Black 52’, 61st Air Base, Baranovichi AB, Belarus, 2009 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Red 17’, 61st Air Base, Baranovichi AB, Belarus, 2012 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Blue 31’, 28th GvIAP, VVS, Andreapol AB, Moscow MD, Russia, 2005 (Gr/GG)
• ‘White 31’, 412th Aviation Base, VVS, Domna AB, Trans-Baikal MD, Russia, 2011 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Yellow 07’ or ‘47’, Marculesti AB, Moldova, 2007 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Red 29’, 4th GTsPAV u VI, VVS, Lipetsk AB, Russia, 2012 (Gr)
• ‘Red 28’, 67th Mixed Aviation Regiment (SAP), Maryy-2 AB, Turkmenistan, 1998 (Gr/GG)
• ‘Red 19’, 67th Mixed Aviation Regiment (SAP), Maryy-2 AB, Turkmenistan, 1998 (PB/B/GNB)
• ‘Blue 18’, 67th Mixed Aviation Regiment (SAP), Maryy-2 AB, Turkmenistan, 1998 (PB/B/GNB)
• ‘Blue 20’, 9th Tactical Aviation Brigade, Ozernoye-Zhitomir AB, Ukraine, 2006 (LB/B/Gr)
• ‘Blue 20’, 204th Tactical Aviation Brigade, Belbek AB, Ukraine, 2011 (LB/B/Gr)
• ‘Blue 27’, 62nd IAP, Belbek AB, Ukraine, 1990s (S/GB/G/PG/Gr)
• ‘Blue 39’, 62nd IAP, Belbek AB, Ukraine, mid-1990s (S/DB/Gr)
• ‘Blue 40’, 168th GvIAP, Starokostiantyniv AB, Ukraine, mid-1990s (S/GB/G/PG/Gr)
• ‘Blue 40’, 204th Tactical Aviation Brigade, Belbek AB, Ukraine, 2010 (Gr/B)
• ‘Red 44’, 115th GvIAP, VVS, Kokjaidy AB deployed to Termez AB, Turkmenistan MD, Uzbek SSR, 1990 (S/GB/G/PG/Gr)
• ‘White 03’, 61st IAP, Kakaydy AB, Uzbekistan, 1995 (LS/G/Gr/LB)
• ‘White 30’, 60th Independent Mixed Aviation Brigade, Karshi-Khanabad AB, Uzbekistan, 2009 (LS/S/DB/LB)
Colour Guide: PB - Pale Blue, B - Blue, GNB - Grey Navy Blue, Gr - Grey, GG - Green Grey, S - Sand, GB - Golden Brown, G - Green, PG - Protective 
Green, DB - Dark Brown, LS - Light Sand
Note: These decals are sized to the new Great Wall Hobby kit
Price Guide: £18.40 ($22.99)

1:32 LHD32016 International MiG-23 Lightweights
• MiG-23MLD, ‘White 308’, 1st Air Squadron, Dobroslavtzy, Bulgaria, 1999 (BE/DB/DG/LG/LB)
• MiG-23ML, ‘Red 64’, 60th Air Regiment, Pukch’and-mi AB, Pyongan-nando, Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea (A)
• MiG-23ML, ‘Black 230’, UM 1779 Regimento, UM 2661 Escuadron, San Antonio de los Banos AB, Havana Province, Cuba, early 2000s (GB/DB/
GG/G/LB)
• MiG-23ML, ‘Black 232’, UM 1779 Regimento, UM 2661 Escuadron, San Antonio de los Banos AB, Havana Province, Cuba, late 1990s (G/B/LGr)
• MiG-23ML, ‘Red 212’, Cuba
• MiG-23ML, ‘Red 213’, UM 1779 Regimento, UM 2661 Escuadron, San Antonio de los Banos AB, Havana Province, Cuba, early 2000s (S/DB/LG/LB)
• MiG-23ML, ‘Red 223’, Cuban DAAFAR contingent in Angola, Cuito Cuanavale AB, Angola, early 1980s (YS/G/LB) - also offered in mid-90s and 
2000 museum display schemes
Colour Guide: BE - Beige, DB - Dark Brown, DG - Dark Green, LG - Light Green, LB - Light Blue, A - Aluminium, GB - Golden Brown, GG - Grey Green, 
G - Green, B - Blue, LGr - Light Grey, S - Sand, YS - Yellow Sand
Price Guide: £17.60 ($21.99)

1:32 LHD32017 Non-aligned Flogger Part 2
• MiG-23ML, ‘Black FP-85’, 29th Air Defence Sqn, Laghouat AB, Algeria, 1993-7 (S/DE/G/LG)
• MiG-23ML, ‘Black 1809’, No.10 Sqn, Dire Dawa AB, Ethiopia, late 1980s (BE/BR/G/LB)
• MiG-23ML, ‘Red C454’, MiG-23 Regiment, Menongue AB (later Lubango AB), Angola, Nov. 1987- June 1988 (BE/BR/G/LB)
• MiG-23MLD, ‘Red C-470’, FANA, Lubango AB, Angola, 2005 (S/DBR/LG/DG/LB)
• MiG-23MLDE, ‘Black 6130’, used by troops opposed to Col. Gaddafi , Benghazi, Libya, 2011 (S/DE/G/LB)
• MiG-23MLDE, ‘Black 6472’, used by troops opposed to Col. Gaddafi , Benghazi, Libya, 2011-2012 (S/BE/G/LB)
• MiG-23MLDE, ‘2786’, Syrian AF, base unknown (S/DE/G/LB)
• MiG-23MLDE, ‘ex-2786’, fl own to Israel by defecting Syrian pilot 11/10/89 and later fl own in IDF colours (S/DE/G/LB)
Colour Guide: S - Sand, DE - Dark Earth, G - Green, LB - Light Blue, BE - Beige, BR - Brown, DBR - Dark Brown, LG - Light Green, DG - Dark Green
Price Guide: £17.60 ($21.99)

NEW RELEASES / DECALS

• MiG-23ML, ‘Red 213’, UM 1779 Regimento, UM 2661 Escuadron, San Antonio de los Banos AB, Havana Province, Cuba, early 2000s (S/DB/LG/LB)

Colour Guide: BE - Beige, DB - Dark Brown, DG - Dark Green, LG - Light Green, LB - Light Blue, A - Aluminium, GB - Golden Brown, GG - Grey Green, 

Verdict: These are all excellent sheets and there is great improvement in the instructions, with clearer 
C&M notes for the most part, although for some you will still have to hunt around to fi nd the appropriate 
box of text. Overall these are highly recommended to all Russian aviation fans, and our thanks to Linden 
Hill for the review samples.
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EDUARD, CZECH REPUBLIC
[www.eduard.com] Available in the UK from: Creative Models, Hannants and LSA Models

D48015 Spitfi re Mk IX Stencils
Complete set of stencils for the airframe, including the propeller
Price Guide: £4.50

Verdict: This is an excellent set of stencils, and with other Mk IXs out there, it has 
uses aplenty. The images are all cleanly printed and all of them can be read under 
a magnifying glass. Recommended to all, and our thanks to Eduard M.A. for the 
review sample.

MAX DECALS, IRELAND
[www.maxdecals.com] Available in the UK from: Hannants

Max 7720 Irish Air Corps Selection 1956-2010
• Beech Kingair 200, ‘240’, circa 2009 (GW)
• Beech Kingair 200, ‘234’, circa 1980 (GW/DR)
• DHC Chipmunk, ‘164’, circa 1968 (S)
• DHC Chipmunk, ‘169’, circa 1952 (S)
• D.H. Vampire T.55, ‘186’, circa 1968 (A/DO)
• Westland Puma SA330L, ‘242’ IAC 1981 (OD)
• Aerospatiale Gazelle SA 342L, ‘241’ (LG)
• SIAI-Marchetti SF260 Warrior, ‘226’ (GDG)
• Cessna 172, ‘206’ (GDG)
• Percival Provost, ‘189’ (S/DR)
Note: The sheet also includes markings in 1/35th for the Rolls-Royce armoured car, 
Churchill Mk VI, Scorpion tank, DUWK and 1939 Ford trucks
Colour Guide: GW - Gloss White, DR - Dayglo Red, S - Silver, A - Aluminium, DO - 
Dayglo Orange, OD - Olive Drab, LG - Light Grey, GDG - Glossy Dark Green
Price Guide: £8.50

Verdict: An interesting 
sheet with some unique 
schemes, about all that 
could have been added 
were more precise colour 
details for certain shades. 
Recommended to all IAC 
fans, and our thanks to Max 
Decals for the review sample.

AVIAEOLOGY, CANADA
[www.aviaeology.com] Available in the UK from: Hannants

AOD32009m RCAF FR Spitfi res (Revised)
• FR Mk IXc, MJ351, •S, No.414 (Canadian) Squadron, 2nd TAF, Petit 
Bogel, Belgium, March 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• FR Mk IXc, •O, No.414 (Canadian) Sqn, 2nd TAF, Eindhoven, October 
1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• FR Mk IXc, •Q, No.414 (Canadian) Sqn, 2nd TAF, Eindhoven, January 
1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• FR Mk XIVe, RN114, RC•W, No.38 Wing, 2nd TAF, January-May 1945 
(DG/OG/MSG)
• FR Mk XIVe, RM876m •H, No.430 (Canadian) Sqn, 2nd TAF, Eind-
hoven, October 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• FR Mk XIVe, MV348, •S, No.414 (Canadian) Sqn, 2nd TAF, Soltau, 
Germany, May 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• FR Mk XIVe, NH648, •P, No.414 (Canadian) Sqn, 2nd TAF, Soltau, 
Germany, April 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
Note: Includes options for aircraft fl own by Wing and Squadron 
commanders + two styles of 2nd TAF wing roundels and full set of 
airframe stencils with Mk IX/XIV variations
This sheet is also available in 1:72 (#AOD72009m) and 1:48 
(#AOD48009m)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, OG - Ocean Grey, MSG - Medium Sea 
Grey
Price Guide: £17.99 (Can$22.69)

Verdict: This is an excellent sheet with some good options and very comprehensive instructions that include period images of each subject 
(some options have multiple images). Recommended to all, and our thanks to Aviaeology for the review sample.
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1:72 X72-176 Lancaster B Mk II
• DS708, EQ•Q ‘Queen of Spades’, No.408 (Goose) Sqn, RCAF Linton-
on-Ouse (DG/DE/N)
• DS708, EQ•G ‘Goose/Miss Kingsville’, No.408 (Goose) Sqn, RCAF 
Linton-on-Ouse (DG/DE/N)
• DS604, QR•W, No.61 Sqn, RAF Syerston (DG/DE/N)
• DS620, KO•W, B Flight, No.115 Sqn, RAF East Wretham (DG/DE/N)
• DS827, A4•R, C Flight, No.1115 Sqn, RAF East Wretham (DG/DE/N)
• LL670, JI•K2, No.514 Sqn, RAF Waterbeach (DG/DE/N)
• DS830, QO•S ‘Bobby Boy’, No.432 (Canadian) Sqn, RAF Eastmoor 
(DG/DE/N)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, DE - Dark Earth, N - Night
Price Guide: £7.99

1:72 X72-177 Spitfi re Mk VIII
• HF Mk VIII, JF404, GZ•M, No.32 Sqn, Foggia, 1944 (MSG/PRUB)
• Mk VIII, JF476, QJ•D, No.92 Sqn, Sicily, 1943 (DE/MS/AB)
• HF Mk VIII, JF447, UF•7, No.601 Sqn, Italy, 1943 (DE/MS/AB)
• Mk VIII, MT928, ZX•M, No.145 Sqn, Italy, 1945 (DE/MS/AB)
• HF Mk VIII, JF679, AN•J, No.417 (Canadian) Sqn, Italy, 1944 
(DE/MS/AB)
• HF Mk VIII, JF322, AX•B ‘Billy Boy II’, No.1 Sqn, SAAF (DE/MS/AB)
• Mk VIII, MT648, QJ•Q, No.92 Sqn, Italy, 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• Mk VIII, MT714, FT•F, No.43 Sqn, St. Tropez, 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• Mk VIII, MD324, W•R, No.615 Sqn, India, 1944 (DG/DE/MSG)
• Mk VIII, JG534, AF•Z, No.607 Sqn, Mingaladon, fl own by Flt Lt Donald 
Nicholson on the Squadrons fi nal sortie (DG/DE/MSG)
• Mk VIII, MT982, UM•C, No.152 Sqn, Singapore, 1945 (DG/DE/MSG)
• Mk VIII, MT567, HM•B, No.136 Sqn, Cocos Islands, 1945 (DG/DE/MSG)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, MS - Mid-stone, AB - Azure Blue, OG - Ocean Grey, 
MSG - Medium Sea Grey, DE - Dark Earth, PRUB - PRU Blue
Price Guide: £7.99

1:72 X72-178 Typhoon Mk Ib
• MN317, ZY•B, No.247 (China British) Sqn, 124 Wing, RAF Hurn, 1944 
(DG/OG/MSG)
• MN454, HF•S, No.183 Sqn, RAF Thorney Island, May 1944 
(DG/OG/MSG)
• MN819, MR•?, No.245 Sqn, RAF Holmsley, 6th June 1944 
(DG/OG/MSG)
• MP189, K•NL, No.124 Wing, 2nd TAF, 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• MN855, •WPB, No.121 Wing, 2nd TAF, Volkel, 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• MN526, TP•V, No.198 Sqn, No.123 Wing, France, 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• MN639, OC•S, No.168 Sqn, No. 39 (Recce) Wing, Eindhoven, October 
1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• RB262, 5V•A, No.439 Sqn, No.143 Wing, Flensburg, 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• MN130, PR•M, No.609 Sqn, No.123 Wing, RAF Thorney Island, 6th June 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• JP602, XP•F, No.174 Sqn, No.121 Wing, Camilly, July 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• JP371, •A, No.268 Sqn, 2nd TAF, Fresnoy-Folny B.31, SEptember 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• MP149, I8•P, No.440 Sqn, No.143 Wing, 2nd TAF, Eindhoven, December 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• SW399, HH•K, No.175 Sqn, No.121 Wing, 2nd TAF, Schleswing, July 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• SW470, ‘JB’, No.123 Wing, 2nd TAF, Plantlunne, April/May 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• SW398, F3•E, No.498 Sqn, No.143 Wing, 2nd TAF, Flensberg, July 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• RB382, BR•M, No.184 Sqn, No.121 Wing, 2nd TAF, Schleswig, July 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
SW409, MR•N, No.245 Sqn, No.121 Wing, 2nd TAF, Schleswig, July 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, OG - Ocean Grey, MSG - Medium Sea Grey
Price Guide: £7.99

1:72 X72-180 Douglas A-4B Skyhawk Pt.2
• BuNo.1428748, UE/27, VC-5 ‘Checker Tails’, Cuba Point, 1967 (LGG/W)
• BuNo.142693, AK/310, VA-12 ‘Flying Ubangis’, USS Essex, 1966 
(LGG/W)
• BuNo.144930, AJ/406, VA-81 ‘Crusaders’, USS Essex, 1961 (LGG/W)
• BuNo.142676, AA/514, VA-152 ‘Fighting Aces’, USS Forrestal, 1960 
(LGG/W)
• BuNo.145001, AJ/301, VA-83 ‘Ramagers’, USS Forrestal, 1960 
(LGG/W)
• BuNo.144966, AC/600, VA-216 ‘Black Diamonds’, USS Saratoga at 
NAS Leemore, 1967 (LGG/W)
• BuNo.142879, WE/84, VMA-214 ‘Blacksheep’, NA North Island after 
WETPAC on USS Hornet, 1964 (LGG/W)
Colour Guide: LGG - Light Gull Grey, W - White
Price Guide: £7.99

1:48 X48-125 Gloster Javelin F(AW).9 Pt.1
• F(AW).9, XH721, ‘MHM’ fl own by Wing Co Michael Miller, No.60 Sqn, RAF 
Tengah, 1961 (DG/DSG/HSS)
• F(AW).9, XH883, No.25 Sqn, RAF Waterbeach, 1960 (DG/DSG/HSS)
• F(AW).9, XH905/E, No.5 Sqn, RAF Geilenkirchen, 1960s (DG/DSG/HSS)
• F(AW).9, XH909/R, No.25 Sqn. RAF Waterbeach, 1958 (DG/DSG/HSS)
• F(AW).9, XJ122/E, No.85 Sqn, RAF West Raynham (DG/DSG/HSS)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, DSG - Dark Sea Grey, HSS - High Speed Silver
Price Guide: £8.99

1:48 X48-126 Gloster Javelin F(AW).9 Pt.2
• F(AW).9, XH834/PDW, No.64 Sqn, RAF Tengah, 1965 (DG/DSG/HSS)
• F(AW).9, XH715/X, No.33 Sqn, RAF Middleton St. George, 1962 
(DG/DSG/HSS)
• F(AW).9, XH889/O, No.23 Sqn, RAF Horsham St. Faith, 1962 (DG/DSG/HSS)
• F(AW).9, XH966/X, No.41 Sqn, RAF Wattisham, 1963 (DG/DSG/HSS)
• F(AW).9, XH960/V, No.29 Sqn, RAF Akrotiri, 1965 (DG/DSG/HSS)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, DSG - Dark Sea Grey, HSS - High Speed 
Silver
Price Guide: £8.99

1:48 X48-127 Spitfi re Mk XIV/XVIII Pt.1
• Mk XIVe, RB169, MN•F, No.350 (Belgian) Sqn, RAF Lympne, 1944 
(DG/OG/MSG)
• Mk XIVe, NH895, NI•K, No.451 (Australian) Sqn, Fassberg, 1945 
(DG/OG/MSG)
• Mk XIVe, NH927, •R, No.6 Sqn, Royal Indian AF, 1946 (DG/OG/MSG)
• FR Mk XVIe, SM888, •B, No.28 Sqn, Kuala Lumpur, 1946 (DE/DG/MSG)
• FR Mk XIVe, TZ112, OI•G, No.2 Sqn, RAF Buckeburg, 2nd TAF, 
1950-51 (HSS)
• FR Mk XVIII, TP373, GZ•C, No.32 Sqn, possibly Cyprus, 1948 (DG/OG/MSG)
• FR Mk XVIII, TZ233, •T, No.208 Sqn, Fayid, 1949 (DE/LSG/MSG)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, OG - Ocean Grey, MSG - Medium Sea Grey, DE 
- Dark Earth, HSS - High Speed Silver, LSG - Light Slate Grey
Price Guide: £8.50

1:48 X48-128 Spitfi re Mk XVI Pt.2
• LF Mk XIVe, SM311, DN•P, No.416 (Canadian) Sqn, B56.Evere, 1944 
(DG/OG/MSG)
• LF Mk XIVe, SM309, AU•H, No.421 (Canadian) Sqn, 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• LF Mk XIV, TB794, YT•S, No.65 Sqn, RAF Bentwaters, 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• LF Mk XIV, TD240, WX•V, No.302 Sqn, No.131 Wing, Varelbusch, summer 
1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
• Mk XIV, SL614, 6D•A, No.631 Sqn, RAF Llanbedr, 1949 (DG/OG/MSG)
• LF Mk XIVe, TD280 or TB702, GW•Y, No.340 (French) Sqn/Groupe de 
Chasse 4/2, No.145 Wing, 2nd TAF, Drope (B.105), Germany, May 1945 
Germany 1945 (DG/OG/MSG)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, OG - Ocean Grey, MSG - Medium Sea Grey
Price Guide: £8.99

1:48 X48-129 Spitfi re Mk VIII
• HF Mk VIII, JF404, GZ•M, No.32 Sqn, Foggia, 1944 (MSG/PRUB)
• Mk VIII, JF476, QJ•D, No.92 Sqn, Sicily, 1943 (DE/MS/AB)
• HF Mk VIII, JF447, UF•7, No.601 Sqn, Italy, 1943 (DE/MS/AB)
• Mk VIII, MT928, ZX•M, No.145 Sqn, Italy, 1945 (DE/MS/AB)
• HF Mk VIII, JF322, AX•B ‘Billy Boy II’, No.1 Sqn, SAAF (DE/MS/AB)
• Mk VIII, MT714, FT•F, No.43 Sqn, St. Tropez, 1944 (DG/OG/MSG)
• Mk VIII, MT982, UM•C, No.152 Sqn, Singapore, 1945 (DG/DE/MSG)
• Mk VIII, MD324, KW•R, No.615 Sqn, Palel, India, June 1944 (DG/DE/MSG)
Colour Guide: DG - Dark Green, MS - Mid-stone, AB - Azure Blue, OG - Ocean 
Grey, MSG - Medium Sea Grey, DE - Dark Earth, PRUB - PRU Blue
Price Guide: £8.50

XTRADECALS, UK
[www.hannants.co.uk] Available in the UK from: Hannants

NEW RELEASES / DECALS

Verdict: These are all excellent sheets, beautifully printed 
by Microscale and all come with full colour instructions; 
no stencils are included. Highly recommended to all, and 
our thanks to Hannants for the review samples.
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Companies in the European Union should also add our VAT 
number, which is GB 789 7020 84 

Junkers JU 88 Volume 1
by William A. Medcalf / Classic Publications / ISBN: 978-1-906537-425 / 
Price Guide: £60.00/$94.95 / 328-page, hardback with separate dust jacket / English

This fi rst volume on the Ju 88 is both a technical description and a written account of the development and 
production not just of the Ju 88 but all other versions developed from it (Ju 188, 288, 388 and 488). The 
narrative initially looks at the events that led to the development of the Ju 88, along with giving background 
information on Junkers. Throughout, the title uses a mix of period images and diagrams and photos from 
Flight and Spare Parts manuals, along with the occasional modern colour side profi le. All of the images are 
produced at a good size, some almost full-page, and their clarity is such that they are either fi rst 
generation copies or have been worked on to clean them up. Most of the diagrams from the manual 
have been reproduced on a sepia-tinted background, which is a bit gimmicky and distracting at 
times, but they hold so much information you can probably live with it! There cannot be much that 
this fi rst volume has missed from the technical point of view, and many images that over the years 
you saw only as fuzzy tenth-generation copies are here sharp, clean and to a large format, even 
the fuzzy image of the Ju 488 prototype blown up in France also comes with a (distant) complete 
side view that we had not seen in its entirety before. Because quite a lot of photos taken during 
production have been used, these offer a mass of information on not just the structure, but the 
systems that you usually never see. The narrative has a nice fl ow to it and the information contained 
within the covers is probably all that is currently known on the Ju 88 series. There are a number 
of scale plans throughout, all to 1:72, and although some only offer a side profi le, there are 3- and 
4-view sets as well.

 
VERDICT : A SUPERB, QUALITY TITLE THAT IS AS MUCH VALUE TO MODELLERS AS THE PURE AVIATION ENTHUSIAST. THE 
MASS OF IMAGES AND OTHER DETAILED INFORMATION IN IT MAKE IT A MUST FOR ALL SERIOUS LUFTWAFFE MODELLERS, ALTHOUGH THE PRICE MAY MAKE YOU FLINCH A BIT. HIGHLY 
RECOMMENDED, AND OUR THANKS TO CLASSIC PUBLICATIONS (IAN ALLAN PUBLISHING) FOR THE REVIEW SAMPLE.

Thanks to/Worldwide Distribution: Ian Allan Publishing
www.ianallanpublishing.com

Soviet and Russian 
Military Aircraft 
in the Middle East
by Y. Gordon & D. Komissarov 
/ Hikoki Publications / ISBN: 
978-1-902109-28-2 / Price Guide: 
£34.95/$56.95 / 272-page, A4, 
hardback with separate dust 
jacket / English

This new title looks at the use of Russian-
built military aircraft by various Middle 
Eastern nations. The coverage is split 
into each nation, so you get Egypt, Iran, 

Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, Syria, United Arab Emirates 
and Yemen. The narrative within each section is in chronological order 
and combines period photos (colour and black & white) with a great 
many colour side profi les. The narrative not only deals with the events 
and operational use of the Russian types in each nation, but it also goes 
into some detail about camoufl age and markings applied, which is of 
interest to the modeller. The title is packed with images, many of them 
showing operational machines, whilst others show captured and wrecked 
machines, mainly after the Gulf War, all of them offering a wealth of 
information to the modeller. The end of each nation’s chapter contains a 
full list of all known ex-Russian military aircraft operated by that country, 
as well as details of their ultimate fates where known.

VERDICT : A FASCINATING TITLE AND 
ONE THAT IS VERY USEFUL TO THE 
MODELLER. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO 
ALL POST-WAR SOVIET AVIATION FANS, 
AND OUR THANKS TO CRÉCY FOR THE 
REVIEW SAMPLE.

Thanks to/Worldwide 
Distribution: Hikoki 
Publications

www.crecy.co.uk

/ Hikoki Publications / ISBN: 

Hungarian Fighter 
Colours 1930-1945 
Vol.1
by Dénes Bernád & György Punka 
/ Mushroom Models Publications 
/ ISBN: 978-83-61421-71-9 / Price 
Guide: £29.99 / 188-page, A4, 
hardback / English

This fi rst volume looks at all the fi ghter 
aircraft types used by the Hungarian Air 
Force from 1930 through to the end of 
WWII, including both indigenous designs 
and those supplied to Hungary by Italy and Germany. The fi rst 50 pages 
look in detail at the whole process of how Hungary marked its military 
aircraft from 1919 through to 1945, then there is a further detailed 
chapter that looks at the actual colours used as well as the patterns and 
schemes applied to certain aircraft both in Hungary and Germany. The 
coverage is then split into chronological order with each aircraft type 
covered combining a narrative with period photographs and, for most 
types, modern colour profi les. The types covered are (in order) Fokker 
D.XVI, AVIS, Fiat CR.20, CR.30, CR.32, CR.42, Messerschmitt Bf 109D, 
Bf 109E and Bf 109F.

 
VERDICT: AN EXTREMELY USEFUL TITLE TO THE MODELLER, IT IS WELL WRITTEN BY PEOPLE 
WELL-VERSED IN THE SUBJECT WHO HAVE OBVIOUSLY SPENT A GREAT DEAL OF TIME COLLECTING 
INFORMATION. THE WEALTH OF PHOTOS COMBINED WITH THE SUPERB ARTWORK MAKE IT A MUST 

FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN HUNGARIAN 
AVIATION OF THIS PERIOD, OR OF ANY OF 
THE TYPES COVERED. VOLUME 2, WHICH 
IS DUE SOON, WILL CONTINUE AND 
CONCLUDE THE SUBJECT. OUR THANKS 
TO MUSHROOM MODEL PUBLICATIONS 
FOR THE REVIEW SAMPLE.

Thanks to/Worldwide 
Distribution: Mushroom Model 
Publications

www.mmpbooks.biz

FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN HUNGARIAN 
AVIATION OF THIS PERIOD, OR OF ANY OF 
THE TYPES COVERED. VOLUME 2, WHICH 
IS DUE SOON, WILL CONTINUE AND 
CONCLUDE THE SUBJECT. OUR THANKS 
TO MUSHROOM MODEL PUBLICATIONS 
FOR THE REVIEW SAMPLE.

Distribution: Mushroom Model 
Publications
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IN BRIEF
Bloody Biscay
by Chris Goss / Crécy Publishing 
/ ISBN: 978-0-85979-175-5 / Price 
Guide: £10.95/$18.95 / 288-
page, A5, laminated card cover / 
English

• Reprint in softback ‘Crécy Classic’ 
format of title fi rst published in 1997

• Detailed account of the operations 
by V Gruppe/ KG 40 and its battles 
during the July 1942 to August 1944 
period

● Over 200 photographs

VERDICT: THE ORIGINAL HARDBACK EDITION WAS 
RIGHTLY CONSIDERED ‘THE’ ACCOUNT OF V./KG40 
AND IT IS GOOD TO HAVE IT BACK ONCE AGAIN IN 
THIS SOFTBACK FORMAT. OUR THANKS TO CRÉCY 
PUBLISHING FOR THE REVIEW SAMPLE.

Great Aviation 
Collections of 
Britain
by Ken Ellis / Crécy Publishing / 
ISBN: 978-0-85979-174-8 / Price 
Guide: £17.95/$32.95 / 296-page, 
A5, case-bound hardback / 
English

• The fi rst aircraft (Cody Biplane) 
was presented to the Science 
Museum in 1913, so to mark the 100th 
anniversary of this event this special 
edition of Wrecks and Relics has been 
compiled

• Detailed account of over 200 of the 
most important aircraft and aviation 
exhibits in the UK

• Over 200 (96 in colour) 
photographs

VERDICT: THIS IS AN EXTREMELY INTERESTING 
READ, AND WHEN COMBINED WITH THE EXCELLENT 
‘LOST AVIATION COLLECTIONS OF BRITAIN’ GIVES A 
COMPLETE HISTORY OF AIRCRAFT PRESERVATION 
IN THE UK, AS WELL AS CHARTING THOSE THAT ‘GOT 
AWAY’! OUR THANKS TO CRÉCY PUBLISHING FOR THE 
REVIEW SAMPLE.

Modelers’ Guide to the Skyraider
by J. Sherlock / Aero Research / ISBN: N/A / Price Guide: $10.95 / CD / English

AeroResearch published their 104-page spiral-bound detailed guide to modelling the 
Skyraider a number of years ago, well now in this digital age they have decided to do it 
in a digital format. In all it covers 35 Skyraider versions and there are 42 line drawings 

showing the various differences in each version, 36 
colour or black and white period photos and reviews 
of 13 Skyraider kits. The title also gives extensive 
lists of accessories and decals for the type and there 
are appendices listing all serial numbers, operating 
units and surviving aircraft.

VERDICT: THIS IS A GOOD WAY OF ADDING THIS EXTREMELY USEFUL 
TITLE TO YOUR LIBRARY, ALTHOUGH WE FEEL THAT THE DIGITAL FORMAT 
MAKES IT FAR LESS ‘USEFUL’ THAN IT WAS IN PRINT (WHO WANTS TO 
START UP THE COMPUTER TO CHECK THINGS, OR PAY MONEY EVERY 
TIME YOU WANT TO PRINT OUT A PAGE), BUT IF YOU DON’T WANT TO 
PAY THE EXTRA FOR THE PRINTED ONE ($17.95), THEN THIS IS THE 
ALTERNATIVE. RECOMMENDED TO ALL SKYRAIDER FANS, AND OUR 
THANKS TO AERO RESEARCH FOR THE REVIEW SAMPLE.

Thanks to/Worldwide Distribution:  Aero Research
www.AeroResearchCDs.com

IN BRIEF

Vertical Take-Off 
Fighter Aircraft
by Bill Rose / Classic Publications / 
ISBN: 978-1-906537-39-5 / Price Guide: 
£25.00/$39.95 / 176-page, case-bound cover 
/ English

This new title looks at all the various VTO aircraft 
designs that have been built around the world. It 
covers each type from the drawing board through to 
fl ight testing, and even covers the very small number 
that went on to see operational use. The coverage 
starts with a look at the 1935 to 1945 period and 
includes things like the Supermarine VTO fi ghter 
and the better-known Heinkel Wespe and Lerche. 
The next chapter looks at post-war fi ghters, including 
the Ryan X-13, Convair XFY-1 and XFV-1 as well 
as Soviet (KIT-1 and -2) projects and the Fairey 
VTO fi ghter proposal. The third chapter deals with 
‘tail-sitters’, such as the SNECMA C.450 but also 
including the proposals from Convair, Lockheed, 
Temco and Ryan and the proposed tail-sitter version 
of the Nord 1500 Griffon plus the development of 
the Zero-Length Launch (ZEL) fi ghters. The fourth 
chapter looks at ‘fl at risers’ with things like the Bell 
D-109 and D-118, Avro TS-140, Sud-Est X-115, 
EWR VJ 101C, VAK 191B, Fiat G.59, Dassault 
Balzac V plus the various proposals from Rolls-
Royce and Short Bros. Chapter fi ve deals with ‘Fans, 
Augmentation and the Sea Control Ships project’, 
so here you see Vought’s Adam project, the DHC 
VTOL fi ghter, Rockwell XFV-12A, General-Dynamics 
E-7, Vought SF-106 and Northrop N338. The fi nal 
chapter deals with the Harrier and advanced VTOL 
designs, so not only do you get details of the design 
and development of the Harrier, but all the proposed 
variants based on it. The section also covers other 
types such as the Republic-Fokker D-24, SAAB 
1562, BAC Vickers Type 583V, McDD 279, various 
Bristol VTOL projects from 1970-1980, the various 
VTOL and Harrier-like projects generated by 
Lockheed and fi nally the Joint Strike Fighter. The 
coverage ends with a section in this last chapter that 
looks at VTOL development in Russia during the 
Cold War period, , with types such as the MiG-21PD, 
Sukhoi T-58VD-1, Yak-36, 38, 41 and the proposed 
Yak-43.

 
VERDICT : A VERY INTERESTING TITLE, SHOWING SOME PRETTY 
FANCIFUL DESIGNS AND SOME JUST OUTLANDISH ONES! SOME 
OF THE SUBJECTS ARE OUT THERE AS KITS (XFY-1, XFV-1, VJ 101, 
VAK 191 AND XFV-12A) SO THEY CAN BE BUILT, PLUS THIS TITLE 
IS PACKED WITH POTENTIAL SCRATCHBUILD SUBJECTS. HIGHLY 
RECOMMENDED AND OUR THANKS TO CLASSIC PUBLICATIONS (IAN 
ALLAN PUBLISHING) FOR THE REVIEW SAMPLE.

Thanks to/Worldwide Distribution: Ian Allan 
Publishing

www.ianallanpublishing.com

colour or black and white period photos and reviews 
of 13 Skyraider kits. The title also gives extensive 
lists of accessories and decals for the type and there 
are appendices listing all serial numbers, operating 
units and surviving aircraft.

VERDICT
TITLE TO YOUR LIBRARY, ALTHOUGH WE FEEL THAT THE DIGITAL FORMAT 
MAKES IT FAR LESS ‘USEFUL’ THAN IT WAS IN PRINT (WHO WANTS TO 
START UP THE COMPUTER TO CHECK THINGS, OR PAY MONEY EVERY 
TIME YOU WANT TO PRINT OUT A PAGE), BUT IF YOU DON’T WANT TO 
PAY THE EXTRA FOR THE PRINTED ONE ($17.95), THEN THIS IS THE 
ALTERNATIVE. RECOMMENDED TO ALL SKYRAIDER FANS, AND OUR 
THANKS TO AERO RESEARCH FOR THE REVIEW SAMPLE.
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Academy Plastic 
Model Co., Ltd., 
273-64 Suyu 2-Dong, Kangbuk-Gu, 
Seoul, Korea.
Tel: 82-2-908-7000
Fax: 82-2-997-3003 
Email: academy@academy.co.kr

AeroBonus
**See Aires**

AeroResearch Co.
6468 Valley Wood Drive,
Reno, NV 89523-1263. USA
www.AeroResearchCDs.com

The Airbrush Company Ltd
79 Marlborough Road,
Lancing Business Park,
Lancing, West Sussex.
BN15 8UF
Tel: +44 (0)1903 767800
Fax: +44 (0)1903 875960
www.airbrushes.com
alex@airbrushes.com

Aires Hobby Models
Cepirohy 115, 434 01 Most 1,
Czech Republic.

Airfi x, 
Hornby Hobbies Ltd
Westwood Industrial Estate, 
Margate, Kent. CT9 4JX
Tel: +44 (0)1843 233500
Fax: +44 (0)1843 233513
www.airfi x.com

Aviaeology by Skygrid
123 Church Street, Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada. N2G 2S3
Tel: (519) 742 6965
Fax: (519) 742 2182
Email: info@aviaeology.com or sales@
aviaeology.com
www.aviaeology.com

AZ Model
Mendelova 542,
149 00 Praha 4 - Háje,
Czech Republic.
Tel/Fax: +420 272 940 948
Email: legato@legatokits.cz
www.legatokits.cz 

Classic Publications
**See Ian Allan Publishing**

Creative Models Ltd
Unit 6/10, Honeysome Road Industrial 
Estate, Honeysome Road,
Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.
PE16 6TG
Tel: +44 (0)1354 760022
Fax: +44 (0)1354 760037
Email: info@creativemodels.co.uk
www.creativemodels.co.uk

Crécy Publishing
Unit 1a, Ringway Trading Estate,
Shadowmoss Road,
Wythenshawe, Manchester.
M22 5LH
Tel: 0161 499 0024
Fax: 0161 499 0298
Email: enquiries@crecy.co.uk

Eduard M.A., 
170 Obrnice, Obrnice, 
435 21, Czech Republic.
Tel: 420 35 6 11 81 86
Fax: 420 35 6 11 81 71
Email: info@eduard.cz

Hannants
Harbour Road, Oulton Broad,
Lowestoft, Suffolk. NR32 3LZ
Tel: 01502 517444
Fax: 01502 500521
www.hannants.co.uk

HobbyBoss 
www.hobbyboss.com
UK Importer: Creative Models Ltd

The Hobby Company Limited
Garforth Place, Knowlhill,
Milton Keynes. MK5 8PH
Tel: 01908 605 686 
Fax: 01908 605 666
Email: sales@hobbyco.net
or enquiries@hobbyco.net
www.hobbyco.net

Ian Allan Publishing
4, Watling Drive, Hinckley,
Leics. LE10 3EY
Tel: 01455 233747
Fax: 01455 233737

Italeri S.p.A, 
Via Pradazzo 6/B, 
I-40012 Calderara di Reno,
(Bologna), Italy
Tel: +39 051 72 60 37
Fax: +39 051 72 64 59
Email: italeri@italeri.com

Linden Hill Decals
P.O. Box 543, Crugers,
NY 10521, USA.
Tel: (914) 734 9616
Fax: (914) 734 9617
Email: contact@lindenhillimports.com

LSA Models
151 Sackville Road, Hove,
East Sussex. BN3 3HD
Tel/Fax: 01273 705420
Email: lsamodels@mcmail.com

Master Model
71-126 Szczecin,
ul. 26 Kwietnia 49/44,
Poland
Tel: +48 0 503 072 624
Email: info@master-model.pl
www.master-model.pl

Max Decals
67, Skreen Road, Nawan Road,
Dublin 7, Republic of Ireland.
Tel: 353 1 8387635
Email:joe@maxdecals.com

Minicraft Models Inc
1450 West 228th Street,
Suite 17, Torrance,
CA 90501, USA.
Tel: 310 3 25 83 83
Fax: 310 5 39 20 18

Model Design Construction
Unit 3 Hillstown Small Business Centre
Mansfi eld Road, Hillstown,
Bolsover, Chesterfi eld,
Derbyshire. S44 6LE
Tel: 01246 827755
Email: models@
modeldesignconstruction.co.uk
www.modeldesignconstruction.co.uk

MPM/CMK
Mezilesi 718, Prague 9 193 00,
Czech Republic.
www.cmkkits.com

Mushroom Model 
Publications
3 Gloucester Close, Petersfi eld,
Hants. GU32 3AX
Tel: +44 (1)1730 265014
Email: rogerw@mmpbooks.biz
www.mmpbooks.biz

Pocketbond Ltd. 
PO Box 80, Welwyn, 
Herts. AL6 OND
Tel: 01707 391509
Fax: 01707 327466

Quickboost
**See Aires**

Scale Aircraft Conversions
3795 Shady Hill Drive,
Dallas, TX 75229, USA. 
Tel: (214) 477 7163
Email: sacmactexas@aol.com
www.scaleaircraftconversions.com

Special Hobby
**See MPM**

Trumpeter
Wa San Development (Macau) Ltd
Rampa Dos Cavleiros No.9,
Block 5, Floor 16, Flat AS EDF, 
Jardim Sun Yick Garden, 
Macaua, China.
www.trumpeter.com

Valiant Wings Publishing
8 West Grove, Bedford.
MK40 4BT. United Kingdom
Tel 01234 273434
Email: valiant-wings@btconnect.com
www.valiant-wings.com

Xtradecals
**See Hannants**

Contact details for companies featured in MAI this month...
CONTACTS  ✆ ✉
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NEWSLINE
The below lists UK kit releases since our last edition.
Manufacturer Scale Item # Type Decription     Price  Note

Academy  1:72 12444 IM General-Dynamics F-16A Fighting Falcon   £5.99  RE

Airfi x  1:72 03003 IM Hawker-Siddeley Harrier GR Mk 1    £10.99  NT

Airfi x  1:72 04005 IM North-American B-25H/J Mitchell    £14.99  RE

Airfi x  1:24 16001 IM Focke-Wulf Fw 190A     £57.99  RE

A-Model  1:72 72225 IM Antonov An-8 ‘Aerofl ot’ (A-Monster Ltd Ed)   £44.70  NT

AZ Model   1:48 4806 IM/R/PE Morane-Saulnier MS.406C.1 (Croatia/Finland/France)  £29.99  RE

AZ Model  1:72 74049 IM/PE Bell AH-1G Huey Cobra ‘USMC’    £12.99  RE

AZ Model  1:72 74051 IM/PE Bell TH-1G ‘Training Cobra’    £12.99  RE

AZ Model  1:72 77002 IM Bell AH-1G Huey Cobra (sprues only, 3x kits)   £15.99  RE

Eduard  1:48 1182 IM/PE Messerschmitt Bf 110C-6    £33.40  RT

Eduard  1:48 8237 IM/PE/R Mikoyan MiG-21PFM ‘Profi PACK’    £33.40  RT

ICM  1:72 72242 IM Polikarpov U-2/Po-2     £7.99  RT

Italeri  1:72 1096 IM AS332 Super Puma (Swiss/Luftwaffe)   £20.99  RE

Italeri  1:72 1346 IM Sikorsky HH-60J ‘US Coast Guard’   £11.50  RE

Italeri  1:72 1348 IM Lockheed HC-130J ‘US Coast Guard’   £39.99  RE

Italeri  1:48 0849 IM Bell UH-1D ‘Slick’     £24.99  RE

Italeri  1:48 2726 IM Hawker Hurricane Mk IIc    £29.99  NT

Merit Models 1:18 61801 IM Douglas SBD-3 Dauntless    £129.99  NT

Micro-Mir  1:48 48-002 IM Yakovlev UT-1     £19.99  NT

Micro-Mir  1:48 48-003 IM Yakovlev UT-1B     £24.99  NT

Minicraft  1:144 14641 IM Boeing B-52H ‘USAF’     £29.99  NT

Revell  1:72 03984 IM Republic P-47M     £6.50  RE

Special Hobby 1:72 72264 IM Vought SB2U-3 Vindicator ‘Marines Go To War’  £16.60  RE

Special Hobby 1:48 48110 IM/R/PE Heinkel He 115     £53.80  NT

Special Hobby 1:48 48131 IM/R/PE Fairey Firefl y Mk I ‘Pacifi c Fleet’    £29.99  RT

Special Hobby  1:48 48136 IM/R/PE Fairey Firefl y Mk 4/5 ‘Korean War’    £29.99  RT

Special Hobby  1:32 32044 IM/R/PE Fiat G.50 Serie II ‘In Finnish Service’   £37.30  NT

Special Hobby 1:32 32056 IM/R/PE Fiat G.50bis ‘Regia Aeronautica’    £37.30  NT

Tamiya  1:32 60324 IM Chance-Vought F4U-1 Corsair ‘Birdcage’   £109.99  NT

Tarangus  1:72 72001 IM/R/PE SAAB J 29A/B Tunnan     £24.99  NT

Trumpeter  1:72 01660 IM Sukhoi Su-27 Flanker B    £21.99  RT

Trumpeter  1:48 02887 IM Nanchang CJ-6     £19.99  NT

Valom  1:144 14403 IM Fokker D.VII ‘Dual Combo’ (2x kits)   £13.99  NT

Manufacturer Scale Item # Type  Decription     Note
Academy  1:32 12106 IM  G.D./L-M F-16CG [Block 40] Fighting Falcom   RT
Art Model  1:72 7213 IM  Sukhoi Su-25UTG     RT
Art Model  1:72 7214 IM  Mikoyan MiG-27K Kaira (Guillemot)   NT
Eduard  1:48 TBA IM  I-16 Type 24 ‘Weekend Edition’    RE 
CMR/Mark I 1:72  R/PE  Blackburn Firebrand TF Mk 5    NT
Cyber-Hobby  1:200 2018 IM  Tupolev Tu-142MZ     NT
Hasegawa  1:200 10698 IM  Kawasaki C-1 Combo (2x kits)    RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:200 10699 IM  Lockheed C-130H ‘J.A.S.D.F. Combo’ (2x kits)  RE 09/2013

News - Just Released

News - Coming Soon
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Key NT - New Tooling, RE - Reissue, with or without new decals, RT - Revised Tooling, IM - Injection Moulded Plastic, including Limited Run, 
PE - Photo-Etched Brass, R - Resin, RB - Rubber, VF - Vac-formed PLastic, WM - White-metal including Bronze and Pewter
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Hasegawa  1:72 00637 IM  McDD F-4EJ Kai Super Phantom ‘No.8 Sqn Panthers’  RE
Hasegawa  1:72 02048 IM  Panavia Tornado IDS ‘Italian AF Tornado 25th Anniv.’  RE
Hasegawa  1:72 02050 IM  Mitsubishi Ki-100-II ‘28th Flight Regiment’   RE
Hasegawa  1:72 02057 IM  Ki-44-II Shoki & Ki-84 Hayate ‘104th Flight Regt’  RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:72 02058 IM  N.A. B-25H Mitchell ‘Nose Art’    RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:72 02059 IM  Northrop T-38A Talon Combo (2x kits)   RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:72 02060 IM  F-111E Aardvark ‘Nose Art’    RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:72 02061 IM  Kugishi P1Y1 Ginga ‘521st Flying Group’   RE 09/2013
Hasegawa  1:72 02062 IM  Mikoyan MiG-29 ‘Hungarian Air Force 70th Anniv.’  RE 09/2013 
Hasegawa  1:72 02064 IM  McDD F-4J Phantom II ‘VF-96 Fighting Falcons’  RE
Hasegawa  1:72 02065 IM  Kawanishi N1K1 Kyofu ‘Early/Late Version Combo’  RE
Hasegawa  1:72 E41 IM  MV-22B Osprey     NT 3rd Qtr
Hasegawa  1:48 07326 IM  F/A-18C Hornet ‘VFA-192’    RE
Hasegawa  1:48 07327 IM  TA-4F Skyhawk ‘FAC’     RE
Hasegawa  1:48 07328 IM  B5N1 Type 97 Kate ‘12th FG’    RE
Hasegawa  1:48 07334 IM  Supermarine Spitfi re Mk VI ‘No.616 Squadron’  RE
Hasegawa  1:48 07335 IM  Nakajima B6N1 ‘601st Flying Group’   RE
Hasegawa  1:48 07341 IM  Kawasaki T-4 ‘Blue Impulse 2012/2013’   RE
Hasegawa  1:48 07345 IM  Aichi B7A2 (Grace) ‘752nd Flying Group’   RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07346 IM  Kawanishi N1K2-J (George) ‘343rd Flying Group’  RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07347 IM  Messerschmitt Bf 109K-4 ‘JG77’    RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07348 IM  F/A-18E Super Hornet ‘VFA-27 Royal Maces 2013’  RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07349 IM  AV-8B Harrier II+ ‘VMA-311 Tomcats’   RE 08/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07350 IM  Kawasaki Ki-100-I Koh ‘59th Flight Regiment’   RE 09/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07351 IM  Mitsubishi A6M2-K Trainer ‘Tsukuba Flying Group’  RE 09/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07352 IM  Focke-Wulf Fw 190F-8 ‘KG200’    RE 09/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07353 IM  McDonnell F-15I ‘Iraeli Air Force Ra’am’   RE 09/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07354 IM  Mitsubishi F-1 ‘6 Sqn Sea Camoufl age’   RE 09/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07355 IM  McDD F-4S Phantom II ‘Vandy 75’    RE 09/2013
Hasegawa  1:48 07356 IM  Aichi D3A1 Model 11 ‘Indian Ocean Raid’   RE
Hasegawa  1:48 07357 IM  Nakajima Ki-84 ‘Hitachi Flight Training Squadron’  RE
Hasegawa  1:48 07358 IM  Douglas A-4E/F Skyhawk ‘Top Gun’   RE
Hasegawa  1:32 08234 IM  F-104C Starfi ghter ‘Vietnam War’    RE 08/2013
Hasegawa   1:32 ST33 IM  Kawanishi N1K2-J Shiden kai (George)   NT 09/2013
PH Models  1:72 72103 R  Blackburn Botha Mk I     RE
Revell  1:144 03989 IM  Airbus A350     NT
Revell  1:72 04844 IM  Lockheed-Martin F-16C ‘Solo Türk’   RE
RS Models  1:72 9272 IM/PE  Dornier Do 17F     RT
Special Hobby 1:72 72274 IM/R/PE  Bell AH-1G ‘Spanish & IDF Service’   RE
Special Hobby 1:72 72275 IM/R/PE  North American F-86L ‘Thailand Service’ (Ltd Ed)  RE
Special Hobby 1:32 32049 IM/R/PE  Hawker Tempest Mk V     NT 3rd Qtr
Special Hobby 1:32 32052 IM/R/PE  Hawker Tempest Mk V ‘Hi-Tech’    NT 3rd Qtr
Special Hobby 1:32 32054 IM/R/PE  Hawker Tempest Mk II     NT 3rd Qtr
Special Hobby 1:32 32055 IM/R/PE  Hawker Tempest Mk VI    NT 3rd Qtr
Valom  1:144 14404 IM  RAF S.E.5a ‘Dual Combo’    NT
Valom  1:144 14405 IM  Neiuport Ni.17 ‘Dual Combo’    NT
Valom  1:144 14406 IM  Albatros D.V ‘Dual Combo’    NT
Valom  1:72 72074 IM/R/PE  MD.450 Barougan     NT
Valom  1:72 72075 IM/R/PE  N.A. Fury FJ-1     NT
Valom  1:72 72076 IM/R/PE  Yak-7UTI      RT
Valom  1:72 72080 IM/R/PE  MD.450 (PAF)     RE
Valom  1:72 72079 IM/R/PE  Yakovlev Yak-9 (early series)    RT
Zoukei Mura  1:48 48-01 IM  Kyushu J7W1 Shiden     NT
Zoukei Mura  1:48 TBA IM  Focke-Wulf Ta 152H-1     NT

For a full list of all the new kit releases announced at the recent Toy Fairs, visit our website at www.modelairplaneinternational.com
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Issue 77 December ‘11
• Roden 1:32 Airco D.H.2

• A double build of the Revell 1:72 B-17G

• Hawker Hunter Pt.1 by Richard J. Caruana

• HobbyBoss 1:32 Spitfire Mk Vb

• Italeri 1:72 C-27J 

• Frrom 1:72 PZL P.24

» and more...

Issue 78 January ‘12
• Fly 1:48 Roland D.VIa

• Aoshima 1:48 Blue Thunder

• Sword 1:72 Re.2001

• Eduard 1:48 MiG-21MF 

• Eduard 1:32 Bf 109E-1 B AlleyCat conversion

• SM.84 by Richard J. Caruana

• Wingnut Wings 1:32 D.H.9A

» and more...

Issue 79 February ‘12
• Airfix 1:72 Harrier GR.7A/GR.9A

• HobbyBoss 1:48 TA-7C

• Oil wash Techniques Guide 

• Hasegawa 1:32 J2M3 Raiden

• Italeri 1:48 Hurricane Mk I 

• A-6 Intruder & EA-6 Prowler artwork

• Special Hobby 1:72 CA-12 Boomerang

» and more...

Issue 80 March ‘12
• Fading colours with oil paint 

• Trumpeter 1:32 P-51B Mustang

• Eduard 1:72 Grumman F6F-3 Hellcat

• Spitfire F Mk 22-24 by Richard J. Caruana

• Italeri/Kinetic 1:48 F-84F

• HobbyBoss 1:72 Kamov Ka-29

• Trumpeter 1:32 Bf 109G-6

» and more...

Issue 81 April ‘12
• HobbyBoss 1:48 Yak-38

• The Platz 1:72 Global Hawk

• TechGuide#3 - soft-edged demarcation

• HobbyBoss 1:48 F3H-2 Demon

• Revell 1:72 Ju 88A-4

• Tamiya 1:32 A6M Zero to A6M2-N Rufe 
conversion

» and more...

Issue 82 May ‘12
• The basics of figure painting

• Airfix 1:72 Valiant in anti-flash white

• Quick update of the Hasegawa 1:48 J 35Ö

• Tornado IDS by Richard J. Caruana

• The HobbyBoss 1:32 F-84E

• Italeri 1:48 Kiowa

• Sword 1:72 Spitfire Mk IX

» and more...

Issue 83 June ‘12
• How to paint cockpit interiors

• 1:48 Great Wall Hobby P-61A

• Roden 1:32 Ni.24bis

• Hawker Hart by Richard J. Caruana

• 1:72 Fly Whitley GR Mk VII

• Trumpeter 1:48 Me 509

• Special Hobby 1:72 Sea Balliol

» and more...

Issue 84 July ‘12
• RS Models 1:72 Ki-61-I Kai

• Cyber-Hobby 1:200 YB-49

• Airfix 1:48 Lynx AH.7

• Tarangus 1:48 Lansen

• AML and Special Hobby 1:72 Ki-43s

• RAF Hunters Pt.2 by Richard J. Caruana

» and more...

Issue 85 August ‘12
• Brengun 1:72 Bachem Ba 349A Natter

• Tech Guide #6 Eradicating canopy seams 

• Airfix 1:72 Spitfire PR.XIX

• Trumpeter 1:48 Su-15 updated

• Hasegawa 1:72 Su-33

• F-102 Delta Dagger by Richard J. Caruana

» and more...

Issue 86 September ‘12
• Trumpeter 1:48 Spiteful F Mk 14

• Eduard 1:72 Hellcat Mk II - PR Mk II conversion

• Paint chipping and fabric effects

• HobbyBoss1:48 F4U-4

• Azur 1:72 SNCASO Vautour

• Desert Bf 109s - JG27 by Richard J. Caruana

• Wingnut Wings 1:32 Pfalz D.XII

» and more...

Issue 87 October ‘12
• Admiral 1:72 F6U Pirate

• AZ Model 1:72 MiG-17F

• Revell 1:32 Heinkel He 219 

• Painting radial and inline engines 

• HobbyBoss 1:48 F7U

• Cyber-Hobby 1:72 Sea Vixen

• Sword 1:72 Sea Gladiator

» and more...

Issue 88 November ‘12
• Roden 1:144 Douglas C-124A

• Airfix 1:48 Spitfire F.22 in RSAAF markings

• CMR 1:72 Bristol Sycamore

• HobbyBoss 1:48 F7U Pt.2

• Trumpeter 1:32 F-117A

• A-26 Invader artwork

• Eduard 1:48 Bf 109E

» and more...

Issue 89 December ‘12
• HobbyBoss 1:72 Sea Hawk FGA.6

• CMR 1:72 Scimitar F Mk 1

• How to remove carrier film from decals

• Tamiya 1:72 P-47D with Big ED and 
Quickboost accessories

• Kitty Hawk Models 1:48 F-35B

• French T-6s in Africa artwork

• Revell 1:72 Halifax
» and more...

Issue 90 January ‘13
• Skunkworks 1:48 Reaper

• Ibex 1:48 T-6 Texan II

• Wingnut Wings 1:32 Roland D.VIa

• Pre-shading Tech Guide

• Trumpeter 1:32 Ju 87B

• Airfix 1:48 Sea Vixen review

• Airfix 1:72 A6M Zero
» and more...

Issue 91 February ‘13
• R.V. Aircraft 1:72 MiG-23ML

• Trumpeter 1:72 J-11

• Trumpeter1:48 J-8B

• Hasegawa 1:72 F-15E

• Airfix 1:72 Spitfire F.22 to F.24 conversion

• Italeri 1:48 Ju 87D

• Nieuport No.28 artwork
» and more...

Issue 92 March ‘13
• The Academy 1:48 T-50

• Special Hobby 1:72 Seafire F.45

• Roden 1:48 T-28D

• Italeri 1:72 Sunderland Mk I

• HobbyBoss 1:72 F-14A Tomcat

• Fiat BR.20 Artwork

• Revell-Monogram 1:48 Me 410
» and more...

Issue 93 April ‘13
• Kwik Build of the ICM 1:72 Po-2

• Eduard 1:48 Spitfire Preview

• Humbrol Clear varnish bench test 

• Trumpeter 1:48 MiG-23M

• Swiss Bf 109s artwork

• Revell 1:32 Lynx
» and more...

Issue 94 May ‘13
• Eduard 1:72 Bf 110G-2 Kwik Build

• CMR 1:72 Hunting-Percival Provost T Mk 1 
Kwik Build

• Kitty Hawk Models 1:48 Jaguar

• Wingnut Wings 1:32 E.III

• Short Stirling artwork

• 1:48 Trumpeter F-100F updated
» and more...

Issue 95 June ‘13
• CMR 1:72nd Venom NF Mk 2/2A

• Sea Venom F(AW) Mk 21/22/53

• Gallery Models 1:48 H-34 Choctaw

• Airfix 1:48 Spitfire PR Mk XIX

• Wingnut Wings 1:32 F.E.2b

• Special Hobby 1:72 P-35A

• Supermarine Walrus artwork
» and more...

Issue 96 July ‘13
• Airfix 1:72 A-4P 

• Planet Models 1:72 Martin-Baker MB.2

• Trumpeter 1:48 MiG-21F-13

• Trumpeter 1:32 A-4F into an A-4H

• Academy 1:48 F-4B

• 1:32 P-61 from HobbyBoss

• Operation Husky - The Invasion of Sicily
» and more...

Issue 97 August ‘13
• AFV Club 1:48 F-5E

• AZ Model 1:72 D.H.82A

• Zvezda 1:72 Bf 109F

• Eduard 1:48 Spitfire Mk IXc

• Vickers Valletta Artwork

• 1:48 Airfix Merlin HC.3

• 1:32 Wingnut Wings D.H.2
» and more...

Issue 98 September ‘13
• Special Hobby 1:72 Seafire FR Mk 47

• Special Hobby 1:32 Buffalo

• Zvezda 1:72 Fw 190A-4

• AlleyCat 1:32 CAC Boomerang

• Airfix 1:72 Typhoon 

• Eduard 1:48 Spitfire Mk IXc Pt2

• Revell 1:32 He 219
» and more...
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WWW.LITTLE-CARS.COM

TOOLS. ACCESSORIES. RESIN AND WHITE METAL CAR KIT SPECIALIST

Tel: 01234 711980 24hr answer phone
From tiny tweezers to sizeable spray booths!

We aim to stock all the tools and accessories you will ever need. Micro Mesh, 
Hold & Fold, Detailing Wire and Mesh, Aztec Airbrushes, Alclad II, adhesives.

Tameo, BBR, Studio 27, Model Factory Hiro, Marsh, PMA, Renaissance, Le Mans 
miniatures, Racing 43, SMTS, Midlantic, Formula and many more...

 email: info@little-cars.co.uk     CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTEDBuy direct or see us at your local model show

HANNANTS MODEL SHOP

OPEN 10.00AM - 5.30PM, THURS & FRI OPEN UNTIL 7.00PM

Tel: 0208 205 6697 Fax: 01502 500521
Unit 2, Hurricane Trading Estate, Grahame Park Way, Colindale, NW9 5QW 

MASTERCARD/VISA/SWITCH

NO1 IN EUROPE FOR PLASTIC KITS AND ACCESSORIES
INCLUDING THE FULL RANGE OF TAMIYA (NOT RC)  

email: sales@hannants.co.uk        www.hannants.co.uk
1/2 MILE FROM 
RAF MUSEUM

AVIATION & MILITARY BOOK CENTRE

AVIATION AND MILITARY BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

Tel: 0845 260 4413 
PO BOX 4413, ATHERSTONE, WARWICKSHIRE, CV9 9AS

MASTERCARD/VISA/SWITCH/PAYPAL/CHEQUES/CASH/POSTAL ORDERS

PHONE LINES OPEN 10AM-6PM MON-FRI, 10AM-1PM SAT-SUN
PHONE, WRITE OR VISIT US ONLINE.

  sales@aviationbookcentre.com www.aviationbookcentre.com

WEBDIRECTORYWEBDIRECTORY

    BUYERSGUIDEBUYERS

UPDAT
ED

      HALIFAX MODELLERS WORLD

ALL MODELS,ALL MAKES,ALL SCALES.

Tel: 01422 349157
Halifax Modellers World , 29 Union Street, Halifax, HX1 1PR

www.halifaxmodellersworld.co.uk

OPENING HOURS: MON,TUES,THUR 10.30-17.30,WED CLOSED,
FRI 10.30-17.00,SAT 9.30-17.00,SUN 10.30-16.30

Email:halifaxmodellersworld@fsmail.net

www.creativemodels.co.uk

ADVERTISE HERE!
THIS SPACE COULD 

BE WORKING FOR YOU.
FOR INFORMATION, 

CALL COLIN SPINNER 
ON 01525 222573

NEW
!

www.hobbyco.net

MILITARY, AVIATION, NAVAL, MODELLING, 
RAILWAYS, CAR & MOTORCYCLE BOOKS

  Tel: 01299 823 330  Fax:01299 829 970
Unit 10, Hodfar Road, Sandy lane Ind Estate, Stourport On Severn, Worcestershire, DY13 9QB

AVID READER

9.30 – 4.30 MONDAY TO FRIDAY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

WWW.BOOKWORLDWS.CO.UK
INFO@BOOKWORLDWS.CO.UK    VISA/MASTERCARD/MAESTRO

www.hyperscale.com

             www.tamiya.com

NEW
!

ADDRES
S
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SO WHAT’S PLANNED FOR THE NEXT ISSUE? ON SALE 24TH OCTOBER
NEXT ISSUE

Model Airplane International is published monthly by ADH Publishing Ltd, Doolittle Mill, Doolittle Lane, 
Totternhoe, Bedfordshire, LU6 1QX.  Entire Contents © 2013 ADH Publishing Ltd. Reproduction in part 
or whole of any text, photograph or illustration without written permission from the publisher is strictly 
prohibited. While due care is taken to ensure the content of Model Airplane International is accurate, the 
publishers and printers cannot accept liability for errors and omissions. Advertisements are accepted for 
publication in Model Airplane International only upon ADH Publishing’s standard terms of acceptance of 
advertising, copies of which are available from the advertising sales department of MAI.

All of the above listed features are listed 
on a provisional basis only. We endeavour 
to bring you the above articles but the 
contents of an edition may be subject to 
change without further notifi cation.

Plus
Patrick Branly builds the new 1:72 
B-18 Bolo from Special Hobby

Mosquito Alan Bottoms builds the awesome 
Airfi x 1:24 kit from the box

Kittyhawk

Vought SB2U Vindicator
by Richard J. Caruana

Steve A. Evans builds the Hasegawa 1:32 
P-40 in No.112 Sqn RAF markings

Richard J. Caruana © MAI 2
013
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To mark our 100th edition, over the coming months some of our contributors will be building a 
subject from their 'Top 10' of kits, starting this month with...
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